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SUMMARY
The prompt y-ray analysis of 14 biologically interesting
elements was performed using a relatively weak reactor neutron flux
4 - 2 - 1  . . of 3 x 10 n.cm . s . Sample irradiations were performed m  air and
in a water phantom, to obtain sensitivity limits of the elements prior
to possible use in in-vivo neutron activation analysis. A comparison
was performed between prompt y-ray measurement by a Nal(Tl) and Ge(Li)
detector, and also between high and low-energy regions.
Only Cd,Cl and Hg samples yielded minimum detection limits less
than lOOmg for irradiations in air, and only Cd remained in this category
following irradiation in the water phantom.
Preliminary studies were performed of irradiated sample depth
measurement, in the water phantom, in order to provide a tissue attenuation
correction factor. A comparison was made between the double y-ray and
scatter-to-peak (SPR) depth measurement techniques.
A formula was developed for a point source measured by a
parallel collimated y-camera and minicomputer system, which describes
the variation of SPR with depth in a scattering medium. The particular
measurement system described permits the utilization of data which is
normally rejected in the course of quantitative scintigraphy, hence
a tissue attenuation may be obtained without additional patient scanning.
The validity of the SPR formula was tested experimentally 
198using a Au source in a water phantom, and a good agreement was found.
. . . . 197Clinical trials were performed with patients undergoing HgC^ renal
uptake measurements. The effect of kidney thickness was measured by 
197the use of Hg volume sources. A good correlation was obtained 
between the SPR method and the routine, statistical formula method, 
of kidney depth measurement, for 13 subjects.
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1CHAPTER 1 
IN VIVO NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
In vivo neutron activation analysis developed from the measurement 
of induced radioactivity, in human tissue following accidental exposure 
to neutrons. This measurement permitted an estimation of the received 
neutron dose.
The pioneering paper, outlining the medical application of in vivo 
activation using diagnostic doses of neutrons, was published by Anderson 
et al, in 1964 [1]. This method of analysis has become an important 
alternative in the study of body composition, to the classic isotope 
dilution technique.
The methods measure different quantities.
(i) In Vivo Neutron Activation Analysis (IVNAA) measures the total- 
body quantity of an element, and indirectly, the quantities 
that exist in exchangeable and non-exchangeable pools.
(ii) Isotope dilution techniques are used when the renewal rate 
of the mass to be measured is slow compared with the 
equilibrium time. It is the exchangeable pools of the
body that are measured by this technique, e.g. plasma volume, 
total body water.
Therefore these methods represent quantities of different clinical 
interest and the advantages of the former over the latter, both technical 
and scientific are considered.
1.1 CERTAIN DISADVANTAGES OF ISOTOPE DILUTION STUDIES
A good review of isotope dilution techniques, describing their 
current uses and their multiple problems, has been given by Bauer and 
Telfer* [2]. It is important to summarise some of these drawbacks and be 
able to compare them with those of IVNAA.
2a) Physiological
(i) The quantity to be measured may change compartments in 
varying degrees according to various disease states.
e.g. The change of water from intracellular to extracellular 
compartments.
(ii) The equilibrium time of a certain study may be prolonged, 
for certain disease states, especially if blood circulation 
is poor. This would cause serious inaccuracies of the 
experimental values.
(iii) A wide variation of ’control' values, for healthy subjects 
has been found.
b) Technical
(i) It is assumed that the tracer has a uniform specific 
activity in the human body when measurement performed.
(ii) It is assumed there is no significant ’isotope effect’.
This is the case of a radioisotope behaving in the same 
fashion as the stable isotope, in spite of differing 
atomic weight, e.g., the use of tritium and deuterium to 
determine whole-body water.
28(iii) Substances of low specific activity, e.g., Mg may act 
as a 'load’ in the system and be excreted rapidly hence 
true equilibrium may never be attained.
c) Practical
(i) The oral and intravenous forms of dose administration have 
disadvantages. Deposition of isotope at injection may 
occur with latter, and more rapid equilibrium time and 
high gastric activity with the former.
(ii) The unavailability of urine from subjects hinders measurement 
It is noted however, that dilution studies have yielded much
information on body composition, in spite of measurement difficulties.
IVNAA may make at least an equal contribution with greater precision.
1.2 BODY COMPOSITION MEASUREMENTS BY IVNAA
There are four types of measurement possible using IVNAA. The 
selection of each is dependent on the study being performed and its 
acceptability by the patient.
1.2.1 Total Body IVNAA
The total body irradiation of a patient by neutrons, activates the 
nuclei of the various body elements. The resulting induced activity, 
measured by a whole body counter, is proportional to the mass of the 
elements present in the body. Using this principle, two sorts of infor­
mation may be obtained.
(a) The absolute mass of a body element, e.g., Na, Ca, may be 
estimated by comparison to an identically irradiated phantom 
containing a known amount of element.
(b) Serial measurements of a patient may provide a qualificative 
indication of patient response to therapy of a disease.
Various normalisation factors (e.g. for weight, age and sex)
V.allow qualificative comparisons between individuals or groups 
of patients.
1.2.2 Factors Affecting Total Body IVNAA
(i) Normal Values
It is of course important to find the variation of values 
that are obtained from normal, healthy subjects. This variation 
would affect the ability to diagnose a pathological state.
Much work has been performed by various research groups to 
obtain as much 'normal’ data as possible, and hence be able 
to interpret disease states with greater consistency, e.g.
3
4[3, 4, 5]. This is discussed in greater detail later.
(ii) Uniform Neutron Irradiation
Much work has been done to obtain a uniform irradiation of
the body, e.g. [6, 7] since it is important to obtain a
uniform response from the whole body. There are two aspects 
to this problem.
(a) Uniform Irradiation Along Length of Body
This was a problem with nearly all neutron sources in which 
the neutrons were emitted from a point or a beam. One solution 
has been to lay the patient in an arc geometry around the 
source, but this was clearly uncomfortable especially for 
patients in serious illness.
The solution, generally adopted, has been to collimate the 
neutron source, whether a 14 MeV neutron generator, an (a, n) 
or fission source, reactor beam or cyclotron beam and merely 
'move' the patient across this collimated source and therefore 
assure a constant body surface irradiation.
(b) Uniform Irradiation in Body
This is generally dependent on the incident neutron energy
and body thickness [6, 7, 8]. Many reactions of interest 
are caused by thermal neutrons, e.g., Na^, Ca^, C£^,
which are very rapidly attenuated by tissue (half-value depth,
2.5 cm). This has been circumvented by the use of both
fast neutrons, which by scattering create a peak thermal flux
well inside the body, and bilateral irradiations which cause 
an approximate uniform thermal flux. A variation of ±6.9% 
and ±5,14% in slow neutron flux has been obtained with a Pu-Be 
source and 14-MeV neutron generator respectively [7].
5c) Some aspects of Fast Neutron Irradiation
It is noted that the use of fast neutrons, to obtain a greater 
penetration of thermal neutrons, also permits the activation 
of N and P which have high threshold values [3, 9] as shown 
in the following table.
Reaction Threshold ai4 MeV Mainy-Ray Half-Life
14 13 i4N (n,2n) N 10.6 MeV 6 mb 511 keV 9.9 min
31P (n, ct)28A& 1.9 MeV 120 mb 1779 keV 2.3 min
Cohn and Dombrowski have found their fast neutron flux to be not
sufficiently uniform 'to produce accurate results, although nitrogen was
13determined with high precision [3], Also, the N annihilation peak was
13 16 13susceptible to two main interferences, that of N produced by 0(p,a) N
30 31 30and P following P(n, 2n) P. The oxygen reaction was caused by
protons, produced by high energy neutron collisions with hydrogen atoms
[10]. This reaction cross-section is approximately 40 mb. The inter­
ference of the oxygen reaction has been estimated to be less than 10%
30and a correction may be applied. The P positron emission has a much 
shorter half-life (2.56 min) and may be considered negligible if counting 
is delayed by 10 - 15 minutes after irradiation.
(iii) Uniform Detection Efficiency
It is important to have a detection system which has an 
invariate response with source spatial distribution. This 
is required for two principal reasons.
(a) An invariate positional response is required to counter
the effects of 'localisation' of a particular radionuclide,
6and also the continuous circulation of radioelements 
24 38such as Na and C& which have large exchangeable 
compartments.
(b) The effect of body mass arid the depth distribution of 
the radionuclide on the counting efficiency has been 
minimized in several ways. Most whole-body systems use 
counters, positioned above and below the body. Other 
workers utilise empirical correction procedures for 
various parts of the body and which are dependent on 
the study performed.
Two types of whole body counter are utilised in IVNAA.
(d) Whole Body Counter
These usually are adapted from radio-isotope studies. They
consist of lead-lined, low-background chambers in which an
array of large Nal (Til) detectors would surround the patient,
from both above and below. These have been described by
various workers [2, 10, 11] for different IVNAA studies. A
serious disadvantage of this counting method is the transit
time between the irradiation room and whole-body counter which
creates difficulties in counting short-lived isotopes, e.g.,
49Ca, 8.75 min. Also, the high sensitivities of the detectors 
can cause 'dead time' counting losses which must be corrected [12].
(e) Shadow Shield Whole Body Counter
This method of patient counting may yield a more uniform counting 
response than the previous. Only a small set of Nal (Til) 
counters (1, 2 or 4) are used. The patient, lying on a moveable 
couch, traverses the detector array, therefore enabling a 
'body-profile' of an isotope to be measured [13], Also, each 
segment of the body can be corrected empirically for body 
thickness.
7A combination of a shadow shield whole body counter with a
252neutron irradiation source (e.g. Pu-Be, Cf) has been used,
and is of course well shielded from the counters. The patient
is traversed by the neutron source and then by the counter
with a minimum waiting time. This device has been used for
49the measurement of Ca in total body calcium studies [14]. 
SIMULTANEOUS IRRADIATION AND COUNTING
Simultaneous irradiation and counting of the body as it 
traverses the apparatus occurs when measuring prompt y-rays.
At present, whole body nitrogen [12, 15] and hydrogen [16, 17] 
have been measured by this method. The high energy photons 
emitted by nitrogen (10.8 MeV) ensure little attenuation and 
interference, whilst prompt hydrogen photons (2.22 MeV) are 
emitted at great abundance.
NOTES ON UNIFORM COUNTING RESPONSE
It is remarked that there exist several methods of radioisotope 
measurement which assure an invariate response with body 
thickness.
The geometric mean response of two counters, situated above 
and below a subject, has been demonstrated to give an almost 
invariant response to radio-isotope 'tracers' in whole-body 
counting [18]. This method has been applied to the quantitative 
scanning of radio-active organs [19,14*8’] ,
The compton-edge of an isotope has also been employed 
successfully in whole-body counting of iodine tracer [20].
The photopeak is exponentially attenuated with increasing 
depth, but the increase in gamma-ray scattering compensates 
the counting rate loss at the compton edge. The use of the 
scatter-to-pcak ratio for an invariant depth response has 
also been suggested in this field [21, 22].
8These techniques have not been employed in IVNAA counting.
The principal reason is that these techniques can be used 
quite successfully for single photopeak radio-isotope studies. 
Once there are multiple photopeaks there is a high background 
continuum which would seriously affect the latter two methods, 
but not necessarily the geometric mean method which merely 
requires adequate measurement of the photopeaks.
(iv) Quality of Phantom
A phantom apparatus, simulating the human body, in density and 
the elements in question, is required for absolute element 
mass determination. The measurement of a phantom, under the 
same conditions as for the patient, provides a known response 
per element mass. Therefore, measurement of patient response 
would yield the unknown in the simple equation,
[Element Ma.ss]pATIENT ___ [Element Mass]pHANT0M
[Patient Response] [Phantom Response]
It is generally considered that the approximation of a phantom 
to the human body is difficult to assess[23], and this may 
form the largest error in absolute mass determination by total- 
body IVNAA.
Phantoms
The type of phantom employed appears to be different with
almost every worker and is dependent on the type of study
involved, e.g. Carlmark and Reizenstein, in total-body water 
studies, have used water-filled bottles of differing volume as 
phantoms, with empirical corrections for body thickness [16]. 
Cohn, Dombrowski and Fairchild have used a homogeneously 
distributed calcium solution in an Alderson phantom, for 
calcium studies rin vivo' [7].
9Spinks et al , following calcium studies in bone disease,
have used a phantom which is a good approximation to the
calcium distribution in the human body. This consists of a
body configuration of circular cylinders, in which there are
'inner' cylinders simulating the main skeleton structure [11].
A difference of 11% in counting efficiency was found between 
24a radioactive Na solution uniformly distributed in the 
phantom and the same solution distributed only in the simulated 
bone structure. This emphasises the importance of employing 
a phantom with a realistic distribution of the element studied. 
Internal Standards
To 'eliminate the effect of non-similarity between the response 
of the phantom to the patient, the use of an 'internal standard1 
has been proposed [24]. This consists of utilising an element 
of uniform-body distribution as a normalisation factor, for the 
element under study. This removes the necessity of uniform 
irradiation and detection.
This technique has been much applied in partial-body 'in vivo' 
activation analysis, and is discussed elsewhere.
Its application in total-body IVNAA has been more limited.
This may be due to uncertainty in the uniform distribution of 
the element used as the 'internal standard'.
Dabek et al. [12] have utilised the prompt gamma-ray of 
hydrogen as an internal standard when measuring absolute 
whole-body nitrogen. They had also demonstrated that the 
variation of hydrogen concentration in human tissue was 
almost uniform and related the response to hydrogen mass.
Other workers [6] have merely used the ratio ^Ca/^Na as a 
relative indicator of whole-body calcium. ^Na measurement 
is used in this case since it may be accurately measured.
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GENERAL
Sequential measurements of the same patient, in total-body 
calcium studies [25], are simply normalised for patient 
weight and height, as these parameters may change during 
disease and therapy. This outlines the fact that phantoms 
must closely resemble not only the typical radio-isotope 
body-distribut.i on but also morphological differences. These 
in turn, not only affect the uniformity of irradiation and 
measurement, but also the 'normal value' of the element 
studied.
1,2.3 Non-Exchangeable Compartment Measurement
The non-exchangeable pool of an element may be measured by using the 
total-body quantity (by IVNAA) and the exchangeable pool (e.g. Isotope 
dilution technique), this quantity is therefore measured indirectly. It 
is of interest to measure, since the non-exchangeable pools of many 
elements have not been well defined, and also the relative sizes of the 
exchangeable and non-exchangeable compartments may change in disease 
states.
However, little work has been reported on this theme. Rudd and 
Nelp have measured non-exchangeable sodium in 'normal' subjects by a novel 
method [23]. The non-exchangeable quantity was defined as,
Non-Exchangeable Na =  Total Body Na ---- Exchangeable Na.
The total-body quantity is measured by routine IVNAA [25]. The
exchangeable pool can be measured from the same patient irradiation and
24is obtained by comparing the ratio of the specific activity of Na, that 
injected and that due to activation of exchangeable compartment. This 
ratio is then multiplied by the whole-body counter response of a known 
quantity of Na, this yields the exchangeable Na.
This is expressed as follows:-
11
(UNKNOWN) (KNOWN)
W.B. Count/Act./Exch. Na Spec. Act./Act./Exch. Na
W.B. Count/Inj./Exch. Na Spec. Act./Inj./Exch. Na
(KNOWN) (KNOWN)
This is a simplified description of the method. It has important 
merits, that of requiring only one activation procedure, no comparator 
phantom is used, the subject itself is used as the phantom, by measuring 
the response of injected 2^Na. Thus, errors due to phantom dissimilarity 
are negligible for the morphological and isotope distribution character­
istics are identical.
1.2.4 Partial Body Activation Analysis
The irradiation of an element in only a part of the body can be 
used as an indication of whole-body function. The main disadvantages of 
total-body IVNAA also occur to a lesser degree in partial-body activation
analysis (PBIVNAA). However, this technique does offer certain advantages
(i) The irradiation site for a particular study can be chosen
with regard to its metabolic activity. i.e., the site chosen 
would be a more sensitive indicator of a disease state than 
measurement of the whole-body quantity, e.g., Spinal calcium 
has been measured by PBIVNAA as it is considerably more 
affected by osteoporosis than other parts of the skeleton [26]
(ii) The selection of a limb or part of the body as an irradiation 
site may provide an effective higher signal to noise ratio 
than total-body IVNAA. e.g., Ca studies of the hand [27] 
have a higher bone to tissue ratio than other parts of the 
body.
(iii) The uniformity of irradiation and counting is easier to 
obtain with smaller irradiation volumes [27] . In one case, 
the product of irradiation and counting efficiency of Ca has 
been made constant over a section of spine [26].
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(iv) The whole-body patient dose is often much lower with PBIVNAA, 
although this has not been studied in detail by many workers 
and this may be less true with the use of high-energy neutrons 
[28].
Also, in Ca studies, the use of bones at the extremities, e.g. 
hand, ankle, for PBIVNAA is sounder radiological practice than 
the irradiation of marrow-producing bone as in TBIVNAA of 
calcium.
1.2.5 Measurement by PBIVNAA
Generally, two types of clinical measurement are pursued.
(a) Absolute quantities of element in the irradiated volume.
In hand Ca studies, measurements are expressed as counts per 
hand volume [27], and spine Ca sensitivity is expressed as 
counts per Ca mass [26]. In all cases, patient results are 
compared with an appropriate phantom to obtain an absolute 
value for Ca, in a certain part of the body.
(b) Relative and Sequential Measurements
Some groups have not attempted to obtain absolute measurement, 
considering there are too many drawbacks [29] . The relative 
quantities of calcium and phosphorous are of great interest 
during disease states and their therapy.
Therefore, it is the reproducibility of the irradiation and 
counting, for a defined total dose, that is important. This 
governs the variation of measurement and hence the smallest 
detectable change of calcium. Work has been performed to 
select the section of skeleton which has the smallest variation 
of irradiation and measurement [30, 31].
Partial-Body Phantoms
Phantoms for comparison in PBIVNAA have the criteria as in
13
TBIVNAA, that of morphological similarity and elemental 
distribution. \
However, in PB IVNAA the ’target’ volume is not delimited 
by the physical size of the organ of interest, e.g., How 
much of the arm is also irradiated during Ca measuremnet of 
the hand? [27]; this has been minimised by use of a Cd wrist 
collar.
Thyroidal iodine may be fairly uniformly irradiated with epi-
cadmium neutrons [32], but irradiation by thermal neutrons
produces a very non-uniform activation of the thyroid gland [24].
This may not be solved by simple comparison with a thyroid
phantom as it is very difficult to simulate different gland
depths and volumes, which can severely distort measurement.
Lenihaw, Co.mar et al have proposed the use of an ’internal
standard'. This standard relates the difference in detection
efficiency of the patient thyroid to the thyroid phantom. In
129practise, this consisted of injecting the isotope I into 
the patient, of which a known amount would be taken up by the
thyroid gland. The phantom, also containing a known amount
129 tof I with the usual stable I,would be irradiated and counted
in the same conditions as the patient thyroid. The ratio of 
130the I counts is used to normalise the dissimilarity of 
phantom and patient organ.
A critical review of this technique has been made by Boddy et 
al , [33]. Nevertheless, the use of the 'internal standard’ 
technique does seem to provide an important increase of 
accuracy, in absolute measurement by PBIVNAA.
Relative PBIVNAA measurements have been made,-'by expressing 
the measurement as a ratio of two elements. This is proportional
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to a clinical parameter. The ratios Ca/Na, Ca/C& and Na/C£ 
have W n  measured in bone studies [34], the values of Na and C& 
are used as the relative internal standard, to normalise for 
non-uniform irradiation.
Unfortunately, the assumption is that Na and C& have a 
uniform and constant distribution, this is true in normal 
healthy subjects, but not in disease. Also decay gamma-ray > 
monitoring is affected by the exchangeable fractions of Na 
and C&. The utilisation of prompt gamma-rays would fix the 
locality of emitted radiation. This has been attempted, with 
partial success, in the measurement of Ca/P ratio using Na as 
an ’internal standard' [35].
1.2.6 Trace Element Measurement by IVNAA
The amount of certain trace elements in the human body is very 
important to healthy function. Deficient, as well as toxic amounts of 
trace element may lead to various diseases. Toxicity may consist either,
of an abnormal load of an element which is usually considered "essential"
e.g., Cu, Se, or any amount of a trace element considered inherently toxic, 
e.g., Cd, Hg.
The inherent difficulty of trace element measurement 'in vivo' is 
the very small quantities involved. At present, most trace element 
determination has taken place 'in vitro', as can be read in recent con­
ference proceedings [36, 37]. In particular, many papers have been 
published concerning the Cd, Zn and Hg group of trace elements [38, 39, 40], 
and also of the relation of trace elements to cancerous tissue [41].
'In vitro', the small elemental masses are compensated by very high
13 15 -2 -1in-core neutron fluxes (10 -)> 10 n.cm .s ), and chemical separation.
Also, an attempt to study certain biological trace elements 'in v.i tro' by
measurement of the prompt gamma-ray emission [42].
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At present, little work has been published concerning the ’in vivo' 
measurement of trace elements by nuclear activation analysis.
McLellan et al , have used neutron irradiation for the ’in vivo' 
measurement of Cd, in the liver of a patient suffering cadmium poisoning, 
by monitoring the emitted prompt ¥-rays [43].
Oxby has proposed to measure iron, also in the liver, by 14 MeV 
neutron irradiation, followed by the measuremnet of ^Sln decay y-rays [44].
It is remarked that some elements, following thermal neutron acti­
vation, produce either weak y-decay, beta particles or stable isotopes, as 
shown in Table 1.2. These elements may be monitored by their prompt y-rays. 
Many elements have considerable neutron capture cross-sections and may 
produce prompt radiation of high intensity, e.g., Cd. This is well 
illustrated in Tables 1.1 and 1.2.
Prompt gamma-ray analysis requires an external neutron beam and has 
necessarily a reduced flux (for technical and radiological reasons) 
compared to in-core, 'in vitro* measurements.
In spite of the various disadvantages, there are certain factors, 
to be discussed later in detail, which makes prompt y-ray measurement 
very advantageous for the detection of at least some trace elements.
1.3 GAMMA RAYS EMITTED BY RADIOACTIVE DECAY AND RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE
It is important, at this point, to demonstrate the difference between 
the two types of gamma-ray emission. Cadmium is chosen as an example 
because in spite of having an isotope of very high absorption cross-section 
(tKei'Mol120,000b) , it is usually measured by means of its decay isotope which is 
produced by a relatively small activation cross-section (1.10b).
Fig. 1.1 and the cross-section data shown refer to bombardment by
114thermal neutrons only. Therefore, the excitation energy of the Cd 
isotope consists only of the released binding energy, the kinetic energy : 
of the thermal neutrons being negligible. The binding energy is distri-
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buted in many energy levels, which correspond to the spin and parity
values of the isotope. The almost instantaneous de-excitation of these 
-13 \energy levels (MO s ) gives rise to prompt or radiative capture
gamma rays. The left-hand side of Fig.U shows the production of
113 114prompt-gamma rays by the Cd (n, y) Cd reaction, and indicates the
intense 559 KeV line, which is emitted 79.7% of all captures by the 
isotopes.
The main decay gammas are produced by the ^^Cd (n, y)^^Cd reaction.
The radioactive product ^^Cd decays (T2 = 53.5 hr.) either by going to
2
"*'^ n^iIn and emitting a 530 KeV gamma or by directly going to In which
itself decays (T^  = 4.5 hr.) to the ground state by emitting a 337 KeV 
2
gamma. It is the latter gamma-ray that is often measured during 'in vitro*
studies of cadmium, at decay equilibrium.
The example of the Cd scheme in Fig. 1.1 shows a feature common to
multi-stable isotope elements, this is that different isotopes of the same
element produce the measured decay and prompt gammas. It is noted that
in these cases the neutron capture cross-section will be either greater
or at least equal to the activation cross-section. In the case of single
isotope elements, the capture cross-section equals the activation cross-
section, e.g., Na, tfCAPTURE = aACTIVATI0N = *53b
The abundance of the capture isotope is in certain cases much higher
than that of the activation isotope, evidently this makes it more
attractive for monitoring in the case when the activation and capture cross-
40sections may be approximately equal, e.g., Ca (o‘c = 0.23b) has an
48abundance of 96.97% but Ca (a = 1.10b), which is the normally observed
isotope, has an abundance of only 0.18%.
The cadmium and calcium examples indicate another important factor;
the fact that the isotope which produces most prompt gammas decays to a
114 41stable isotope, i.e., both Cd and Ca are stable isotopes.
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TABLE
5Cd A.W. = 112.4
atotal = 2^50+20 barns
C^d Abundance = 12.26%
^abs = 19,910 barns
!cd Abundance = 28.86 %
^capture a 1.10 barns
*11 (A.50h)
IIS.
41-
OBSERVATION OF 
PROMPT-EMISSION
OBSERVATION OF DECAY-EMISSION
Fig,1,1 Schematic Diagram Showing the Mode of Emission of Prompt- 
and Decay- Gamma-Rays from a Multi-Isotope Element such as 
Cadmium , following Thermal Neutron Capture .
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This has important implications, in the case of single-isotope
elements which do not produce gamma emitting daughters, prompt gamma-
31rays only being measurable, e.g., when XP is activated by thermal neutrons ,
32 .the daughter P decays only by emission of 3-particles. This is not
practical to detect 1 in vivo'. Detection of phosphorous has been performed
31 2 8by several workers [3] [9] using fast neutrons to create P (n,a) AH 
31 30and P(n, 2n) P respectively. These have the disadvantage of suffering
28 28from interfering reactions caused by the fast neutrons, such as Si (h,p) A& 
and several isotopes which emit positrons. Prompt gamma-rays from phophorous 
(and sodium) have been measured on a human leg [34].
Generally, prompt gamma measurement offers several advantages over 
induced gamma-ray measurement, either because:-
(a) higher capture cross-section than for isotope producing 
radioactive product.
(b) higher isotopic abundance for the isotope producing prompt 
gammas.
(c) prompt gamma-ray measurement is the only possibility, except 
for fast neutron activation, of measurement since:-
(i) the decay product is a 8-emitter.
(ii) the product isotope is stable.
(iii) the decay product is a feeble gamma emitter.
(iv) the decay product has a very short half-life, and
the resulting gammas are considered as 1pseudo-prompt1.
i.4 FACTORS EFFECTING THE DETECTION OF PROMPT AND DECAY GAMMAS ’IN VIV0!
To be useful in 'in vivo1 activation analysis, the emitted gamma- 
rays are often selected for their relatively high energies, e.g.,
49Ca, 3.10 MeV; 24Na, 1.37 MeV and 2.76 MeV; 58C&, 2.16 MeV. Low energy 
detection is generally avoided because of interference from a very high
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background continuum and also to avoid making severe and possibly 
inaccurate attenuation corrections.
The range of photon energies quoted in the above example is quite
suitable to be used for the 'in vivo' measurement of induced activities
emanating from these bulk elements. They are capable of being just
resolved, without computer analysis techniques, when measured with a NaI(T&)
detector system. This is often used in clinical counting to obtain high
sensitivity and where energy resolution is not essential. Other techniques
in use require the use of high resolution Ge(Li) detectors, e.g., thyroidal
128iodine analysis [45] requires the I (450 KeV) peak to be resolved from 
the annihilation and the 130mi (540 KeV) peak, the internal standard. 
Low-energy detection (<1.0 MeV) -is not practised with Nal (Til) detectors 
because of their high sensitivity to background and the difficulty in 
resolving more than a small number of photopeaks.
The energy range of capture gamma-rays extends up to the value of 
the binding energy (typically 7 - 9  MeV for most isotopes), following a 
thermal neutron capture reaction. Typically, there are several bands of 
emitted gamma-rays, often with a greater abundance at lower energies 
(<1.0 MeV). In certain cases there is significant abundance at energy 
levels in the region of 5 to 7 MeV. Hence, two of the usual criteria 
would be satisfied for ’in vivo' measurement, the low background 
interference that exists at high energies and the low attenuation by 
intervening tissue.
Normally, a Ge(Li) detector would be required to resolve the 
numerous photopeaks associatedwith neutron capture emission. The 
relatively lower detection efficiency of the Ge(Li) is compensated by 
three factors
(i) the radiation b.g. is lower by an order of one or two 
magnitudes.
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(ii) the much finer resolution of the Ge(Li) device would 
permit the simultaneous study of a large number of elements 
from a body matrix, not only those of bulk quantity but also 
some trace elements which are most sensitive to neutron 
capture e.g., Cd, Hg.
(iii) the fine energy resolution offered by the Ge(Li) detector 
permits the measurement of low-energy gammas despite the 
high background continuum.
1.4.1 Nal (Til) Detectors and Prompt y-Ray Measurement 'In Vivo*
The utilisation of Nal (Til) detectors has already been discussed 
previously in the case of induced activity measurement 'in vivo'. NaI(T£) 
detectors have been employed in certain clinical applications, despite 
their poor resolution, for measurement of prompt gamma-rays.
Nitrogen prompt gamma-rays (10.8 MeV) have been studied by the 
Birmingham group to measure whole body nitrogen [12, 15]. This gamma-ray 
energy is so high that interfering reactions are negligible, and the 
detection thresholds include the 10.8 MeV photon escape peaks. It is 
noted that the large volume of the detectors (6" X 6") posed a serious 
background problem, which had to be minimised before useful measurements 
could be performed.
1 2The hydrogen prompt gamma-ray (2.223 MeV), produced by the H(n,y) H 
reaction, has been utilised by Carlmark and Reizenstein [16] for total body 
hydrogen and water estimation. The Birmingham group has measured the 
hydrogen peak for use as an internal standard when monitoring prompt 
gammas from nitrogen [12],
1.4.2 Detection of Annihilation ' (511 KeV) Peak with Nal Detector
The annihilation radiation, at 511 KeV, forms a very prominent peak 
which can be easily monitored by Nal (Til) detector. The difficulty is to 
interpret from which isotope these annihilation photons originate.
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The bulk elements, carbon and oxygen, have been measured in the
human body by Spring and Vayrynen [46]. They measured the positron- 
11 15emitting isotopes C and 0, produced by (y,n) reactions following
irradiation by 33 MeV photons. These isotopes were distinguished by
analysis of the different decay rates (half-lives, 20.3 min and 2.03 min
respectively). Cohn et al [3] have measured nitrogen 'in vivo' (half-
life, 9.9 min) by means of the (n, 2n) reaction following 14 MeV neutron
irradiation. It is interesting to note that the previous authors have
,13not considered the production of N. Cohn et al consider the main
30interference to be due only to P production (half-life, 2.55 min), 
which is easily avoided by delaying the start of counting.
Generally, it is thought that interferences fo-rm other positron- 
emitting isotopes such as 88mK, ^4mCl and (with short half-lives 7.7,
32.5 and 2.55 minutes respectively) which are relatively minor elements, 
will be negligible, when measuring the bulk elements carbon, oxygen and 
nitrogen. Biggin et al have also studied positron emitters following 
(n, 2n) fast neutron irradiation [9],
It is remarked that detection of copper and zinc by monitoring the 
511 KeV gamma-rays may be possible by the following fast neutron reactions 
65Cu (n, 2n)64Cu (half-life 12.88 hrs.)
^4Zn (n, 2n)^Zn (half-life 38.4 min.)
The half-lives of these reactions are longer than those of the bulk 
elements mentioned. It is well understood that for 'in vitro' studies 
of zinc content [39, 47] it is usually the 1115 KeV gamma-ray of ^^Zn 
that is measured. These examples show the type of 'in vivo' research 
that may be done by the monitoring of a single energy peak and sensitive 
gamma-rays with relatively simple NaI(T&) detection apparatus. The main 
difficulty lies in the data analysis following measurement, by tedious 
half-life difference techniques.
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1.5 MEASUREMENT OF PROMPT AND DECAY GAMMA-RAYS
It is interesting to compare the relative merits of using prompt 
gamma-rays as opposed to the far more frequently studied decay gamma- 
rays, following ’in-vivo’ partial or wholebody neutron irradiation.
A simple account of sensitivities for prompt radiations was discussed 
by Comar et al [42] for ’in vitro’ biological materials. Senftle et al 
[48] have presented a detailed comparison of sensitivities for isotopes 
of geological interest. They considered the irradiation and counting 
times, detection efficiency and counting geometries, and also proposed a 
procedure for calculating optimum irradiation, waiting and counting times.
1.5.1 Practical Prompt and Decay Gamma-ray Measurement ’in vivo*
In clinical neutron activation, the physical measurement conditions 
of prompt and decay radiations are distinctly different; except that the 
irradiation time is necessarily limited by a defined maximum permissable 
dose.
Decay Gamma Measurement
An important limitation of decay counting is the 'waiting time',
this is the period between the end of irradiation and start of the counting
period. This has to be minimised, especially in short-lived isotope 
49studies (e.g., Ca, half-life 8.7 min.). The waiting time is governed 
by two factors:-
(i) the time necessary to move the subject from the irradiation 
to the counting site,
(ii) the time which will permit ’interfering’ gamma-rays (of 
short half-life) to decay to an acceptable level.
The factor has been partially resolved by the use of a 'shadow- 
shield’ whole body apparatus [49] in which the subject is irradiated and 
the induced activity measured, in the same geometry, in rapid sequence.
The second factor, evidently, is dependent on the investigation performed
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(whole- or partial body and whether by fast or thermal neutron irradiation) 
and the radio-isotope of interest.
The counting time of a subject is not only limited by the physical 
decay rate of an isotope but also on the maximum discomfort that can be 
endured by a patient, often in claustrophobic conditions, e.g., lead-lined
whole body counting room or human wax-moderator for whole body irradiation.
Whole- or partial-body counters can have much shorter source-detector 
distances, consistent with maintaining the same geometry for phantom 
counting and inter-patient comparisons.
Prompt Gamma-Ray Measurement
Stray radiation greatly affects prompt gamma-ray detection due to 
the activation of materials other than the desired target. The main 
sources are considered to be:-
(i) neutron capture by hydrogen, emitting a 2.223 MeV photon.
This is a major bulk element with a relatively large capture
cross-section.
(ii) Most elements emit a spectrum of prompt gamma-rays up to 
about 8 MeV. These, with the hydrogen gamma-rays, create a 
significant coinpton background continuum and also the 511 KeV 
annihilation peak in the detector.
(iii) Heavy lead shielding will not totally exclude from the detector, 
high energy photons emanating from any 'background' source.
This hinders both high and low energy photon detection.
It is noted that in partial in vivo activation, with the simultaneous 
measurement, the prompt gamma-rays will necessarily emanate only from the 
irradiation site, and the signal and background count rates would be 
constant.
However, when counting induced activities, a redistribution may have 
occurred from the original irradiation site into other parts of the body, 
e.g., elements having important exchangeable components such as sodium 
and chlorine.
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Non-exchangeable elements such as thyroid iodine and most trace 
elements are not affected. In the case of the iodine measurement [45] 
however, the background counts, mainly Na and C& will redistribute with 
time.
1.5.2 A Practical Comparison of Counting Rates Obtained from Prompt and
Decay Emissions 'in vivo*
It is interesting to make a practical comparison of the detection 
of the two types of emissions. This is described for elements of biological 
interest, at both bulk and trace levels. Data is obtained from Senftle et 
al. [50] and standard nuclear tables [51].
Various parameters have been adopted from the literature and are 
considered typical.
(a) IRRADIATION-COUNTING TIMES 
Two cases are considered:-
^  TIRRADIATION = ^COUNT = 5 MinS*
This irradiation period is quite typical for IVNAA. In prompt
gamma-ray measurement the irradiation period is obviously equal to the 
counting period. Case (i) is studied for a direct comparison of the 
counting periods.
TIRRADIATION = 5 Mins*
twaiting = 5 Mins* 
tcount = 30 Mins*
In case (ii) the waiting and counting times of the induced activities 
are typical of those employed in the clinical situation. Case (ii)
therefore provides a realistic comparison of the two types of gamma-ray
emission.
(b) GEOMETRY
(i) Average source-to-detector distance [Prompt] = 25cm
(ii) Average source-to-detector distance [Decay] = 10 cm
(iii) Ratio of the inverse squares of the counting distances
[Prompt/Decay] = d = 0.16
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Most prompt photon measurement systems use quite narrow collimators 
to minimise stray radiation, whilst decay photon counters have little 
or no collimation. No collimation factor is considered here as this is 
different for each system. This factor may be estimated for a particular 
counting system and the tabulated response may be adjusted accordingly.
(c) COUNTING EFFICIENCY
The comparisons were modified by the relative intrinsic counting 
efficiency (E) of the decay and prompt gamma-rays. The efficiency values 
were obtained from Senftle [48] for a 50 c.c. uncollimated, co-axial : 
Ge(Li) detector. For photon energies greater than 5 MeV, the efficiency 
value of the double escape peak is utilised. Also when two peaks are 
separated by less than 15 KeV, it is the integral count of the ’doublet 
that is considered [50].
1.5.3 Selection of Gamma-ray Energies
Several criteria were adopted in the selection of measurable 
induced and prompt gamma-rays.
(a) Interferences
The selected gamma-ray energies generally avoided the following 
interfering isotopes. The origin of the interference and the 
emission affected appears in brackets.
(i) Germanium (detector, prompt)
(ii) Aluminium (detector case, prompt)
(iii) Argon (reactor environment, prompt and decay)
(iv) Hydrogen (tissue-equivalent phantom, prompt)
(v) Annihilation Gamma-rays (reactor and irradiation
site, prompt and decay).
(b) Attenuation
The use of lower energy gamma-rays is usually avoided for 
’in vivo’ measurements, mainly due to background interference and 
attenuation by tissue. The latter point is illustrated in the table.
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E (KeV) P (cm-1) % ATTENUATION (4 cm) % ATTENUATION (8cm)
100 .168 48.93 73.92
300 .118 37.62 61.09
1200. .0645 23.02 40.74
5000 . .0303 11.41 21.53
Selection of gamma energies was as follows:
(i) Decay gamma-ray energy will be chosen from prominent peaks 
above approximately 300 KeV.
(ii) Prompt gamma-ray energies will be selected from the low 
energy and high energy regions. Although the former will 
suffer from severe attenuation, often its abundance will 
permit measurement, and this is of interest for ’in vitro’ 
studies. The high energy photons will be more easily 
resolved by the detector and also, much less affected by 
attenuation. Differences in source depth would form only a 
small impression when measuring high energy photons.
1.6 TABLE OF COMPARISON BETWEEN PROMPT AND DECAY EMISSIONS
Table 1.1 illustrates the ratio P/D for various elements of biological 
interest. Values greater than unity indicate that prompt gamma-rays would 
be measured more favourably than the decay gamma-rays being emitted from 
the same element.
These values have been calculated for certain conditions, already 
described, which are considered to be experimentally realistic.
There are two main deficiencies in this study.
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(i) No account has been taken of the different levels of background 
radiation present when counting either type of emission. 
Evidently, there may be a much higher background level when 
measuring prompt radiation. Hence, in order to obtain a 
precision comparable to decay counting, a longer counting
time would be necessary, or conversely the P/D ratio should 
be biased accordingly towards decay emission counting.
(ii) Lack of knowledge of the different background levels has not 
permitted the estimation of the ’lower limits of detection* 
(however defined) for prompt and decay emission counting, 
whether absolutely or relatively. This would have been of 
interest.
ATOMIC WEIGHT
Elements which emit gamma-rays by both decay and prompt emission.
Often, these emissions originate from different isotopes of the element.
A correction has to be applied for the differing atomic weights, this is 
particularly important at low values of atomic weight.
ATOMIC WEIGHT (Decay Isotope)
    = A
ATOMIC WEIGHT (Prompt Isotope)
CROSS-SECTIONS and INTENSITIES
The elements are considered to be irradiated by a unit thermal 
neutron flux. As can be observed in formula the prompt emission calculations 
utilise elemental values of intensity (I) and capture cross-section (a ), 
from Duffey et al. [50], except for Cd, which appears inaccurate. Decay 
emission utilises the isotopic factors, from Lederer et al. [51].
Table 1.1 does not present the elemental cross-section as it was 
considered more informative to show the isotopic cross-section and 
abundance of the ’prompt’ emitting isotope. However, the prompt photon 
intensity refers to the element.
Cross-section values have been taken from Lederer et al [51], but
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often more recent values have been used [52], with which there are some 
difference, e.g. Hg.
FORMULA
The following formula was used to compare prompt and decay emissions 
of an element
Prompt emissions P
DDecay emissions
I . t.irr . E . d . A 1.1
with
(f)
I
f
b
I
C
t -irr
ac ’ h ' C1 ~ -exP ■*' C
= No. of photons/^100 neutrons captured in element 
= Isotopic abundance
= Isotopic branching ratio of decay emission.
= Decay constant
= (i) (l-exp(-A. tc)
(ii) exp (-X(tw))
= irradiation time
■exp(-A(tc + t w ) )
t = waiting period
t = counting period
when measuring elements at trace or toxic levels.
1.6.1 Elements Emitting no Measurable Decay Gamma-rays
The comparisons listed in Table 1.1 do not include several elements 
of biological interest because they emit no measurable decay gamma-rays 
with which to make a comparison. These elements do emit significant
prompt radiation and are listed in Table 1.2. H, N and P have been
measured clinically [16, 12, 34] and B has been measured in plants by 
this method. Fe and Pb are trace elements yet to be measured clinically 
using prompt y-ray emission.
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1.6.2 Comparison with Decay Emission following 14 MeV Neutron Irradiation
For some of the elements mentioned above, a comparison was performed 
between prompt emissions (during thermal neutron irradiation) and decay 
emissions, following 14 MeV neutron irradiation. Most of the previous 
limitation discussed are still valid and a unit thermal and 14 MeV neutron 
flux is assumed.
The N and P reactions have already been applied clinically [3, 27] 
whilst the Fe reaction remains only a suggestion [44].
Table 1.3 indicates that nitrogen and phosphorous would be quite 
sensitive by decay counting but it should be remarked that both are subject 
to serious interferences. The iron reaction is interfered, by a thermal 
reaction, from Mn, but in this case prompt gamma-ray counting is favoured.
i.7 COMPARISON OF y-RAY EMISSION FROM BODY COMPOSITION ELEMENTS
Tables 1.2 and 1.3 compare the emissions of decay and prompt y-rays 
for a particular element, due to thermal and 14 MeV neutron irradiation 
respectively.
Table 1.4 has been presented to compare emission rates, for prompt 
and decay y-rays, between elements, following thermal neutron activation. 
Elements emitting no significant decay y-rays are listed in column (d). 
Columns (a), (b) and (c) contain the elements which emit both prompt and 
decay y-rays. The prompt y-ray emissions have been sub-divided into two 
energy groups; photon emission below 3 MeV in column (b) and above 3 MeV 
in column (a), as Henkelmann and Born [52].
Sensitivity of the elemental emission is represented by orders of 
magnitude.
The prompt sensitivities were calculated using —
I . a
A
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PARENT
ISOTOPE
CROSS-
SECTION
(BARNS)
ISOTOPIC
ABUNDANCE
(%)
PRINCIPAL
GAMMA-RAY
(KeV)
INTENSITY/
100
CAPTURES
TYPE OF DECAY
0.332 99.885 2223. 100.0 NO DECAY GAMMAS
10B 3840. 19.80 478. 470.0 NO DECAY GAMMAS
14n 0.075 99.635 (a)1888.
(b)5532.
27.45
17.80 NO DECAY GAMMAS
31P 0.190 100.0 (a) 636.
(b)4671.
13.42
15.20 BETA-EMITTER
56Fe 2.62 91.66 (a) 353.
(b)6624.
10.85 
49. 3 WEAK GAMMA-EMITTER
207Pb 0.72 21.7 7368. 94. 77 NO DECAY GAMMAS
Table 1.2. Elements emitting no measurable decay gamma-rays
but significant prompt gamma-rays, when irradiating 
with thermal neutrons.
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Table 1.4 Comparison of y-RayEmissions from Biological Elements
(a) (b) (c) Cd)
SENSITIVITY PROMPT-y >3 MeV PROMPT-y <3 MeV DECAY-y PROMPT ONLY ELEMENTS
io2 - io1 Cd (558) B (478)
101 - 10 Hg (368), Co (231)
10° - io-1
10'1 - io"2 Cd (4302d), C&(3®°°^), Cl (798), Na (472), Cd (530), H (2223) „ ,4 913d,, 5C>UU Se (614) Mn (847)
Hg M934f ’
K f 2 - 10“3 Mn(6222d), Co (5855(d)) Cr (835), Cu (385), I (337)1 (441) Fe (353) 
Mg (535), Mn(314), Mo (773)
Zn (1077)
10“3 - IO"4 S (4398d), f5393kd Ca (1942), K (771), Cu (1039), N (1888), P(2154) 
■ l5390's n. Co (1333),Cr (73624), ,4358d, Rb (5S7) S C2380) N& (1369j 
K l 436ld->
Cu (6393d) Na (3583)
10“4 - io"5 Zn (684Id), I (4176(d)) Cl (1642), C (1261) 
Mg (3916), Mo (5897d) Mg (844)
Zu (439)
10“5 - io"6 Rb (6604d) Ca (3080),
K (1520), 
Rb (393), 
Hg (279)
Mo (1020)
10“6 - 10“7 Cr (320) 
Se (265)
10“7 - 10“8 S (3110),
Numbers in brackets indicate sensitivity energy in KeV, 
d, s indicate double and single escape peaks.
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The first factor has been used as a sensitivity measure by several 
authors [42, 50, 52], To this has been applied detector efficiency and 
the irradiation time. The symbols have been previously defined except 
that A ’ is the elemental atomic weight.
Decay Y-ray sensitivities were calculated by
b x a x f _ , .
    x E x (1 - e irr) x C (1.3)
A*
A* is the isotopic atomic weight.
For the purpose of this comparison, an irradiation time of 5 min 
was assumed with a waiting and counting time of 5 min and 30 min respectively. 
Counting geometry was ignored in this study. However, the detector y-ray 
efficiency was included to provide a more realistic comparison than that 
of Henkelmann and Born [52].
Observations
The most sensitive group appears to be the low-energy prompt 
emitters. The highest levels are occupied by four trace elements and 
only 2 bulk elements, this is also reflected in column (a). As already 
mentioned the high energy range offers other advantages.
Generally, under these specified criteria the decay emission appear 
significantly less sensitive except for two exceptions Mn and I.
Column (d) show average values for several bulk elements. This 
belies the clinical case where for example H peaks are very prominent. A 
factor, reflecting elemental body composition would yield a sensitivity 
table more typical of clinical measurement.
1.8 ACTIVITY INDUCED BY RADIOTHERAPY
Analysis of body elements by irradiation with diagnostic doses of 
neutrons has been discussed in previous sections. The possibility also 
exists of performing 'in vivo* analysis of body elements by monitoring 
the activation which accompanies radiotherapy treatment. Measurable
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activities have been produced in phantoms and humans following radio- 
therapeutic irradiation by,
(a) High Energy X-Rays [46, 53]
(Betatron radiation, usually >30 MeV)
(b) Fast Neutrons [54]
(Fast neutrons from cyclotrons, accelerators or 14 MeV 
D-T Generators).
Radiotherapy inherently involves the irradiation of a specified part
of the human body, hence measurement methods are similar to those used in
partial-body activation analysis.
It is considered that information concerning general body function 
would be very difficult to interpret with this technique, as the irradiation 
site and its extent, would be different for almost every patient. However, 
it has been suggested by certain workers that measurement of the induced 
activity might yield information concerning the disease being treated, in 
most cases this is some form of malignant cancerous growth.
Two sorts of information may be obtained,
(a) Monitoring the response of a cancer growth to radiotherapy [54].
(b) Observing the mytoxic cycle to decide the optimum cycle time 
during fractionated radiotherapy. [46]
Also, there is the question of what elements or groups of elements 
are the best indicators of a cancer state.
Therefore, studies of,
(a) bulk elements
(b) trace elements
are required to determine their role in the cancer disease state, by 
IVNAA analysis. In case (a), Spring et al. have studied simply, 
variations of C and 0 during fractionated therapy with a 33 MeV betatron. 
Bond et al. have measured N, Na, C£, Ca and P, induced by therapy with
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fast neutrons from a cyclotron. The medical significance of these works 
is either suggested or not known respectively.
In case (b) , some detailed work has been performed on trace element 
concentration in cancerous and non-cancerous tissue, by use of instrumental 
'in vitro' neutron activation analysis [55, 56]. These works were of 
preliminary nature with no definite conclusions.
Measurement of radioactivity caused by radiotherapy treatment is of 
two forms,
(a) Induced Activity,
(b) Prompt Activity.
The relative advantages of methods (a) and (b) for 'in vivo' 
analysis have been discussed in Section 1.4 . In case (a), Spring et al
have monitored 511 KeV photons with NaI(T&) detectors, whilst Bond et al 
have monitored more complex spectra with a Ge(Li) detector system.
Stranden has measured radioactivity, induced by a 45 MeV betatron, to 
obtain dosimetric information [53].
No work has appeared on the use of prompt y-ray measurement during 
radiotherapy. The problems of detector shielding and beam collimation are 
very great, but this method offers the unique possibility of 'on-line' 
monitoring of the course of radio-therapeutic treatment, as opposed to 
measurement after irradiation.
Generally, this technique has been very little exploited up to now, 
and its advantages e.g., more efficient irradiation, are considerable.
Also, this marks an area where much important clinical information is not 
being utilised, and where more research would yield considerable benefits.
1.9 DEFINITIONS OF MEASURED VALUES
For the investigation of an element, whether by Total-Body 'in vivo' 
Activation Analysis (TBIVAA) or Partial-Body 'in vivo' Activation Analysis 
(PBIVAA), normal values should be obtained with a radiation dose sufficient 
to cover the sensitivity range for a particular investigation with a
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particular accuracy.
The use of the ’Maximum Permitted Dose’ governs the 'Minimum 
Detection Level', hence the range of values between it and the 'normal' 
value to be studied. Also, it affects the absolute amount of trace or 
toxic element that can be measured.
The Maximum Permitted Dose would determine the minimum deviation 
of the 'normal' and pathological measurements. Therefore, the sensitivity 
(counts/g , etc.) and precision of bulk element measurement is increased. 
Generally, the efficacy of measurement is dependent on the amount of 
deviation from the 'normal' which would be diagnosed as a pathological 
state. However, the radiation dose administered to a patient is limited 
by the need to obtain a measurement deviation,’which would give sufficient 
confidence of a correct diagnosis, e.g., normal or deficiency.
Normal Values
A 'normal' value for bulk elements in human subjects, using 'in vivo' 
activation analysis, is obtained by the irradiation and measurement of 
sufficiently large number of healthy subjects, who are morphologically 
similar to the patient studied.
The quantity measured in a patient is then compared to the 'normal' 
value, for a particular bulk element or ratio of elements, to observe any 
significant difference.
The nature of a disease will govern the 'in vivo' quantity of 
the measured element, e.g. in cases of osteoporosis and renal transplants, 
the values of total-body calcium are significantly depressed [25, 57].
An absolute value, or a value normalised for physical and clinical 
factors is required for absolute measurements and patient intercomparisons 
respectively, following a single patient analysis. Whilst in the literature, 
there are several examples of serial measurements of Ca in bone metabolism 
studies, which indicate patient response to treatment. In this case it is 
only the precision of the relative measurements that is of importance.
Hyper- f ixa t ion Value 
Normal Value 
H y p o - f i x a t io n  Value
BULK
ELEMENTS
 Maximum Detection Limit  of
Trace Elements ( h i g h s )
-J— Toxic i ty  Value
Normal Trace Element Value
-J— Minimum Detect ion Limit
( Background, Appara tus)
TRACE
ELEMENTS
TABLE 1.5 DEFINITIONS OF MEASURED VALUES
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The deviations of absolute normal patient values suffer from more 
errors than in serial patient measurements. Absolute determination of 
bulk elements, whether by whole-body or partial-body requires the use of 
a tissue-like body phantom; this provides a known response for a parti­
cular elemental mass.
There are several important sources of error in obtaining 'normal' 
values.
(a) Veracity of Phantom
This affects absolute measurements. Uncertainty in :-the semblance 
of patient to phantom would affect the uniformity of activation 
and detection efficiency. This is discussed in 1.2.2 (iv) .
(b) Morphology
The human subjects used to obtain 'normal' values should have the 
same morphological size and shape as the patient. Often, various 
normalisation factors are employed [11].
(c) Sex and Age
Normal values have been found to be significantly affected by the 
sex and age of the patient. Trace element retention in subjects, 
is shown to change significantly with age [59]. Bone calcium 
concentration has been studied as function of age and sex, for normal 
subjects by Maziere et al. [58]. Values for males were found to be 
consistently higher than for females for all adult age groups, with 
the calcium concentration declining rapidly after 50 years of age, 
for both sexes.
1.9.1 Trace Element Measurements
The minimum quantity of a trace element that can be measured is 
dependent on several factors,
(a) Efficacy of nuclear activation and y-ray detection system 
(detector resolution, counting geometry).
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(b) Gamma-ray background from the irradiated matrix, consisting 
of the Compton background continium and any interfering 
photopeaks.
(c) The maximum dose administered to the patient would yield 
the least standard deviation of the monitored radioactivity.
The difference between trace and toxic elements should be examined. 
Normal amounts of 'essential' trace elements permit the proper functioning 
of the human body. Abnormally high amounts of essential trace elements 
are considered toxic to the human body, as are any amounts of 'non-essential' 
trace elements. These definitions are discussed by Bowen [60].
By reference to Table 1.5, it is seen that in the measurement of 
hyper-retention, it is only the deviation of this and the normal value 
that is of interest. However, in the measurement of trace element 
deficiency, e.g. Zn in kidneys, it is the deviations of the normal values 
and that of the minimum detectable quantity that govern the sensitivity 
of this type of measurement. Often, deficiency of certain elements is 
very difficult to detect, as the normal range of retention values may be 
of the same order as the minimum detectable quantity.
In the case of non-essential and toxic trace elements, e.g., Cd,
Pb, any amount is important to measure. The lowest measurable quantity 
of element is therefore dependent on the 'minimum detection limit' of the 
apparatus.
It is interesting to note that for elements of high macroscopic 
capture cross-section, there is an effective maximum detectable limit 
(Table 1.5). The high neutron capture rate creates a 'self-shielding' 
effect, which causes the detector response to become constant with 
increasing element mass. This has been reported experimentally in the 
case of Cd (cr = 2450 barns) by Halvorsen et al. [61]. Boron and lithium
may also suffer from this effect.
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For bulk elements, 1 self-shielding' is practically negligible; 
any deviation from linearity is corrected by use of an equivalent phantom.
Important errors in clinical trace element measurement may be 
caused by variation of 'normal' trace element concentration with geographical 
location and dietary habits of the subjects. Therefore, 'normal' values 
would be a function of particular groups, this will create difficulty in 
interpreting an abnormal concentration of a trace element due to disease 
or occupational hazard.
As previously discussed, normal trace element concentration changes 
significantly with patient age and sex (Section 1.9 (c) ).
1.10 RELEVANCE OF PRESENT WORK TO 'IN VIVO' ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS
The majority of work in 'in vivo' analysis of body composition has 
been performed by measurement of the induced decay activity. As previously 
described, radiative capture or 'prompt' radiation has been very little 
used for 'in vivo' analysis. However, this technique offers considerable 
measurement sensitivity for bulk body elements, and particularly for many 
trace elements. The latter is a field that has been very little studied 
by this technique.
This has inspired a detailed study of prompt y-rays emitted by 
biological elements. The sensitivities of elemental samples were measured, 
both in air and in a water phantom, during irradiation by a reactor 
thermal neutron beam. During writing, a similar work has been published 
using the prompt-y technique for the bulk body elements [62].
Circumstances dictated the use of a relatively weak neutron beam,
4 - 2 - 1with a nominal flux of approximately 2 X 10 n . cm . s [63]. This 
permitted an appreciation of the factors governing the sensitivity of 
prompt y-ray measurement.
Preliminary counting was performed with a Nal (Til) detection system 
whose poor resolution usually prohibits its employment for measurement
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of the complex prompt y-ray spectra. Subsequently, the majority of 
sample measurements were made with a simple Ge(Li) detector apparatus.
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CHAPTER 2 
DETECTION APPARATUS
2. DETECTION APPARATUS
The characteristics of the Ge(Li) and NaI(T£) detectors used in 
prompt y-ray measurement are described in this chapter, as well as factors 
interfering with efficient detection, such as background continuum and 
interfering peaks.
2,1 DETECTOR DESCRIPTION
(i) Nal (Til) Detector
This consisted of a 7.6 cm X 7.6 cm Nal (Til) crystal (Quartz and 
Silice,Scintibloc 76s) coupled optically to an Intertechnique photomultiplier 
tube. The electronic modules were Harwell 2000 series.
Signals from the detector pass through a Scintillation Adaptor Type
2179, which also provides the e.h.t. (900V), and then a pulse shaper unit
(Int., lys; Diff., 0.5y£) . An Amplifier Unit 2139 amplifies pulses which 
then proceed to a 1024 channel analyser (Northern Scientific Series II,
Econ.).
(ii) Ge (Li) Detector
The Ge (Li) detector manufacturer was not known. It was horizontally 
mounted and was maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature by means of a 
large dewar (Fig, 2.1(a) ). The detector bias voltage was set at 2000 V 
by means of Type 2165 Power Unit.
Signals from the detector were passed through'a pre-amplifier,
situated near the detector, and then to a Canberra Spectroscopy Amplifier
Type 1417B (pulse shape, lys).
■Determination of Ge (Li)' 'Sensitive Volume'
This was performed by scanning the detector container, parallel to 
the detector axis and radius, with a collimated, low-energy photon source
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(Fig. 2.2). The collimator consisted of a 3 mm thick lead sheet with a
571 mm diameter hole, over the hole was placed a Co, R.C.C. source (1 mm 
diam.). Assuming negligible septum penetration, the collimation angle 
was approximately 18°. The 122 KeV peak was counted at various positions 
on the detector, at 0.5 cm intervals, with counting times sufficient to 
yield a small statistical deriation (<7%).
The reactor background was sufficient to cause a high background 
continuum which was subtracted. This is included in the error deviation 
(Figs. 2.3, 2.4). ;
Results
(a) The 'sensitive* diameter of the detector was obtained from 
the full-width half-maximum of the profile scan (Fig. 2.4). 
The zero on the x-axis refers to the centre of the detector
face. Hence, detector diameter - 4.0 cm.
with measurement error of approx. ±0.1 cm.
(b) The 'sensitive* length of the detector was obtained in the
same way, from Fig. 2.3. The origin on the abscissa denotes
•the detector face.
Detector length = 3.0 cm± 0.2 cm
2Sensitive Volume of Detector = it . (2.0) . (3.0)
3 3= approx. 37.7 cm ± 2.8 cm
The depression noted in Fig. 2.4, at the detector centre may be 
explained if it is assumed that the detector is a coaxial (p-i-n) type. 
This depressed region then corresponds to the 'insensitive' p-type 
region. A correction to the calculated sensitive volume may be made; 
the approximate volume of p-type volume
= it. (1.0)2 . 3 3 9.4 cm3 ± 2.5 cm3 ■
3 3. . Corrected Sensitive Detector Volume = 28.3 cm ± 3.8 cm
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Fig. 2.2 Radial Scanning of Ge(Li) Detector with 
Coll imated. Low-Energy S o u rce .
Detector Face
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Notes
(a) The graph in Fig. 2.3 indicates that the 'sensitive* volume 
commences at approximately 3 cm from the face of the detector can. This 
would cause an underestimation of the true source-to-detector distance 
and can create errors when comparing different detectors at short source 
distances.
(b) The variation of the radial response of the detector may cause 
difficulties in counting 'in vitro' samples, if source volume and position 
are not constant. This has been described by Lindstrom [64], However, at 
relatively long distances, as in this study, the effect described in (a) 
represents an error of ^15%, and in (b), is of 2nd order.
2.2. DETECTOR RESOLUTION
The factors contributing to the resolution of NaI(T£) and Ge (Li) 
detectors are well described in standard texts [65, 66]. The resolution 
of a detector can be said to be the detector response characteristic or 
'spread* resulting from monitoring y-rays of a discrete energy.
Most analytical measurements require the detector resolution or 
'spread' to be at the minimum attainable for several reasons.
(a) The necessity of separating y-ray peaks emanating from 
complex sample matrices. Simple matrices do not require fine 
resolution detectors, hence a NaI(T£) detector may be used more 
profitably from the point of view of cost and maintenance, than 
a Ge (Li) detector.
Fig. 2.5 (a) (b) has been obtained from experimental data to 
illustrate the necessity of a fine resolution detector when 
measuring either multi-element samples or a prompt y-ray spectrum 
as in this example.
The 7.6 cm X 7.6 cm NaI(T£) detector was not able to resolve all 
the principal peaks. Also, the Cd 559 KeV peak was only resolved 
from the interfering 511 KeV annihilation peak by use of computer
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spectrum analysis. The Ge (Li) detector however resolves all the 
peaks having an intensity of>l photon/100 neutrons captured [67].
(b) The quality of the detector resolution affects the amount of 
background continuum measured under the peak, i.e. the signal to 
background ratio. As shown in Fig. 2.5 (b), the Ge (Li) offers a 
much higher signal to background ratio, and hence the photopeak 
count rate is relatively less affected by the statistical deviation 
of the background count rate.
2.2.1 Measured Resolution of Ge (Li) and Nal (Til) Detectors
(a) Nal (Til) Detectors
Fig. 2,6 (a) shows the variation of Nal (Til) detector resolution, as 
defined at the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), with photopeak 
energy. Preliminary measurements using a 5.1 cm X 4.5 cm Nal (Til) 
detector are shown, indicating the better resolution of the smaller 
detector crystal. Standard calibration sources and the hydrogen 
prompt y-ray were used for resolution measurement at a source-detector 
distance of 30 cm.
(b) Ge (Li) Detector
Fig. 2.6 (b) shows the relationship of the Ge (Li) detector FWHM with
photopeak energy. The Ge (Li) detector resolution is approximately
an order of magnitude better than the Nal (Til) detector, at 600 KeV,
and increases approximately linearly with higher photon energy.
Source-detector distance was 40 cm and resolution measurements were
56 226made using the principal peaks from Co and Ra sources. Thus, 
resolution could be measured up to 3.45 MeV. These two sources 
were not measured with the Nal (Til) detector as its resolution was 
too poor to separate the numerous y-rays associated with these 
calibration sources.
The resolution in (a) and (b) was obtained with the spectrum analysis 
program SAMPO. Errors in FWHM were less than 1%. Resolution measurements
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at higher energies were attempted using experimental prompt y-ray spectra, 
but the count rates were insufficient for accurate determination.
2.3 DETECTOR EFFICIENCY
It is commonly appreciated that the full-energy peak detection 
efficiency of a Y-ray detector is dependent on the linear absorption 
characteristic of the detector material. This in turn is proportional 
to the 'effective' Z-value of the detector crystal, where Z is the atomic 
number, and the incident photon energy. The proportionality of the Z-value 
is dependent on which type of photon interaction predominates, i.e., 
either photoelectric, compton and pair production, although the photoelectric 
effect is also present in the latter two to some extent.
Knowledge of the detector efficiency characteristic is not essential 
if results from an unknown sample are compared with a calibrated sample, 
irradiated and measured under the same conditions as the unknown.
There are two cases where detector efficiency is an important 
parameter.
(a) Absolute Measurement
In cases where use of calibrated sample is not practical, absolute 
measurements may be made where effects of detector efficiency and 
source solid angle are known.
(b) Identification of Elements and Corrections
Where an element is known to emit several y-rays, the comparison 
of the emitted intensities, following correction for detection 
efficiency will permit a method of element identification.
When measurement of an element emitting a sole y-ray energy may be 
interfered by another element emitting several main y-ray energies, 
i.e., interference of Na when measuring the 477 KeV prompt y-ray of 
B. The interfering Na peak may be sub tracted by, obtaining the 
intensity ratio of the interfering and non-interfering Na, corrected
55
for detection efficiency, multiplication by non-interfering Na
counts, then subtraction from the B + Na 470 KeV peak.
32.3.1 Measured Detection Efficiency of (28 cm ) Ge (Li) and (7.6 cm X 7.6 cm) 
Nal (Til) Detectors
The comparative method was used in sample measurement, nevertheless 
the efficiency characteristics of the y-ray detectors were recorded.
In this study, the detector efficiency was defined as the intrinisic 
photopeak efficiency of the detector at a defined source-detector distance. 
These distances were 40 cm and 30 cm for Ge (Li) and NaI(T£) detectors 
respectively, and were limited by the Ge (Li) dewar and the neutron beam 
safety screen.
Fig. 2.7 illustrates the overall detection efficiencies of the
NaI(T£) and Ge (Li) detectors at a common source-detector distance of
40 cm to permit a direct comparison.
Error bars are shown for deviations greater than 6%, which represents
the maximum quoted inaccuracy of Radiochemical Centre calibration sources.
A ^bCo source (liquid in 10 ml penicillin bottle) became available
and was utilised to extend the Ge (Li) efficiency range to 3451 KeV. As
in the resolution measurements, the poor NaI(T£) resolving power was not
56sufficient for efficiency measurement. The Co y-rays were normalised to
the R.C.C. standard sources by means of the 1771 KeV peak to the 1836 KeV
88 56peak of Y. The average Co intensities quoted by Katou were used [68].
56Co has the disadvantage of being costly and having a relatively short
useful life (77 day half-life).
226Ra was also tried for Ge (Li) efficiency measurement since it had 
the advantages of a very long half-life (1602 y) and energy range extending 
to 2448 KeV [69]. However, the Ra source utilised [70], suffered from 
significant self-absorption below 600 KeV. In all measurements, the system 
dead-time did not exceed 2%. :
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Functional Fit of Efficiency Data
The curves shown in Fig. 2.7 were generated by a polynomial, using 
logarithmic interpolation. It was obtained from the SAMPO spectrum 
analysis program, and was of form [71, 72],
k
Efficiency = a . (En + c. exp. (d.En) ). 
where En equals the y-ray energy at which efficiency measurement is made . 
a, b, c and d are fitting parameters.
For Ge (Li),
Efficiency (%) = 3.143 * (En"9504 - . 1927x exp (-.03946 . En) ). 
for Nal (Til),
-1 71 3Efficiency (%) = ll,100*(En - .0001011 x exp (-.003681 . En) ) .
The polynomial was able to describe the rapid change of efficiency
below 122 KeV. This was considered to be due to the poor penetration of
low energy y-rays through the detector can and the LiF shield ( 1 cm 
thickness of loosely-packed LiF powder).
High Energy (3.5 MeV) Efficiency and Energy Calibration
As previously described various authors have extended the calibration
226 56range of standard sources by use of Ra and Co [68, 69, 73, 74],
Detector calibration, both absolute and relative, at y-ray energies 
>3.5 MeV has been performed by use of prompt yfs following thermal neutron 
radiative capture. Loper and Seyfarth [75, 76], respectively have used 
intense prompt y-ray spectra for absolute detector efficiency, by 
normalising the low-energy component of the prompt-y spectra, to standard 
sources.
Dickens has produced a monoenergetic 6130 KeV y-ray source based on
244 13an (a, n) reaction [77], Cm on carbon, enriched with C.
In this present work, the former method might have been applied in 
the case of spectra from Cd, CJl and Hg samples, which provided the most
59
intense counting rates of the elements studied. However, the high 
background and weak count rates would have only provided only an approximate 
indication of high energy detection efficiency.
Escape Peak Detection
It is noted that at high y-ray energies, the double- and single­
escape peaks (d.e.p., s.e.p.) are more prominent than the full-energy 
peak (f.e.p.), This tendency is confirmed in Fig. 2.8, despite the large 
error bars.
226 56Data points -»4 MeV are provided by Ra and Co sources; data
points above 4 MeV were obtained from prompt y-ray spectra of C£, Hg and
Cd.
The double-escape and single-escape peak intensities predominate 
over the full-energy peak at photon energies higher than 4 MeV and 5 MeV 
respectively.
Practical Energy Calibration
In all cases, initial energy calibration is obtained with either 
intense background peaks or multi-peak calibration sources. Subsequent 
computer analysis provides accurate estimates of peak centroids, which 
permits the use of the more intense data peaks as 'internal' energy 
calibrations. In practice, for
(a) Low-Energy y-Ray Range [0-2.5 MeV]
511 KeV annihilation peak, H-2223 KeV peak plus escape peaks
at 1201 KeV and 1712 KeV.
(b) High-Energy y-Ray Range [1 MeV-8.5 MeV]
Initial calibration with 6°Co peaks, 1173 and 1332 KeV,
214followed by use of hydrogen peak and Bi, at 2615 KeV. 
y-Ray Detection System Drift
During the normal functioning of the detector system, an average 
zero-1 evel'drift' of 0.5 KeV was observed during a 7 hr. working day in 
July 1976.
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The prompt Y-ray studies were performed using an external thermal neutron 
beam, in close proximity to the reactor. Three types of background radiation 
were identified,
2.4.1 Dynamic Background
This is background produced by neutron irradiation and normal
functioning of the reactor. This, includes Ge and AL prompt y-rays caused
41by neutrons scattered into the Ge (Li) detector, also A produced by 
irradiation of the argon in air (Figs. 2.9 and 2.10). Dynamic background 
condition includes irradiation of blanks, in air, and water-phantom. The 
latter produces intense hydrogen prompt y-rays and annihilation radiation.
2.4.2 Passive Background
This is the ambient background radiation monitored by the detector
system in the reactor hall, during reactor shut-down in the evening or
weekend, shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. This consists of,
41(i) the rapid decay of A activity (half-life, 1.9 hr.)
(ii) ^Co y-rays, probably due to activation of neutron beam
collimator.
40(iii) K y-ray probably emanating from concrete shielding blocks.
(iv) 208T£ (2614 KeV) from 232Th series.
2.4.3 Exceptional Background
Two types of background radiations, one permanent, the other temporary, 
caused interference not typical to prompt y-ray measurement.
(i) The prompt y-ray measurement apparatus was situated.near to
a shielded Am-Be (a, n) neutron source (Fig. 3), used for a 
teaching experiment [78].
As illustrated in Fig. 2.9, this source emitted a broad
124.43 MeV peak. The broadening is due to the C atom recoil 
[79, 80], The source was enclosed in a Cd sleeve, surrounded
2.4 BACKGROUND RADIATION INTERFERENCE
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by paraffin wax, in a steel barrel. Monitoring during vacation 
reactor shut-down, indicated that the shielding emitted 
significant hydrogen, and less intense Cd, prompt y-rays.
(ii) Temporary interference was experienced from the positioning
of natural uranium rods in a nearby experiment [81], This was 
recognised by two y-ray peaks (1001 and 765 KeV) from the 
fast decaying daughter, 234n>Pa.
2.4.4 Background Radiation Measurement
Table 2.1 shows the counting rates obtained from background y-rays, 
under four measurement conditions,
(a) Neutron Irradiation, with no sample.
(b) Neutron Irradiation of Water Phantom.
(c) Background Measurement following Reactor shut-down.
(d) Exceptional Background Measurement during long shut-down.
Measurements have been normalised to a 100 s counting time. Most
counting times varied from 10,000 s to 50,000 s. Standard deviations 
greater than 10% are shown.
56The 847 KeV peak is assumed to be from Mn. Its origin may be
56 56due to a fast neutron reaction on the steel collimator, i.e., Fe (n, p) Mn. 
A significant decrease in background interference may have been obtained by:-
(i) Improved protection from scattered neutrons, of the Ge (Li) 
detector during irradiation.
(ii) Removal of Am-Be radioactive source.
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TABLE 2.1 
BACKGROUND COUNTING RATES (S"1)
Y-Ray Energy 
(KeV)
Interfering 
Element
Dynamic 
(No Target)
Dynamic
(Phantom)
Passive
Background
Exceptional
Background
252 Ge ‘05 ± .01 __
326 Ge .18 ± .012 .27 - -
350 ? - - .017 ± .01 .22
511 +8 3.6 ±1.2 17.7 .128 .027
559 Cd .049± .03 .07 _
583 208T£ _ - .0072 -
609 Ge .055± .02 .08 - -
868 Ge .07 ± .10 ± .03 - -
1101 Ge .038± .03 ± .01 - -
1173 60Co .015 .018 .019 .017
1201 H(d.e.) .055 .57 .015 .025
1293 41a .053 .055 .018
1332 60Co .012 .015 .017 .01
1461 40k .03 .028 .019 .021
1712 H(s.e.) .024 .33 .007 .016
1779 2&m .058 .06 - -
2223 H .37 4.23 .10 .18
2614 208T4 .015 - .017 .018
847 56Mn .041 .04 .01 -
765 234mPa .11
1001 234mPa - - - .3
4430 (Am-Be) _ _ .011
3920 (Am-Be)(s.e.) - - - .01
3410 (Am-Be)(d.e.) - - - .022
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NEUTRON BEAM CHARACTERISTICS
The prompt y-ray measurements of this study were performed at the 
University of London Reactor Centre (ULRC), Silwood Park. The character­
istics of the external reactor neutron beam are described.
3.1 THE REACTOR
The reactor is the 100 KW "Consort" Mark II designed jointly by
Imperial College (University of London) and G.E.C. Ltd. The reactor uses
235fuel elements of enriched uranium (80% U), and is of the swimming pool 
type, light water being used as moderator and coolant [82].
3.2 NEUTRON BEAM TUBE
The beam tube used was on the 135° face of the reactor and normally 
used for low neutron flux radiography and teaching experiments [83, 84, 85]. 
The beam path is approximately 3.05 m long from reactor core to exit port.
The beam path is terminated by a 1.52 m stainless steel, parallel collimator, 
of 2" XI" (5.1 cm X 2.5 cm) rectangular cross-section, in which there are 
eight steel tubes of the same length. At the exit port, the collimator has 
4" (10.2 cm) thick Pb collar.
3.2.1 External Beam Arrangement
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the beam then passes through a borated wood 
housing containing the beam shutter (G.E.C. Heavy Alloy), radiography 
slot and removable time-of-flight (T.O.F.) chopper.
The neutron beam is eventually terminated by a 10 cm thick wall , 
backed by a concrete block. Background radiation, between 0.5-2.0 MeV, 
was reduced by 30%, by positioning loosely-packed boric acid, 2 cm thick 
before the Pb wall.
A rectangular, Perspex (5 mm) safety shield surrounds the external bea.m 
as shown in Figs. 2.1 (a). The safety shield limits the minimum source-
CHAPTER 3
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Tab 1e 3.1 Health Monitor Survey around External 
Neutron Beam during Irradiation of
Water Phantom.
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detector distance.
3.2.2 Health Monitor Survey
Table 3.1 provides a simple health monitor summary of y and neutron 
readings, obtained around the safety shield, during irradiation of a 
water phantom, y-rays were monitored with a Panax Monitor Type 64G, 
and neutrons with a N.D.E. Monitor No. 2600.
The ambient y-ray reactor hall background was 0.1 m Rad/hr. The 
dose-rate, at the end cap of the Am-Be barrel was 0.6mM/hr .
3.3 NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENT
The absolute measurement of thermal neutron flux was performed by 
means of Au foil activation and counting. The flux was measured at two 
positions from beam port. The epi-cadmium neutron flux (>0.512 eV) was 
obtained by irradiation of a Au foil enclosed in a Cd capsule (1.02 mm 
thick). The foils were supported by only a thin layer of tape, in order
to reduce thermal neutron backscattering.
198The 412 KeV Au y-ray was measured by a shielded NaI(T£) detector, 
with an efficiency of 6%. Values for the resonance integral, I, and thermal 
activation cross-section, were obtained from De Soete [86],
Experimental parameters and results are shown in Table 3.2. The 
errors of the thermal and epi-cadmium (>0.512 eV) fluxes are 9.4% and 12.2% 
respectively. They consist of uncertainties in foil counting, detector 
calibration and capture cross-sections.
Neutron 'self-shielding' error was calculated to be <1%; y-ray self­
absorption was found to be negligible.
Comments
The neutron flux values found in this study are approximately double 
those reported by other workers [83], using In foils. They found a Cd 
ratio (In foil, 0.5 mm Cd cover) of 7, this is 5.8 when expressed in terms 
of Au foil; again, it is much lower than the values found in this study.
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DISTANCE FROM BEAM PORT = 50 cm
FOIL
COUNTS
IRRADIATION
TIME
FOIL
MASS
Cm)
FOIL
AREA
(cm2)
o
(Barns)
I
(Barns)
TOTAL
FLUX
(n. cm
EPI -CD 
FLUX
-2 -L.s )
48,794 3.83 h .1251 1.227 98.8 - 4.026
xlO4
-
2,868 3.83 h .12 35 1.227 - 1551 - ; 201
Thermal Flux (n.cm 2.sec *) = 40,000
Cd RATIO = 13.47 ± 2.08
Thermal/Epi-Cd Fluxes = 199.3 ± 30.7
DISTANCE FROM BEAM PORT = 175 cm
11,185 3.75 h .1219 1.227 98.8 - 2.864
xlO4
-
745 3.75 h . 121 1.227 - 1551 - 131.2
-2 -IThermal Flux (n.cm .sec ) 
Cd RATIO
Thermal/Epi-Cd Fluxes
= 28,500 
= 14.91 ± 2.3 
= 217.3 ± 32.6
TABLE 3.2. Au-Foil Neutron Flux Measurements of 135°— Face Neutron Beam
3.4 BEAM POSITION AND SIMPLE SCAN
An estimation of the beam position and area was obtained by 
monitoring with a pencil, boron-trifluoride (BF^) proportional gas 
counter.
3.4.1 BFg Neutron Counter
The functioning of BF^ counters have been described elsewhere [87]. 
The 20th Century Electronics counter used in this work was filled with 
BF^ gas, enriched to 90% with 10B (type S EB40/6). It was of 5 cm 
nominal active length and .6 cm outside diameter.
The counter e.h.t. voltage w a s  750 volts with a pulse threshold of 
4 volts. Pulses were amplified by a Proportional Counter Adaptor Type 
2212, and counted with a Scaler Unit Type 2117 and Timer Type 2219.
3.4.2 Beam Scan
Fig. 3.2 shows the horizontal and vertical profiles of the 135° Face 
neutron beam, measured by the pencil BF^ counter, at 180 cm from the beam 
port.
Position uncertainty was approximately 3 mm. The abscissa in Fig.
3.2 (b) refers to the distance above the work-bench; the average, beam 
position above the work-bench was 17.8 cm. In Fig. 3.2 (a), the abscissa 
zero was set at the centre of the bench width, which corresponded with 
the centre of the horizontal beam profile.
Measurement of the full-width at half-maximum (F.W.H.M.) of the two 
profiles, yielded a beam area of 5 cm X 2.4 cm. Approximately 20% of the 
beam intensity is found outside the F.W.H.M. parameter.
A higher counting rate was obtained during the vertical profile scan 
due to the greater exposure of the BF^ counter sensitive volume.
Comments
The cadmium ratio, using the BF^ counter, was 142, with a and I 
equalling 759 and 341 barns respectively, and a Cd cover of 0.2 mm. The 
boron cadmium ratio was equal to 5.06 when expressed in terms of the Au foil 
Cd ratio.
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3.5 BEAM HOMOGENEITY
The beam survey by the BF^ counter yielded sufficient information 
to determine beam position and area. However, the measured resolution 
of this system was not adequate to measure the homogeneity of the neutron 
beam. This was attempted by use of neutron radiography.
3.5.1 (a) Method
Economy and the availability of Cd sheeting suggested the use of the 
standard 'direct conversion' method. The film and converter (Cd) are 
placed closely together and exposed to the neutron beam. The Cd sheet 
'converts' the slow neutrons to y-rays (79%, 559 KeV), which are then 
registered on the film.
The 'indirect conversion' method requires only that the converter 
foil (e.g. Dy, Gd) be exposed in the beam. The activated foil, with its 
latent image, is then placed into close contact with the film, and the 
/3-particles with their smaller penetrating power, generally produce a 
finer image than do-y-rays.
Also, the 'direct conversion' method is susceptible to the y-ray 
background produced by the neutron beam, and the y-ray component of the 
neutron beam. This latter source of background was especially serious 
due to the beam emanating directly from the reactor core.
The negative film, when developed and dried, is measured on a 
densitometer, where the film density is related to radiation exposure.
Film density is defined as the logarithm of the reciprocal of the
transmitted incident light, i.e.
i r Incident light
ensi y ( ) O&io [ Transmitted light^
The film density due to y-ray exposure in the beam was found to be 
approximately 40% of that due to neutrons and y's in the 135° face external 
beam.
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(b) Materials
Ilford Industrial G films (3.25" X 4.35") were irradiated in a 
standard Kodak cassette-holder. This film type is of high contrast and 
is very 'fast', an exposure time of 15 min yielded an optical density of 
^1.0. Density/Exposure time response was found to be approximately linear 
up to 20 min. exposure time.
Film development procedures have been well discussed elsewhere 
[83, 84], Optical film density.measurements were performed with a Joyce 
and Loebell Recording Microdensitometer (lever ratio, 1 : 1 ;  aperture,
0.2 mm; 2.1 wedge).
3.5.2 Flux Distribution along Beam Path
Fig. 3.3 provides a qualitative description of the neutron and 
gamma-ray distribution of the 135° face beam, at 50, 125, 180 and 220 cm 
from the beam port. Fig. 3.3 (a) shows a well-defined image of the 
collimator tubes and suggests also, that the y-ray component of the beam 
originates in the reactor core. The vertical striations are due to faulty 
film development.
Figs. 3.3 (b, c, d) show an increasing homogeneity with beam 
length due to,
(i) worsening beam resolution with beam-collimator distance,
(ii) increasing neutron scattering with beam-collimator distance.
It was noticed that there was a significant increase in light
intensity on the left-hand side of all four images. Differing image 
intensities were due to film development in different conditions.
3.5.3 Flux Profile
Neutron and gamma-ray profiles were obtained by scanning horizontally 
the respective films with the microdensitometer. The central horizontal 
portion was selected for scanning as this was shown to correspond to a 
maximum neutron flux (Fig. 3.3 (b) ).
Figs. 3.4 and 3.6 show neutron and y-ray beam profiles at 125 cm
IMAGES OF NEUTRON 
AND GAMMA 
DISTRIBUTION AT 
FOUR DISTANCES 
FROM BEAM PORT.
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and 180 cm from the beam port. The n +y and y-only profiles, at both 
distances, illustrate a 'skewed' response. Yet the BF^ counter neutron 
profile does not have this feature.
Fig. 3.5 is the resultant neutron beam profile, following the 
subtraction of the n + y and y-only profiles in Fig. 3.4, and no longer 
exhibits the 'skewed' response, indicating that this is due to the y-ray 
component.
The most likely explanation for this feature is that the beam-width 
is differentially absorbed by the tapered thickness of the graphite block, 
which is situated between the reactor core and the beam tube. This is 
illustrated in the reactor plan, Fig. 3.1.
Accuracy of Profile Measurement
The error band indicated in Fig. 3.4 and 3.6 represent the 'noise1 
level during film density measurement, approximately 3% at maximum 
response.
The error of BF^ counter response was approximately 4.5%, however, 
width measurement accuracy with the microdensitometer is an order of 
magnitude better than with the BF^ counter.
The maximum deviation of the neutron profile at 125 cm, was ± 10%
for the central 4 cm horizontal portion. At 180 cm, the sample position, 
the maximum deviation was approximately±5%.
The maximum deviation on the centre, 4 cm horizontal of the beam is 
a limited parameter of beam homogeneity, a diagonal scan, across the beam 
centre would be useful in the rectangular beam case.
RADIOGRAPHS
Fig.3.A Neutron and
Gamma Profi les 
at 125 cm .
Fjg.3.5 Resultant
Neutron Profile 
at 125 cm .
Fig.3.6 Neutron and
Gamma Profi les
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NEUTRON BEAM DISTRIBUTION IN WATER PHANTOM
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The neutron distribution, both total and epi-thermal neutron flux, 
was measured in the water phantom used in this study. The arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 5.2 (b). The neutrons in the phantom were monitored with 
gold foils and a pencil BF^ proportional counter.
There are several main reasons why this measurement was considered 
of importance.
(a) Dosimetry
The dose, due to neutrons, received by humans has been studied from 
several aspects. First, the determination of maximum permissible dose 
from various neutron sources has been studied by several authors [88, 89], 
Secondly, the measurement of neutron isoflux and isodose contours has been 
performed by many authors, encompassing various irradiation conditions, 
e.g., 14 MeV or epithermal neutron energies [90, 91, 92], type of neutron 
producing apparatus i.e., cyclotron, reactor, neutron D-T generator or 
(a, n) source. These studies were performed to calculate doses received in 
fast neutron therapy and neutron capture therapy [90].
Thirdly, research groups performing 'in vivo' neutron activation 
analysis (IVNAA) usually have performed their own neutron dosimetry 
studies as mentioned before, irradiation conditions are various. Sklavenitis 
et al. have performed detailed dosimetry of reactor thermal neutrons 
incident on a tissue-equivalent phantom [93, 94], in preparation for IVNAA 
of thyroidal iodine in sheep and humans [24, 45].
Dosimetric study of the water phantom in this work was not pursued as 
it was of limited interest. The incident neutrons were all approximately 
thermalised. The dose is obtained simply from the product of the experi-
CHAPTER 4
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mental thermal neutron flux and a conversion factor, which relates 
neutron flux to the dose caused by hydrogen capture y-rays [93].
(b) Measurement Volume
Certain considerations have to be examined when attempting to 
express quantitative results from irradiation of elements in tissue-like 
phantoms.
In the standard method of 'in core' neutron activation analysis 
there are two methods of obtaining quantitative results:-
(i) Comparative
The counts from an unknown sample may be compared with those emitted 
from a 'standard' sample which has a known amount of the element of 
interest. This yields the mass of the unknown sample by the following 
equation,
where M and C are the element mass and counting rate in the unknownX X
sample x, and Ms and Cs are the known element mass and counting rate 
respectively of the standard sample s.
The comparative method requires strictly, that the unknown and 
standard samples are irradiated and counted in precisely identical 
conditions. This avoids precise knowledge of experimental parameters 
such as the neutron flux, uniformity of irradiation detector efficiency 
and counting geometry. It should be noted also that the unknown and 
standard samples must have the same type of container and composition,
i.e., solution or solid. The standard must consist of .an element matrix 
similar to the unknown sample in order to simulate the y-ray interferences 
and background encountered with the unknown sample.
(ii) Absolute
This method relates the activity induced in an element to its mass 
by the classic activation formula. The method requires an absolute 
knowledge of,
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(a) Experimental parameters,
e.g. Neutron flux, irradiation time, irradiation uniformity,
detection efficiency and geometry, sample self-absorption.
(b) Physical parameters,
e.g. Isotopic abundance, neutron activation cross-section, 
y-ray branching ratio, decay constant of isotope.
The required formula for absolute determination is discussed in 
standard texts [94] and is quoted in Appendix C .
The absolute method is tedious in that measurement and constant 
monitoring of experimental parameters is required. Also, it is subject 
to as many errors as there are experimental parameters, although only 
several of these are sources of'significant error. Physical parameters 
are not always accurate for all isotopes, therefore the most recent 
published values must be utilised.
The accuracy of the comparative method is dependent, almost■ 
entirely, on the similarity of experimental conditions for both the unknown 
and standard samples. This may be verified by repeated measurements on a 
standard sample. (But it does require at least two measurements, one 
unknown, one standard and thus may be expensive on beam time).
Quantity of Interest
Usually, the above-mentioned techniques yield the absolute amount 
of element in a sample. In clinical measurements and toxicity studies in 
biological or organic matter, it is often the relative amount of element 
in a sample matrix or irradiation site that is of importance, i.e.,
,g, k £ , . i* t Mass of element Mi" in matrix(6/ ) of element 'i! = r;  z— — ---------g Mass of Sample Matrix
This is usually expressed as yg/g, g/kg or parts per million (ppm).
As in Section 1.9, this parameter can be used to describe normal, 
deficiency or toxicity values of elements in tissue or particular organs.
Definition of Irradiation Volume
A generalised expression for ray intensity I produced by neutron 
capture, during thermal neutron flux $ ^ irradiation can be expressed as 
[93],
I = / £ . . dV (4.2)V a th v
where E is the macroscopic cross-section (cm *), and I, the capture
9 .
Y- intensity from a unit volume dV.
It can be seen that intensity I is directly proportional to the
neutron flux 4 , . However, in most real cases, the neutron flux varies th *
greatly in an irradiated volume. An average flux $ may be expressed for 
a defined integration volume,
| - -— ^h  (-4 g)
v
The irradiation volume may be defined either by experimental neutron
flux measurement or a formula describing the neutron distribution at. depth
in a phantom.
The total mass m irradiated may be expressed as,
m = p f dV, (4.4)
where p is the average density of the material being irradiated, in the
case of tissue equivalent phantom p is taken to be equal to water density [93].
Therefore, knowledge of the average flux 5 and the capture intensity
I will permit the calculation of an average irradiation volume, hence the
mass of the irradiated matrix.
Sometimes
m' = p 7 dV v 1
This occurs when the effective irradiation volume V is modified by 
detector collimation which reduces the intensity I. The use of collimation 
to limit the observed irradiation volume would permit a more realistic 
concentration value (g/g) as thermal neutrons are rapidly attenuated.
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Fig. 4.1 illustrates theoretical intensity responses during or 
following thermal neutron activation for two cases; both curves represent 
the intensity response of a rectangular section normal to the neutron 
beam.
Case (A) represents the intensity profile of the sample either 
following 'in-core' irradiation or during neutron beam irradiation, in air.
Case (B) is the y-ray intensity profile from 'prompt' or decay y-rays,
during irradiation of sample in water phantom.
The dashed curves show the effect of self-absorption. The sample is
either in solid form or in a solution.
It is seen clearly that response in case (B) is due to capture of 
the scattered neutron beam and is independent of the sample volume except 
in the case of strong absorption cross-section.
In case (A) the sample has been uniformly irradiated (assuming no
strong absorption) and exhibits a response proportional to sample volume. 
Approximate Flux Volumes
An estimation of thermal flux irradiation volume may be made by use 
of simple formulae describing neutron flux distribution.
Two formulae are suggested from experimental measurements, described
o
in a later subsection, for a neutron beam irradiating a cuboid water 
phantom.
(a) This formula approximately describes the flux volume in
the initial 5 cm of beam path in the phantom. This volume consists mainly
of the initial beam area and the rapid decrease of forward beam flux 
(Fig. 4.2).
x .. y . /3 exp [-y1 Z] . dz (4.5)
- "initial neutron volume', 
where x and y are the beam area dimensions and y^ is the attenuation
coefficient of the forward beam flux.
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(b) The second formula describes the neutron flux at depths 
>5 cm, along the beam path. Here, the thermal neutron flux does not 
change rapidly with position and may be approximately described by
where a and b are the phantom dimensions in the x and y directions, c is 
the phantom length along z-axis (beam path axis), and y^ is the inverse 
diffusion length as defined by diffusion theory. Extrapolation lengths are 
considered negligible for these ’volume’ calculations.
The 5 cm ’boundary1 along the z-axis was selected as an arbitary 
compromise between the relative quantities of the two flux distributions, 
and $D. At 5 cm depth, flux has decreased to at least <10% of its 
initial value.
The two flux distributions may be observed separately by suitably 
collimating the y-ray detector.
The collimation would govern the limits of the z-component in 
equations 4.5 and 4.6.
Equation 4.5 is an approximation since it is assumed that the number 
of neutrons scattered out of this ’initial volume’ are small compared 
with those remaining in the beam volume. Experimental measurements support 
this assumption (Section 4.4).
During neutron irradiation, most of the y-rays are produced in the 
’initial flux volume’ because of the high neutron density, hence detector 
collimation is only required to reduce background y-ray radiation and not 
for ’localising1 the flux volume.
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elementary diffusion theory, which is worked in Appendix B.
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Case(A) Case(B)
A
Fig, 4.1 Theore t ica l  Intensity I of R ec tangu la r  Sample fo r  
C a s e (A ) , in  a i r l a n d  CaselB),  in water phan tom .  
Dashed l in e s  show se l f-absorpt ion effect .
F ig.4.2 Theore t ica l  Dimensions fo r  Neutron D if fus ion 
C a lcu la t io n s  .
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Disadvantages
The definition of an effective irradiation volume irradiated by an 
average neutron flux is useful when studying fairly homogeneously 
distributed body elements. The Birmingham group have used hydrogen, 
which is homogeneously distributed in the human body, as an ’internal 
standard* for body nitrogen studies, using prompt y-ray in in-vivo activation 
analysis [12].
However, the measurement of elements in a localised volume such as 
kidneys or the liver, is greatly impaired if the localised volume is smaller 
than the irradiated volume. Therefore, a different response would be 
obtained at different positions in the irradiation volume at an ’average* 
flux, i.e.,
I {I, V) / CONSTANT 
where sample volume < irradiation volume V. It is the absolute amount of 
an element or its concentration in the organ that is of interest, 
this is therefore independent of irradiation volume.
Localised Volumes or Target Volumes
Generally, an absolute value of an element in an organ is obtained 
by comparison to a standard in an equivalent phantom with a known amount 
of element.
M
••• Ho = Co X Cc2-) 4 '7s
where Mq and CQ are the element mass and counting rate from the irradiated 
organ. and Cs are the known elemental mass and counting rate in the 
standard, irradiated in the equivalent phantom.
However, formula 4.7 assumes precisely the same irradiation and 
counting conditions, as well as physical equivalence, for the organ and 
standard. This may not be satisfied in clinical measurements. Lenihan 
and Comar have used an ’internal standard’ to normalise the thyroid 
response with that of the thyroid phantom [24] in in-vivo activation 
analysis of the thyroid. A known amount of internal standard is irradiated
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normally in the thyroid and the thyroid phantom.
Equation 4.7 is then modified so that 
M I
Mo - co • • Cr) 4.8s o
where I and I are the specific activities of the ’internal standard' in s o
the standard and organ respectively.
In Cd contamination studies in the human liver, McLellan et al [43] 
have utilised a large incident neutron beam area to ensure total irradiation 
of this large organ and its equivalent phantom.
Notes
It is interesting to speculate on the existence of a natural 
’internal standard’ in some organs to permit measurement of a concentration
3value, i.e., g/cm or g/g, which may be of more interest than an absolute 
value in toxicity studies. One possible solution may be the use of radio­
isotope organ scintigraphy for the measurement of organ volume.
4.2 ELEMENTARY DIFFUSION THEORY
Elementary diffusion theory may be used to describe the distribution 
of scattered thermal neutrons in a water medium.
The classsic wave equation is used to obtain an expression for 
neutron flux in a medium, as well as the more familiar analogous case of 
heat conduction in a body.
The solution of this equation in the case of neutrons in a reactor 
moderator appears in standard texts [95, 96].
Several assumptions are made in the deviation of the elementary 
diffusion equation.
(i) The neutrons are monoenergetic; in this case they are at 
thermal energy.
(ii) Scattering is isotropic in the laboratory system
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(iii) The flux does not change rapidly with position, therefore 
the theory does not expect to predict the flux distribution 
near the neutron source, in the presence of strong absorbers 
or near the physical boundaries of the medium (a water phantom 
in this case).
(iv) The medium is of infinite extent or, if finite, the theory
will apply at a distance greater than the physical boundary.
(v) The medium has small but not negligible absorption, i.e.,
E »  E s a
The basic diffusion equation is
4?- = D . V2$ - Z . $ + S 4.9dt a
where the l.h.s. is the total number of neutrons per unit volume per unit
2time. D . V $ is the neutron buckling term representing neutron ’leakage* 
into a unit volume per unit time, where D is the diffusion coefficient.
E $ is the neutron absorption per unit volume per unit time, while S
cl
represents neutron production per unit time per unit volume. This may be 
interpreted as the creation of thermal neutrons due to the slowing down of 
fast neutrons to thermal energies.
Equation 4.9 is modified to consider a distribution away from the 
thermal neutron source and in a steady-state, with no production of neutrons.
DV2$ - Z $ = 0 4.10a
where L2 = D/E 4.11a
and L /1/3E E 4.12s a
L is the diffusion length, E^ is the macroscopic scattering cross-section
r “In (cm ).
The general solution of equation 4.10 is shown in Appendix B. The 
’fundamental* solution, m = n = 1 yields the neutron flux as,
= Au  . cos ^  . cos ^  . exp (-yn  . Z) 4.13
A 2 / * 1 / N 2 r IT \ 2  , U  , 2  a i aand Y u  = ( /L) + ( f )  + ( £ )  4-14
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a and b are the extrapolation widths of the water phantom (Fig. 4.2).
The extrapolation width is the physical width plus an extra distance, the 
extrapolation length, at the end of which the predicted flux is zero.
The extrapolation length for H^O is 0.3 cm [96].
4.3 MEASUREMENT OF THE NEUTRON BEAM INCIDENT ON WATER PHANTOM
Water Phantom
This is shown in Fig. 5.2 (b). It was originally a plastic mop- 
bucket, of paralle-piped shape, approximately 20 cm X 20 cm X 30 cm. The 
thickness of the container was 1 mm and the container was filled with 
de-ionised water (>1 Megft/cm)• The phantom was positioned approximately 
180 cm from the beam port and the beam was incident centrally on the 
small face of the phantom.
Boron Trifluoride Counter
The characteristics of the BF^ counter, type 5EB40/6, have been 
described in Section 3.4.1. The counter was positioned vertically for 
the phantom measurement, and was protected from the water by a double 
sleeve of P.V.C. sheet.
For thermal neutron measurement, 4 cm of the 5 cm active length was
3covered by a Cd sleeve (0.2 mm thick), leaving an active volume of 0.2 cm .
3The Cd sleeve covered the whole active volume (1.0 cm ) for epi-cadmium
neutron flux measurement.
The calculated sensitivity of the5EB40/6 quoted by the manufacturer 
?was 0.07 (c/s)/(n/cm /s).
Neutron flux profile measurements were made at every 2 cm along the 
beam axis. Counting times were 10 s at positions near the incident 
beam, and were extended to 240 s at the phantom extremities.
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Gold Foils
Absolute neutron flux measurement in the water phantom was performed 
by the standard gold foil counting technique. Measurements were made 
only along the beam axis and to a maximum depth of only 13 cm because 
of the relative insensitivity of this technique at low fluxes. The flux 
determination1 •at 13 cm required a 7 hr irradiation, and a 5 hr count 
(Section 3.3) to yield an error of approximately 35%. Foil masses of 
0.065 g to .215 g were used, with thickness of 0.07 mm.
Cd Foil ;
A cadmium foil (0.42 mm thick, 1 g) was irradiated in the phantom 
as a speculative attempt to measure the relative thermal neutron flux 
along the beam axis. The 558 KeV peak was monitored with the Ge (Li) 
detector through a constant 6 cm of water between the Cd foil and detector.
4.4 RESULTS
4.4.1 Neutron Mean Free paths in Water Phantom
Axial neutron distributions were analysed using the U.L.R.C. Curve 
Fitting program. A simple exponential relationship was assumed for most 
of the flux measurements except for the BF^ counter measurements along 
the beam axis (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) where a double exponential relation was 
separated.
4.4.2 (a) BFg Counter Measurements - Axial Measurements
Axial measurements with the BF„ counter are shown in Figs. 4.3 and
4.4 for total and epi-cadmium neutron fluxes. Fig. 4.3 shows the double 
exponential relationship of the centre axis corresponding to the rapid 
attenuation of the neutron beam and then to the subsequent neutron 
diffusion.
The low initial flux of the off-axis curves is probably due to 
neutrons being scattered out of the phantom. At greater depths, the mean 
free path (mfp) obtained from the off-axis curves is similar to that of
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the central beam axis* perhaps indicating that the majority of neutrons
are ’diffused1 at this depth.
The nuf.p.'s, at depths >4 cm (Table 4.1) range from 5 to 6 cm.
This is significantly longer than the thermal diffusion length, which is 
quoted to be 2.6 - 2.8 cm [93, 96], and using equation 4.14 the effective 
relaxation length for this phantom should be 2.38 cm.
It has been tacitly assumed that the irradiation beam is almost 
completely thermalised. However, this beam may contain a significant 
flux of fast neutrons (>0.5 MeV) which are difficult to detect using 
Cd- covered activation foils. Fast neutrons would loose their energy by
scattering, until they attain thermal energy, at some depth in the water
phantom [97]. Therefore, measurement of thermal neutrons would yield a 
relatively long mean free path. The ’slowing down length’ (defined as 
the square root of the Fermi Age) of fission neutrons to thermal energies 
is 5.6 cm, which is similar to the measurements in Table 4.1. Similar 
results were obtained by workers using a water tank as a 'stop' for a 
reactor neutron beam, yielding a 'slowing down length’ of 5.8 cm [98, 99].
The initial decrease in neutron flux (both total and epi-thermal) 
in the first few centimetres of water may be interpreted as the attenuation
of thermal neutrons in the beam. In water, the thermal neutron attenuation
-1 -1(^TOTAL* Cm  ^ consists mainly of the scattering coefficient (Eg, cm ),
i’6' 8TOTAL 4‘15
-1For i^O, Es = 2.33 cm [93] as compared with the experimental 
value of 0.63 ± 0.096 cm It is recognised that the initial attenuation 
of a reactor neutron beam is complex. In this case of a neutron beam of 
finite area, the neutron attenuation is partially compensated by either, 
scattered neutrons not leaving the beam or neutrons 'scattered out of the 
beam’ reentering the beam.
The measured values of total and epi-cadmium relative flux
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(Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) may only be subtracted if the epi-cadmium values are 
multiplied by 'v* as the counter sensitive volume was different for
the two experiments.
The internal diameter of the counter was 0.5 cm and the positioning 
uncertainty was approximately ±0.3 cm.
(b) Transverse Measurements - Horizontal Axis
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the approximate beam profile at various
positions along the beam path in the water phantom. Straight lines between
the data points are drawn as an approximate linear interpolation except
for shallow depths where detail of the beam horizontal diameter is lacking.
The transverse profiles at depths of 6 cm or greater were fitted to
a simple cosine relationship,
A . cos (17 a- x- ■) oc Beam Profile (x-axis) 4.16a
since it was assumed that neutron diffusion predominates at these depths.
A is the counting rate on the beam axis, a is the extrapolated width which 
in this case is approximately equivalent to the physical width of the 
phantom. . Dashed curves indicate the theoretical fit.
The deviation of the experimental total flux to the fitted flux was 
+15.6% at 6 cm to +4% at 20 cm. The large deviation at 6 - 8 cm was 
probably caused by unscattered beam flux.
The large deviations quoted for the epi-cadmium flux (Table 4.3) 
are not remarkable as epi-cadmium neutrons are not expected to follow 
equation 4.l6and the number of data points are small.
(c) Absolute Flux Measurements with BF^ Counter
-1A counting rate of 2285 c.s was obtained when the BF^ counter
was horizontally exposed to the beam, in air. Following division by
2
the sensitivity factor (0.07 (c/^ /(n/cm /s), this was equivalent to
4 23.25 X 10 n/cm /s of neutron flux, which corresponded well with the
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TRANSVERSE
DISTANCE
(cm)
BEAM DEPTH 
IN 
PHANTOM
M.F.P., 
TOTAL FLUX 
(cm)
M.F.P.
Epi-Cd FLUX 
(cm)
BF3 PROPORTIONAL COUNTER
0 0-4 cm 1.58 ± .24 VL.6
0 4-20 cm 4.99 ± .39 4.59 ± .11
4 4-20 cm 4.84 ± .09 5.28 ± .36
6 4-20 cm 6.08 ± .26 -
8 4-20 cm 5.96 ± .22 6.59 ± .55
GOLD FOIL METHOD
0 1 0-13 cm 2.12 ± .11 -
CADMIUM FOIL METHOD
0 1.5 - 8.5 cm 2.4 ± .20 -
TABLE 4.1 Mean Free Paths of Beam Neutrons in Water Phantom
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TABLE 4.2 Fitted Widths Using Total Flux Profiles
DEPTH OF 
BEAM (cm)
MAXIMUM 
COUNTS/10s
FITTED
WIDTH,
(cm)
a
%
DEVIATION
(EXP/THEORETICAL)
6. 90. 18.6 ± .3 + 15.6
8. 55. 19.3 ± .3 + 12.1
10. 40.3 17.7 ± .2 + 7.2
12. 23.1 19.7 ± .1 - 0.8
16. 10.2 20.8 ± . 6 - 1.26
20. 5.02 21.9 ± .9 + 4.0
TABLE 4.3 Fitted Widths Using Epi-Cadmium Flux Profiles
DEPTH OF 
BEAM (cm)
MAXIMUM 
COUNTS/10s
FITTED 
WIDTH, a 
(cm)
%
DEVIATION
(EXP/THEORETICAL)
6. 30.3 19.1 ± .3 + 14.2
8. 19.38 19.6 ± .4 + 15.6
10. 10.28 21.1 ± .9 + 19.0
12. 9.13 21.3 ± .9 + 20.7
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value obtained by Au foils.
However, the BF^ counter flux values, in the water phantom, appear 
a magnitude lower than expected. This is due to counter mis-alignment 
which was in the plane, parallel with the horizontal edge of the beam 
that was measured.
Comments
The total flux and epi-cadmium flux measurements in Section (a) may 
be usefully supplemented by measurement of thermal neutrons produced by 
the 'slowing down1 of fast neutrons. This may be simply accomplished 
by placing a Cd sheet in front of the water phantom, thereby stopping 
the beam thermal neutrons, and then proceeding with the usual BF^ 
counter measurements.
4.4.3 Gold Foils
The thermal neutron flux values measured by bare Au foils, along the 
beam axis are shown in Fig. 4.7. The effect of epithermal neutrons was 
assumed to be negligible and a Cd (Au foil) ratio of 16.8 was measured at 
a depth of 3 cm.
No double exponential relationship was observed by inspection, and 
fitting to a simple exponential yielded a mean free path of 2.12 cm ± 0.07 cm 
(Table 4.1).
A possible explanation for the difference in mfp especially at 
depths >5 cm may be the absorption of epithermal neutrons by the strong Au 
resonance at 4.9 eV, leaving fewer epithermal neutrons to attain thermal 
energies. Boron is a — absorber and has no resonance absorption peaks. 
However, this explanation is unlikely since the epithermal flux is 
relatively low (Section 3.3)
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4.4o4 Cadmium Foil
The relative neutron flux (counts/2000 s) obtained by measurement 
of Cd prompt 558 KeV peak, is shown in Fig. 4.8. The mean free path was 
2.41 cm ± 0.2 cm (Table 4.1) using four data points, as shown. Dead time 
was approximately 5% for all readings.
4.4.5 Irradiation Mass in Water Phantom
Following the discussion in Section 4.1 , a simple measurement and
calculation was performed to determine the irradiation volume (or mass) of 
water by monitoring the 2.22 MeV hydrogen capture peak.
The following formula was used,
Counts.s 4 „ - a to
E . k~ = S • Ea ' $ 4'17
-4where E = .2 X 10 total detection efficiency at 2.22 MeV
k = .745 2.22 MeV photon transmission in water
g - mass of water irradiated (gm)
E =0.023 macroscopic absorption coefficient (cm 4)cl
4 -2 -1$ = 3 X 10 incident neutron flux (n. cm . s )
A 2.22 MeV photon counting rate yielded an irradiation mass of
M.5 g of water in this experiment.
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS AND PROTOCOL
5.! IRRADIATION SAMPLES
The prompt y-ray sensitivity of a list of 14 biologically interesting 
elements was studied, in air, by use of suitable foils and pills, 
manufactured from chemical compounds.
5.1.1 Sample Pills
These were made by use of the pill press, illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
The press consisted of (from left to right), an anvil, the main body and 
the plunger. The main body had a coaxially drilled (1.905 cm)'hole for 
the plunger; this hole was enlarged at one end to a depth of 1 cm, to 
permit the positioning of the anvil. All components were of stainless 
steel.
Manufacture
An arbitary amount of chemical compound was poured into the hole, 
the other end being stopped by the anvil. The plunger was gently 
positioned into the hole. The apparatus was then positioned between the 
jaws of an engineering yice, which were squeezed very strongly. Following 
this procedure, the anvil was removed and the resulting pill was eased 
out by gentle pressure on the plunger. A typical pill (MnO) is illustrated 
(bottom right) in Fig. 5.1. Only Ca.CO^ could not be compressed'by this 
apparatus.
Irradiation of Pill Samples
The pills were individually sealed in a polythene sachet and sus­
pended on the sample stand, as in Fig. 5.2 (a). The sample pill was 
positioned at 45° to the beam and detector. This angle was determined 
experimentally, by irradiation of a Cd foil as a function of irradiation 
angle.
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PARAFFIN WAX
SAMPLE TUBE
SAMPLE SUPPORT
SAFETY SHIELD
WATER
PHANTOM
F i g .  5.2
P h o t o g r a p h s  o f  I r r a d i a t i o n  
A r r a n g e m e n t s .
(a )  Pi 11 Sample  in Ai r .
(b )  L i q u i d  Sample  Tube in
W a t e r  Phantom.
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neu tron
detector
Fig.5.3 Plan of Sample Pil l  I r ra d ia t io n  ( in air)
Fig.5,4 P lan  of Liquid Sample I r rad ia t ion  
(in water  p h a n to m ) .
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5.1.2 Foils
Foils, of industrial quality, were used for the irradiation of A£,
Cd and Cu elements. No correction for thermal neutron self-absorption 
was made for the Cd foil as its thickness was less than twice the thermal 
neutron free mean path.
5.1.3 Liquid Samples
Five elements were put into solution and encapsulated in a standard 
30 cc irradiation tube (7.3 cm length, 2.3 cm diameter). The tube axis 
was normal to the beam and parallel to the detector direction, as shown in 
Fig. 5.4. The intention was to simulate the irradiation of organs 
containing significant proportion of each element. Typical neutron flux 
depth and y-ray depth of 4.5 cm and 7.5 cm respectively, were used 
consistently, No corrections were made for neutron and y-ray attenuation 
in water.
5.2 EFFECTIVE DENSITY AND LINEAR ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT
The density of the pill samples is required to estimate the linear 
attenuation coefficient. The effective density of the compressed chemical 
compound is obtained directly by measurement of pill volume and mass, 
see Table. 5.1.
The linear attenuation coefficient is calculated as follows:
£ X. . o.
i 1 1 --------- . N . p = p 5.1
X X. . A.i ll
where p = linear absorption coefficient of sample (cm-*),
_3
p = effective pill density (g«cm ),
Nq = Avogardro’s number,
cy = photon cross-section of element i, (in bams/atom),
= number of atoms of element i,
A^ = atomic weight of element i 
Values of cr^ are obtained from Storm et al and Grodstein [ 170,1711
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PILLS:-
ELEMENT SAMPLE
FORM
THICKNESS
(cm)
SAMPLE
MASS
(g)
EFFECTIVE 
DENSITY p
ELEMENT 
MASS (g)
Ca Ca.C03 .9 5.82 1.035 2.33
CA Na. CA 0.842 7.31 3.047 4.43
Fe Fe .0 0.563 5.85 3.644 4.54
K K2*C03 1.299 9.80 . 2.647 5. 54
Mg Mg.02 - 2. 75. - 1.18
Mn Mn.O 0.382 3.73 3.427 2.890
Na Na2c°3 0.882 6. 36 2.532 2. 75
P Na2H.P.04 1.161 9.44 2.853 2.06
S S 0.708 5.34 2.649 5.34
Zn Zn 0.819 20.46 8.765 20.46
Hg Hg.O 0.56 18.365 11.495 17.01
FOILS:-
THICKNESSCcm) MASS (g)
AA - 0.02 0.647
Cd - 0.015 1.58*
Cu - 0.055 5.9
Pb - 0.02 1.00
TABLE 5.1. Elemental Sample Dimensions for Prompt y-ray Analysis
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5.3 TRANSMISSION CALCULATION
A computer program, written in BASIC, was devised to calculate the 
transmission of unscattered y-rays of single energy, in a uniformly 
radio-active cylindrical volume, at an angle 0 to the detector.
The calculation is based on the following ratio:
f dV exp (-p x)
---------------  = Transmission 5.2
f dV v
x is the y-ray path through the sample pill.
The computation considers volume laminates, parallel to the detector axis, 
of depth Ar, length x and width t. A simplified form of the calculation 
is:
E x^ . t . Ar . exp (-p. x^)
—  = Transmission . 5.3
Ex. . t . Arll
Summation is performed over the different y-ray path lengths x^ in 
the cylinder. The length x is modified by a sine 0-function if the cylinder 
is at an angle 0 to the detector. Figures 5.5 (a, b and c) illustrate the 
transmission of a pill sample, using typical values, calculated by the 
program. Uniform radioactivity is assumed as there is no significant 
neutron flux perturbation by the pill samples.
5.4 DETECTION LIMIT
It is necessary to define the smallest amount of element that is 
detectable with a particular irradiation and counting system. Currie has 
performed a review on the limits of qualitative detection and quantitative 
determination [100], where the various minimum detection limits in use are 
discussed. He proposes a critical level and detection limit, which govern 
whether a signal, above background, is detected and with how much confidence 
this decision is made; and determination limit, where the standard deviation 
of the net signal attains a fixed fraction.
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Fig.5.5 Theoretical Response of Self-Absorbing,
Radioactive Cy l inder wi th 0 ,jj and t
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It is understood that different criteria for the minimum detection 
limit are adopted by various groups; it is important that these criteria 
be described to avoid confusion when results are compared.
5.4.1 Experimental Detection Limits
Wien measuring a photopeak, between two energy thresholds,
T = S + B 
S = T - B
where T is the total count, S is the time signal count and B is the back­
ground count. Assuming normal counting statistics, the true signal would 
be subject to deviations in the total and background count rates .
S = (T - B) ± /F + B 
Hypothesis for Signal Detection
To 'detect* any signal above the gaussian distributed background
level,
S * k. /B 5.4
where the time signal must be at least a factor k of the background 
deviation. The level of confidence that the true signal S, be detected above 
background level B is 68.27% when k = 1, and is 95.45 and 99.73% for 
k = 2 and 3 respectively.
Error of Detectable Signal
The relative standard deviation of the time signal may be obtained 
by considering,
/T- + B = /S + 2B 
and then,
rel. std. dev. (%) X 100% 5.5
by substituting (5.4), this becomes,
X 100%
k . /B 
now 2.B »  k . %B
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/2B—  X 100% 
k/B
—  X 100% k
and is independent of signal and background count rates.
If k = 2,
—  X 100% 70.7%
Tliis shows that the true signal rate S, detected with 95.45% 
confidence, has a relative standard deviation of 70.7%. S may be said to 
be the minimum detectable signal.
Minimum Detection Limit (MDL) •
The minimum detectable signal S, expressed in equation 5.4, may 
be used to define the minimum detection limit by application of a cali­
bration factor, i.e.,
where R equals cts/mg for a particular element. This formula has been 
employed by Henkelmann et al. [52] and Lombard et al. [101] for determining 
the M.D.L. of relatively pure materials. The k factor is equal to 2 for 
the experiments to be described.
Minimum Detection Limit for an Element in a Sample Matrix
Equation 5.6 may be modified to obtain the M. D.L‘. for a sample, 
where other elements may contribute to the background B.
where M (g) is the total mass of the sample matrix.
5.5 IRRADIATION TIME
The choice of the sample irradiation time was a compromise between 
the optimum m.d.l. (as defined in Section 5.4) and the maximum number of 
sample irradiations to be performed in an available experimental period.
The minimum detection level of Cd was measured experimentally, with 
the Nal(TA) apparatus described earlier, as a function of irradiation time.
MoD.L. (mg) = k 5.6
5.7
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The measurement of the prominent 559 KeV required the use of the SAMPO 
analysis program, to resolve this peak from the interfering 511 KeV 
annihilation peak.
The results are shown in Fig. 506 and show a significant improvement 
of m.d.l. up to 2000 s; much less improvement is noted from 2000 to 6000 s 
The improvement of m.d.l., using irradiation times >6000 s is considered 
negligible. Finally, sample irradiation times ranging from 6000 s to 8000 s 
were used.
5.6 NEUTRON BEAM FILTER
Several research groups have utilised filters in the neutron beam to 
minimise fast neutrons and beam y-rays [93, 101]© The filters are usually 
of lead, bismuth and quartz. The fractional decrease in neutron beam 
flux is calculated to cause a significant decrease in measured background 
counting rate.
The experimental procedure described in Section 5.5 was used to 
examine the effect of lead filters on tfye m.d.l. of Cd. The two lead
filters were placed approximately 15 cm in front of the Cd sample and the
results are shown in Fig. 5.7. The m.d.l. of Cd shows no improvement with
filter thickness, in this irradiation system and on the contrary, shows a
linear worsening.
5.7. y-RAY SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
5.7.1. y-Ray Energy Ranges
Two energy ranges were selcted for measurement of prompt y-ray spectra 
from the previously described samples,
(a) 200 KeV - 2600 KeV
(b) 1000 KeV - 8500 KeV
These yield calibration factors of approximately 2.4 and 7.5 KeV/ 
channel. Range (b) caused measurement difficulties with the Ge (Li)
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Pb Thickness (cm)
Fig.5.7 Minimum Detect ion L im i t  of Cadmium with
Lead A t tenua to r  in Neutron Beam, us ing 
559 KeV Prompt y -  r a y .
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detector, as a weak photopeak, covering 1 to 2 channels may become 
indistinguishable from the background continuum. Range (a) was found to 
be inconvenient for measurement by Nal (T&) detector as a typical 
photopeak occupied approximately 40 to 50 channels; and multiplets often 
contained 150 channels which was the upper limit to the number of channels
that could be analysed
at one time by SAMPO.
5.7.2 SAMPO Spectrum Analysis Program
SAMPO is the name of a program designed primarily for the automatic 
analysis ofY-ray spectra measured with Ge(Li) detectors, although also 
applicable to detection by NaI(T&). Its function has been described by 
its"authors, Routti and Prussin [71, 102]. The U.L.R.C. version (modified) 
of the SAMPO program was used, and jobs were performed on the U.L.C.C. 
CDC6600 computer via the Remote Job Entry terminal at Silwood Park.
Simple Program Description
The main object of the program is to find the exact channel location 
of the peak centroid and the peak area, with their respective uncertainties. 
Single or multiple peaks can be analysed on a background continuum, due to 
the peak Compton edge and the general background.
Analysis is performed by fitting the data photopeak with a multi- 
functionalgaussian distribution, as shown in Fig. 5.8. This consists of 
a simple gaussian, joined by an upper and lower exponential 'tail. The 
junction points of the tails and gaussian are manipulated so that the
2function is continuous. The fitting is performed by minimising the X  
between the data and the shape function. The background continuum is 
represented by a polynomial function, however, other authors have used 
more sophisticated approximations, such as an exponential step function 
[103, 69]. It is important that the selected fitting interval is 
sufficiently wide to include the exponential tails and a representative 
portion of the background continuum.
Fjg. 5.8 Typical Computer Peak F it .  
Solid Lines show Shape 
F unc t ion  Components.
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Shape Parameters
Hie shape parameters for the shape function are obtained by 
applying an option in the SAMPO program, to a strong calibration photo­
peak or an intense photopeak in the data spectrum. Shape calibrations 
are obtained at frequent energy intervals, and are then interpolated, as 
there is an approximately linear variation of shape parameters with energy 
e.g. Ge(Li) resolution against y-ray energy, Fig. 2.6 (b)
This is not the case when analysing Nal (T£) spectra, the resolution 
(cr gaussian width) varies relatively strongly and non-linearly with energy 
Shape calibrations are required at very frequent intervals, yet it is 
difficult with Nal (T£) apparatus to obtain a sufficient range of resolved 
photopeaks from standard calibration sources, and almost impossible to 
obtain from the data spectrum, with the exception of the 511 KeV and 
2223 KeV hydrogen capture peak.
Quantitative Comparison
Very little literature has been published comparing the quantitative 
results obtained with SAMPO and more simple methods, such as manual peak 
area addition and background subtraction, although the I.A.E.A. is to 
publish a laboratory intercomparison (1977).
This was crudely attempted using a strong peak in the Cd spectrum 
and it was found that SAMPO consistently produced a result 5 to 10% 
larger than that obtained with the manual method. It is suggested that 
in using the manual method one tends to underestimate the peak area 
interval on the background interval.
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS
The following results tables show element sensitivities in terms of 
peak counts as well as the minimum detection limit (m.d.l.), described in 
Section 5. The deviations of peak counts, obtained from analysis by the 
SAMPO program, were approximately categorised, <100 counts, 20-45%,
<1000 counts, 5-20%, <1000 counts, 5%.
The precision of the m.d.l. has been discussed (Section 5.4).
Corrections for neutron flux perturbations were made for Cd and Hg 
samples, in air,y-ray self-absorption corrections were made for samples 
irradiated in air, emitting y-rays <1000 keV.
Peak count and m.d.l. values preceded by inequalities, indicate 
that the y-ray peak count is less than twice the square root of the peak 
background, and that the m.d.l. is evidently larger than the element 
mass irradiated. The initials d.e. and s.e, refer to double escape and 
singleescape peaks respectively.
6.1 Comparison of Results obtained with Nal (Til) Detectors of 
different volumes.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show results obtained with 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm and
5.1 cm x 4.4 cm respectively. The samples were all foils in these two 
studies. No high energy region studies were made with the 5.1 cm x 4.4 cm 
as this was used only for preliminary prompt y-ray measurements.
Only AH and Cd were measurable in the low energy region with each 
of the detectors. The relatively strong Cu 278 keV peak was not distinguished 
from the high background continuum.
Insufficient measurements were made with the 5.1 cm x 4.4.cm Nal (Til) 
detector to see the effect of the smaller volume on the measurement of 
background radiation, originating from high y-ray energy scattering in 
the source and detector. In both cases, the measurement of the 559 keV
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TABLE 6.1 Results obtained with 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm Nal (Til) Detector
Sample to Detector distance = 30 cm
Element Y~ray Irradiation Dpolf Minimum
Element Mass Energy Time JT CcLlv Detection
(g) (keV) (s)
u U LU ILu Limit
(mg)
M 5.2 1779. 6000 5080 580.
?* 5.2 7724. 6000 460 850.
Cd 1.9 559. 6000 3127000 1.9
ii 1.6 4801. (d.e.) 6000 13100 131.
ti 1.6 5823. 6000 17780 59.
ti 1.6 8482. 6000 3000 63.
ii 1.6 9043. 6000 845 119,
Cu 5.9 278. 4000 < 3120 > 5900.
n 5 .'9 6919. (d.e.) 4000 3010 495.
it 5.9 7403. (s.e.) 4000 2645 385.
•i 5.9 7637 4000 1025 630.
n 5.9 7914 4000 500 1265.
Pb 1.-0 6348. (d.e.) 6000 780 325.
Pb 1.0 7368 6000 460 225.
H2° 'k 5.0 2223 2000 125000 28.
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TABLE 6.2 Results obtained with 5.1 cm x 4.4 cm Nal (TA) Detector
Sample to Detector Distance = 30 cm
Element
Element
Mass
(g)
y-ray
Energy
(keV)
Irradiation
Time
(S)
Peak
Counts
Minimum 
Detection 
Limit (mg)
AA 1.4 1779. 4000 420 790
Cd 1.9 559. 6120 643800 4.1
Cu S.3 278. 4000 < 1250 > 5300
Fe 11.0 353. 7000 < 1610 >11000
Zn ^2.0 1078. 4000 < 410 >^2000
Cd peak was possible only by computer analysis with SAMPO.
36.2 Comparison of Results obtained with 28 cm Ge (Li) Detector 
and 7.6 cm x'7.6 cm Nal (Til) Detector
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the results obtained by monitoring foil
3and pill samples, during neutron irradiation, with the 28cm Ge Li
detector. Comparison with Table 6.1 shows the minimum detection limits
are consistently similar between the two detector systems, at both low
and high energy regions.
The Nal (Til) detector system has a peak counting rate that is an
order of magnitude greater than obtained with the Ge (Li) system.
However, the entire Ge (Li) peaks were each recorded in about 4 to 5
channels (low energy region) whilst approximately 30-35 channels were
required to record peaks with the Nal (Til) system. Hence, the much
larger background area measured with the Nal (Til) systqm considerably
degrades the m>d.l. and the advantage of its higher y-ray sensitivity.
Also, the detection of low energy y-rays is difficult with the relatively
smooth, wide peaks recorded by a Nal (Til) system on high background
continuum, even with the aid of computer analysis. The same problem
does not appear to apply to the relatively narrow width peaks recorded
by the Ge (Li) system, e.g., the Cu 278 keV y-ray was measured with the 
328 cm Ge (Li) but not with the 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm Nal (Til) system, in spite
of its greater sensitivity.
6.3 Comparison of Results by Measurement in Low and High Energy 
Regions
This comparison is made, for samples irradiated in air, by reference
to Tables 6.3 and 6.4. In the low y-ray energy region, Cd, CJl and Hg
have m.d.l.’s of less than 100 mg; whilst in the high energy y-ray region,
only Cd, and possibly CJl, have m.d.l. fs of this magnitude.
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TABLE 6.3 Results obtained with 28 cm Ge (Li) Detector, using Pill/Foil 
Samples.
Sample to Detector Distance = 40 cm.
100-2500 keV Energy Region
3
Element
Element
Mass
(g)
y-ray
Energy
(keV)
Irradiation
Time
(S)
Peak
Counts
Minimum 
Detection 
Limit (mg)
AA .647 1779* 7000 130 205
Ca 2.33 1943 7000 < 52 > 2330
Cd 1.58 559 6000 196300 2.8
Cd 1.58 2456 6000 2375 110
CA 4.44 1165 7000 5580 85
CA 4.44 ,1951,*1958* 7000 3945 120
Cu 5.9 278 6000 3300 580
Fe 4.55 353 7000 535 1900
Hg 17.0 368 8000 77420 37
K 5.5 771 7000 1070 580
Mg 1.19 585 8000 220 530
Mn 2.89 212 7000 4610 228
Mn 2.89 847* 7000 1780 152
Na 2.76 472 7000 885 540
Na 2.76 870 7000 520 486
P 2.1 636 7000 < 125 > 2100
S 5.3 841 7000 520 942
Zn 20.5 1078 7000 762 2040
* Decay y-rays.
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TABLE 6.4 Results obtained with 28 cm Ge (Li) Detector, using Pill/Foil 
Samples.
Samples to Detector = 40 cm 
2500 - 8500 keV Energy Region
3
Element
Element
Mass
(g)
y-ray
Energy
(keV)
Irradiation
Time PeakCounts
Minimum 
Detection 
Limit (mg)
Ail 0.647 6702 (d.e.) 8000 < 20 > 647
Ca 2.33 5398 (d.e.) 8000 < 25 > 2330
Cd 1.58 4801 (d.e.) 7000 2020 76
Cd 1.58 5823 7000 590 113
Cd 1.58 8482 7000 80 175
C£ 4.44 5089 (d.e.) 8000 2170 128
C£ 4.44 ■ ,5598 Cd.e.) 8000 1890 1305600 (s.e.)
Cil 4.44 ,61096111
(Sle.)y 8000 1325 145
Cu 5.9 6892 (d.e.) 7000 240 550
Cu 5.9 7403 (s.e.) 7000 195 430
Cu 5.9 7914 7000 90 435
Fe 4.55 4996 (d.e.) 8000 115 1190
Fe 4.55 5410 (s.e.) 8000 110 1210
Hg 17.0 4945 7000 2300 355
Hg 17.0 ,59675947 (s.e.)* 7000 1265 480
K 5.55 3339 (d.e.) 8000 70 3650
Mg 1.19 3916 8000 < 320 > 1190
Mn 2.89 6050 (d.e.) 8000 200 380
Mn 2.89 6222 (d.e.) 8000 185 480
Mn 2.89 7244 8000 85 550
Na 2.76 2566 (d.e.) 8000 240 550
Na 2.76 5373 (d.e.) 8000 140 590
P 2.06 6274 (s.e.) 8000 60 755
S 5.35 5420 8000 110 1380
Zn 20.5 7352 (s.e.) 8000 80 3720
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However, it is noted that certain elements, Cu, Fe, Na, P and S, 
in spite of having a relatively small ’effective* y-ray intensity 
(= Y-ray abundance x detection efficiency).at high y-ray energies, still 
provide a m.d.l. which is either similar or better than that obtained 
by measurement of low energy y-rays.
Several high energy y-rays from any single element have been 
analysed to determine empirically, which peak provides the optimum 
m.d.l. As predicted in Fig. 2.9, the double escape peaks often provided 
the greater count rate and also the lowest m.d.l.
It was also noticed that the elements emitting high energy y-rays 
at high intensities have high background counts under the measured peaks, 
which seriously diminish the calculated m.d.l. as in the case of Hg.
Generally, it is concluded that the relatively small background . 
encountered in the high energy region (coupled with the high low energy 
y-rays) and the measurement of the double escape peak, make the measure­
ment of high energy prompt y-rays more advantageous than those at low 
energies, when irradiating certain biologically interesting elements.
The prompt y-ray spectra of Hg, CJl and Cd are shown in Figs. 6.1,
6.2 and 6.3, using an energy scale of 1+8.5 MeV.
Interferences
The peak counts of 1779 keV AH are shown in Table 6.3, it is doubt­
ful that they all originate from the aluminium foil sample. The main 
interference is due to neutrons, scattered from the sample, being absorbed 
by the aluminium detector can. The aluminium interference would be a 
function of the neutron scattering properties of the irradiated sample.
The use of true Ail prompt y-rays, such as the 249 keV and 329 keV 
lines, were hindered by prominent Ge prompt, peaks at 253 keV and 326 keV.
Equally, the measurement of the 585 keV Mg prompt y-ray was impeded 
by the 596 keV Ge peak which was more intense by a factor of x8.
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6.4 Results of Cd Irradiation using 0° face Neutron Beam and
3a 72 cm Ge (Li) Detector
The external neutron beam of the °0 face of the reactor was used 
to measure the prompt y-rays emitted from a Cd sample. This was to 
observe the effect of a much more intense neutron beam (^  x 65) and a 
large volume Ge (Li) detector, on the minimum detection limit (m.d.l.) 
of cadmium.-
The experimental parameters and results are shown in Table 6.5.
The apparatus was designed for neutron capture spectroscopy [105] with 
two large Ge (Li) detectors and Nal (TA) collar, for coincidence studies 
and Compton background suppression respectively. In this measurement, 
only one detector was used (Coaxial Ge (Li) detector, FWHM 2.1 keV at 
1332 keV, 11% detection efficiency of 3" x 3" Nal (TA)) with no background 
suppression.
An approximate correction factor was applied for neutron flux 
depression in the sample and this yielded a m.d.l. of 75 yg for the 
background, in this energy region, by a factor of six, which would yield 
a m.d.l. of 30 yg.
This irradiation and counting system is more sensitive than that 
used and offers an improvement in m.d.l. of approximately 30 times. 
However, this may not be sufficiently sensitive for the useful determi­
nation of Cd in human biological tissue. Normal Cd concentrations in 
kidney and liver have been quoted at ^lyg/g [41] but a Cd concentration 
of 65-110 ppm in the liver has been estimated for a patient with Cd 
poisoning [43].
6.5 Comparison of some Results with Other Laboratories
Several workers have published lists of sensitivities for the 
elements they have studied. The following list provides a simple
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TABLE 6.5 Results, obtained using 0°-Beam with 72 cm Ge (Li) Detector,3
for Cadmium
Sample to Detector Distance = 23 cm
Cadmium Sample Mass = 0.235 g
Thermal Neutron Flux = 1.9 x 106 n.cm 2 s *
Irradiation Time = 2000 s
Y-ray
Energy
(keV)
Peak
Counts
Peak
Background
Counts
Minimum 
Detection 
Limit (mg)
559. 988,700 123,250 0.075
2456. 15,970 31,500 2.37
4801. (d.e.) 8,100 19,040 3.70
5823. 2,330 7,100 7.8
7460. (d.e.) 1,120 1,750 8.0
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comparison with some of the elements measured in this work.
Cadmium (559 keV) Detector Neutron M.d.l. or
Volume Flux Sensitivity
-2 -1*(n.cm .s )
Henkelmann et al 
(1973) [52]
325 cm 1.5xl010 0.7x10 3pg
Lombard et al 
(1968) [101]
320 cm l.lxlO7 2 yg/g
McLellan et al 
(1975) [43] - 0.4 rad 0.5 ppm
This work 28 cm^ 43x10 2.8 mg
This work 72 cm3 1.9xl06 75 yg
Chlorine
Henkelmann et al 
(1973) [52] Oc 325 cm , c inio1.5x10 46xl0-3 yg
Lombard et al 
(1968) [101] 320 cm l.lxlO7 250 yg/g
Comar et al 
(1969) [42] 320 cm 4.5xl07 bjl mg
Bird et al 
(1974) [115] - 3xl05 800 ppm at ; 
(C£ in whea
This work 28 cm3 43x10 85 mg
Hydrogen (2223 keV)
Comar et al 
(1969) [42] 320 cm 4.5xl07 ^10-20 mg
Garbrah et al 
(1968) [106]
7.6 cm x
7.6 cm lxlO6 ^10%
This work 28 cm3 43x10 1.5 mg
This work 7.6 cm x
7.6 cm 43x10 4 mg
Lombard and Henkelmann defined their detection limit as
of sample required to give a signal equal to twice the square
the background, as in this work.
The sensitivity of Cd quoted by McLellan et al refers to a Cd-
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doped liver phantom. Henkelmann and Lombard utilised the 1165 keV and 
518 keV peaks of CU, respectively. The relatively poor CJl sensitivity 
obtained by Comar probably indicates the use of a high energy peak. Bird 
et al have obtained good results with CJl in 5g wheat samples and claim 
^50 ppm if a number of peak are used.
The hydrogen sensitivities are not defined by Comar and Garbrah.
The 10% figure quoted by the latter refers to the hydrogen concentration 
in an organic sample which yields an acceptable accuracy. Carlmark and 
Reizenstein, who have performed ’in vivo’ activation of hydrogen, but 
unfortunately have not quoted figures [16]. Also, various means have 
been adopted to reduce background radiation by the various authors; 
Henkelmann et al, Compton background suppression, McLellan et al, beam 
pulsing, and Garbrah et al, background spectrum subtraction.
6,6 Discussion of Results obtained by Irradiation of Dilute 
Samples in Water Phantom.
The results obtained have been divided, as before, into low and 
high energy y-ray regions and are presented in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 
respectively.
This mode of sample irradiation was used to observe the change in 
count rate and detection limit when crudely simulating a clinical 
irradiation.
A decrease in the peak counting rate was expected* due to the rapid 
attenuation of thermal neutrons in water (approximately 20% at 4.5 cm). 
Also, the low energy prompt photons would be significantly more attenuated 
than high energy prompt y-rays. These factors necessitated the use of 
elements having relatively high neutron capture cross-sections.
These were borne out by comparison of Tables 6.6 and 6.7 with TAbles
6.3 and 6.4. At low energies, the counting rate has decreased by a 
factor of approximately 10, whilst in the high energy region the
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TABLE 6.6 Results obtained with 28 cm Ge (Li) Detector.
Dilute Samples, irradiated in Water Phantom
3
Sample to Detector Distance = 40 cm
Mean Neutron Flux Path = 4.5 cm
Mean y-ray Path in Water Phantom = 7.5 cm
100 - 2500 keV Energy Region
Element
Element
Mass
(g)
y-ray
Energy
(keV)
Irradiation
Time
(s)
Peak
Counts
Minimum 
Detection 
Limit (mg)
Cd 0.610 559 9000 17050 13.0
Cd 0.610 2456 9000 320 145
CA 2.33 1165 9000 900 375
CA 2.33 ,1951,X19S8* 9000 330 1120
Cu 1.69 278 9000 1420 1790
Hg 2.59 368 9000 11560 295
Hg 2.59 1693 9000 855 410
Mn 3.08 847 9000 300 1640
Zn 2.12 1077 9000 < 140 > 2120
h 2o 5.0 2223 9000 39500 10
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TABLE 6.7 Results obtained with 28 cm Ge (Li) Detector, 
Dilute Samples, irradiated in Water Phantom
3
Sample to Detector Distance = 40 cm.
Mean Neutron Flux Path = 4.5 cm
Mean y-ray Path in Water Phantom = 7.5 cm
2500 - 8500 keV Energy Region
Element
Element
Mass
(g)~
Y-ray
Energy
(keV)
Irradiation
Time
(s)
Peak
Counts
Minimum 
Detection 
limit (mg)
Cd 0.61 5823 9000 95 185
Cd 0.61 7466 (d.e.) 9000 70 145
C£ 1.99 5089 (d.e.) 9000 570 160
C£ 1.99 ,55985600
(d.e.) -> 
(s.e.) 9000 465 200
Cu 1.69 6892 (d.e.) 9000 145 330
Cu 1.69 7403 (s.e.) 9000 70 410
Hg 2.93 4945 9000 485 310
Hg 2.* 93 • ,5967 5947 (s.e.)} 9000 260 655
Mn 3.08 6222 (d.e.) 9000 40 2150
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decrease is approximately 5. Also, in the high energy region the calculated 
m.d.l.'s are very similar to those obtained for sample irradiation in air, 
despite the decrease in peak counts. This significant decrease in high 
energy background continuum is due to:-
(i) a decrease of high energy y-rays emanating from sample and
(ii) the attenuation of high energy y-rays in the water phantom 
(^20% attenuation at 5 MeV, in 7 cm of water).
However at low energies, Table 6.6 indicates an increase in the 
value of the m.d.l. by a factor of approximately 5. This is due to:-
(iii) as before, a decrease in y-ray intensity due to neutron 
attenuation in water;
(iv) severe attenuation of low energy y-rays in water phantom 
(77% attenuation at 500 keV, in 7 cm of water);
(v) an increase in background radiation below 600 keV, due to the 
hydrogen capture peak at 2223 keV and the 511 keV annihilation 
peak (see Fig. 6.6).
Nevertheless, with the exception of CA, the m.d.l.!s in the low 
energy region are lower than those obtained at high energies. The low 
energy m.d.l.’s and count rates, however, are much more susceptible to 
variations in counting measurement as mentioned in factors (iv) and (v); 
quantitative measurements would require correction for y-xay attenuation 
in water, and therefore, knowledge of the water depth between the sample 
and detector.
6.7 The Effect of Neutron Self-Shielding in Cadmium solutions
To maximise the count rate from a dilute sample being irradiated 
in the water phantom, the dilute samples contained high concentrations 
of the element of interest. However, this poses a serious drawback if 
the element concerned has a high neutron capture cross-section, e.g.,
Cd, Hg and B, since a neutron self-shielding effect would cause a
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'saturation* of response.
This effect was investigated by irradiating different masses of Cd 
in the water phantom. The Cd was obtained by dissolving a known quantity
of 3 Cd SO^. 8 H^O in water, and filling a polythene irradiation tube
3(30 cm ) with the resulting solution. Six Cd solutions were used, 
providing a range of Cd masses of between 0.06 g to 5.8 g. Irradiation 
times of 9000 s were used, and the sample irradiation tube was 
orientated as shown in Fig. 5.4. The results are illustrated in Fig.
6.4 (a) and (b).
The top shows the 559 keV peak counts variation with Cd mass. The 
response is approximately linear up to .1 g, thereafter, increasing 
the Cd mass produces a gradual decrease in linear response, until a 
'plateau* is attained at ^ lg. . The two data points at Cd mass of 3.6 g 
give an indication of experimental reproducibility.
In Fig. 6.4 (b), the minimum detection limit (m.d.l.) was found 
to vary linearly with Cd mass. This may be explained by:-
(i) a consistent decrease in the counts per Cd mass ratio, with 
increasing Cd mass,
(ii) a constant background continuum under the 559 keV peak, 
caused by the 2223 keV hydrogen capture peak which remains 
approximately constant during each Cd solution irradiation.
6.8 Flux Density Depression due to Cd Samples
Neutron flux density depression, due to strong neutron absorption 
by Cd, was observed during the investigation of neutron self-shielding 
in Cd solution samples (Section 6.7).
The strong absorption of neutrons by cadmium decreases or 'depresses' 
the neutron flux density in the medium, in this case H^O, surrounding the 
Cd solution. This was manifested by the decrease in 2223 keV hydrogen 
counts with increasing Cd sample mass. Fig. 6.5 illustrates this 
phenomenon, and also included is the 'saturated' response of the Cd
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prompt peak.
Negligible flux density depression was observed with Cd masses 
approximately <0.08 g. The hydrogen count rate decreased by approximately 
25% when the Cd mass was increased to 5.8 g.
This effect is likely to be of no importance in clinical ’in vivo* 
activation analysis. This may, however, provide a useful neutron flux 
correction factor for 'in vitro' studies of biological or industrial 
solutions, containing elements with high neutron absorption cross-sections, 
e.g., Cd, B, Li and Hg.
6.9 Background Measurement in Low Energy Region, during Irradiation
of Cd in Air and in Water Phantom -
Fig. 6.6 illustrates the variation of the background continuum
during the irradiation of Cd samples in air and in a water phantom
(position as in Fig. 5.4).
The experimental parameters for Fig. 6.6 were:-
Irradiation Cd Mass Irradiation 559 keV 2223 keV
Medium (g) Time (s) Counts Counts
Air 1.58 6000 196300 740
Water 0.61 9000 17050 34100
The main source of background, during Cd irradiation in air, is 
due to the background continuum created by high energy Cd y-rays. e.g.
The following figures show the difference in Cd background and background 
with no sample.
490 keV 1220 keV 2240 keV
Cd Irradiation Background 8100 2820 1580
Blank Irradiation Background 1410 350 120
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The data is expressed as counts per channel (2.5 keV/channel).
The water phantom background is relatively diminished at 2240 keV 
(Fig. 6.6), increases slightly at the H capture compton edge, and 
eventually surpasses the 'Cd in air1 irradiation at approximately 600 keV. 
The relatively small background at >2223 keV may be explained by the 
reduced high energy Cd y-ray intensity due to neutron flux attenuation. 
Despite this, the water phantom background is significantly higher at 
lower energies.’ This is mainly caused by:-
(i) multiple scattering of 2223 keV photons
(ii) 511 keV annihilation peak, due mainly to pair production 
of the 2223 keV photons.
Although Fig. 6.6'does not present a precise comparison of the 
two types of Cd-irradiation background, but specific differences are 
highlighted.
6.10 Results of Depth Measurement of Radioactive Sources in a Water 
Phantom
The depth of a radio-active source, in a water phantom, was 
measured by use of two techniques, involving simple analysis of the 
recorded spectrum:-
(a) Double Isotope Technique
or more strictly, the 'double y-ray' technique, based on 
the relative attenuation of two different energy y-rays 
with tissue depth.
(b) Scatter-to-Peak Ratio Technique
This method employs the ratio of single scattered y-rays 
and photopeak counts, which varies in a scattering medium.
These two techniques have been developed for use in whole-body 
counting and quantitative radio-isotope scanning where the depth of
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radioactivity is required to correct for the y-ray attenuation in the 
body tissue.
The use of these two techniques is proposed in the case of ’in vivo’ 
neutron activation analysis and the results of simple phantom experiments 
are presented and discussed.
Experiments
Three types of experiment were performed, from which both ’double 
isotope1 and 'scatter-peak' data could be obtained. Each experiment 
describes a progressively more realistic simulation of neutron activation 
'in vivo’.
The water phantom is the same as that described in Chapter 4. The 
phantom orientation is shown in Fig. 5.4. In all cases, the source was 
stationary, the source-to-detector distance was 40 cm. The water 
distance, between the source and detector, was varied by moving the 
water phantom towards the detector. The Ge (Li) detector was used with 
no collimation.
The experiments were as follows
(i) Sodium-22 Source in Water Phantom.
22A R.C.C. standard reference Na source was used (^ 5 yCi), 
which emits two principal y-rays at 511 keV and 1275 keV, 
convenient for double isotope studies. The 511 keV peak 
was used for scatter-to-peak measurement. The source was
0.1 cm in diameter, and encapsulated in plastic. The use 
of a calibration source permitted measurements to be made 
with low background interference.
Counting times varied from 500 to 1000 s , results were 
normalised to 500 s . Peak counts were obtained by use of 
the SAMP0 program, with an average deviation of 2%.
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(ii) Cd Foil Irradiated in Air, with Paraffin Wax as y-ray 
Attenuator
A 1.5 g Cd foil, irradiated by the neutron beam provided the 
radioactive source (equivalent to ^10 yCi). The attenuating 
medium was increased by adding 2" thick wax blocks between 
the Cd foil and detector. In no case was the paraffin wax 
exposed in the beam. This arrangement provided a relatively 
strong y-ray intensity.
Counting time was 40Q0 s , with 559 keV peak counts 
ranging from 128,000 to 37,350, the 1364 keV peak counts 
from 4500 to 2300.
(iii) Cd Foil Irradiated in Water Phantom
The beam traversed a mean distance of 6 cm in water, to the 
Cd foil, greatly attenuating the beam (Mjy 80%). Otherwise 
the arrangement was similar to (i), except that the minimum 
y-ray distance was 3.5 cm, due to the Cd foil orientation.
The equivalent activity of the Cd foil, at 3.5 cm of 
water, was approximately 1 yCi. Counting times were 2000 s , 
with 559 keV counts ranging between 6020 to 2910.
This arrangement crudely represents a clinical irradiation 
with severe neutron attenuation and high y-ray background 
due mainly to the hydrogen capture peak.
Comments
It is envisaged that this work may prove useful in the measurement
of activated elements, which are localised in specific body organs or
parts of the body following total or partial body activation analysis.
22The Na source was chosen for the suitability of its two y-ray
peaks. It is thought unlikely that the fast neutron reaction
23 22Na (n, 2n) Na,
and its long half-life (2.58y), would produce a sufficient count rate
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for TBIVNAA. Cd, as previously discussed, is taken up by the liver and
kidneys, hence provides a more realistic experiment, although the Cd 
mass used is many orders of magnitude higher than would be found even
in a pathological state.
6.10.1 Depth Measurement by Double y-ray Technique
This technique was first used by Dolan and Tauxe in 1967 [107, 108],
to determine a depth correction for external kidney counting. They used a
125 131doubly-labelled iodine compound ( I, 35 keV; I, 364- keV) in a
suitable phantom. The attenuation coefficients of these two radio-isotopes
in water, were sufficiently different (35 keV, 0.37 cm *; 364 keV, 0.11 cm *) 
125 131to cause the 1/ I counts ratio to vary significantly as a function
of water depth. A standard curve was therefore derived, using a
representative phantom, which related the measured ratios with source 
depth.
Few other radioisotopes have such a convenient ratio low and high
197 203energy y-rays, although Tauxe has proposed the use of a Hg/ Hg
(^70 keV : 279 keV) ratio, also for renal studies.
Simple Analysis
The ratio k, of the low and high energy y-rays may be expressed as,
I . exp (-y . x)
-T-   p—   v- = k (6.1)
IH ■ exP ("Fq • x)
where k = measured counts ratio,
PL,yH = linear absorption coefficients of low and high energy
y-rays respectively,
IL,IH = count rates of low and high energy y-rays, with no 
attenuation, 
x '= distance in water.
Equation (6.1) may be reduced to
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•p • exP (-x (UL - UH) = k 
and if the count rates are normalised, i.e., I = 1^ , 
and logs are taken, (6.1) becomes,
.*. x (yH - uL) = In k
In k
X (PH “ C6 -2)
which shows the depth to be proportional to the logarithm of the
counts ratio, and inversely proportional to the difference of the linear
absorption coefficients. -
The importance of having a large difference in linear absorption 
coefficients is emphasised in (6.2) where it:-
(i) minimises the uncertainty of depth measurement
(ii) ensures a rapid variation of the low/high energy
y-ray ratio with depth.
These two factors summarise the accuracy of any depth measurement 
method using spectrum comparison, the deviation of the counts ratio, 
and the ratio sensitivity with depth in the attenuating medium.
Double y-ray Technique : Results
The ratio of 35 keV/364 keV for the iodine radio-isotopes represents
almost an optimum ratio for this technique with an attenuation coefficient
-1 22 difference of 0.26 cm . The ratios obtained with the Na peaks, i.e.
511 keV/1275 keV, and Cd prompt y-rays 559 keV/1209 keV are certainly 
not so sensitive, with an attenuation coefficient difference of approx­
imately 0.035 cm-'*'. However, the latter ratios may represent a 
practical optimum in the case of ’in vivo’ neutron activation analysis 
(IVNAA), where the high background continuum would make the analysis of 
low energy y-rays <300 keV very difficult.
(i) Sodium-22 Source in Water Phantom
The results obtained with this experiment are shown in 
Fig. 6.7 (a) and (b). Curve (a) shows the attenuation of
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using published attenuation coefficients. Maximum 
deviations of 10% were noted at 15 cm of water.
Curve (b) represents the ratio of the data points in 
curve (a). The solid curve represents the theoretical 
ratio variation with depth. The dashed curve is a visual 
fit of the measured ratio points. The error in depth 
measurement, at 5 cm, is approximately ± 0.7 cm.
(ii) Cd Foil with Paraffin Wax as y-ray Attenuator
Double y-ray ratios, using pairs of Cd prompt y-rays are 
shown in Fig. 6.8. Solid curves represent a visual data 
fit. Figs. 6.8 (a) and (b) exhibit similar slopes and 
have depth measurements, at 5 cm, of approximately ± 1.3 cm. 
Curve (c), using the 559 keV/2455 keV peak ratio shows a 
significantly steeper slope, as is expected with the use of 
the 2455 keV peak. The depth error was approximatley ± 1.2 cm, 
at 5 cm.
(iii) Cd Foil Irradiated in Water Phantom
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6.9 (a) 
and (b) . The large deviations were due mainly to the very 
poor counting rates of the high energy photopeaks.
Nevertheless, curve (a) does indicate some peak ratio 
variation with water depth.
6.10.2 Depth Measurement by Use of Scatter-to-Peak Ratio Technique
This technique was first studied by Me Neill and Mohindra [109] , 
who examined the changes in photopeak resolution and 1valley-to-peak' 
with source depth and y-ray energy, with respect to internal contamination 
of humans with unknown isotopes. The valley-to-peak ratio variation was 
found to be most sensitive at low photopeak energies and more sensitive
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than changes in effective photopeak resolution.
This technique was investigated, in the field of radio-active 
organ counting, by Johnston [110] and Wellman [111], with uncollimated 
Nal (Til) detectors, More recently, this technique has been used for 
depth correction, in quantitative renal uptake scanning, by spectrum 
analysis [112, 113],
Principle
The theory involved in the use of the scatter-to-peak will be 
discussed in detail, in a later-.chapter. It is sufficient to state 
that scattered y-rays in tissue, show a different variation with tissue 
depth than the simple exponential attenuation of unscattered y-rays, in 
fact, an initial increase of scatter counts is encountered with increasing 
depth, which attains a maximum and then decreases.
A simple expression for the variation of the scatter-to-peak ratio 
may be derived by assuming that for a point source in a scattering 
medium, the amount of small angle scatter AS is proportional to a 
scattering ’thickness* Ax, i.e.
AS = I . yc . Ax, (6.3)
where I = source intensity at Ax,
Pc = attenuation coefficient of scattered y-rays (cm *).
It will be shown later that this expression leads to a simple 
relationship relating the ratio of scattered y-ray counts to photopeak
counts to the source depth in a scattering medium,
i.e.
§ = Mc . d (6.4)
where S and P are the scatter and photopeak counts respectively, and d 
is the source depth.
In practical measurement, with a digital spectrum analyser, the 
ratio may be expressed as:-
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IS
3 = i- (6.5)P ?P  ^ J
where i and j refer to analyser channels in selected energy windows.
Fig. 6.10 shows a sketch of a typical spectrum where the scattered
counts of a particular photopeak are interfered with a high background
continuum, due to higher energy y-rays. Bs and B^ represent the counts
per channel in the scatter window and on the background continuum
respectively.
The true scatter counts may be expressed as:-
ES = E (B - B ) (6.6)1 . 1 s Fi
Therefore, the following formula is used to calculate the scatter- 
to-peak ratio from spectrum data:- 
C ? (B - B )
p ----- rp—   (6.7)
j
In practice, the consistency, rather than an accurate estimate of 
the high energy background, was considered of more importance.
The scatter energy window was selected from scatter energies above 
the Compton edge, in order that the window accept y-rays which had been 
mainly singly-scattered in the intervening medium, rather than those 
that had been scattered in the detector.
Results : Scatter-to-Peak Ratio Technique
(i) Sodium-22 Source in Water Phantom
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6.11 (a) 
and (b). Curve (a) shows an almost linear variation with 
depth up to 15 cm. using a scatter window corresponding to 
scatter angles of 24° to 8°. The depth error is approximately 
+0.6 cm at a depth of 5 cm.
Although, the 511 keV annihilation peak is a common product 
of neutron irradiation ’in vivo’, its use in this context
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is unlikely as it is also produced by various background 
interferences, e.g. pair production attenuation of the 2.22 MeV
hydrogen y-ray in prompt y-ray neutron activation analysis.
Curve (b), using the 1275 keV y-ray shows little variation 
until 10 cm, when the ratio increases rapidly. The small 
initial variation is expected as the Compton scattering 
cross-section decreases rapidly at higher energies.
The rapid increase of ratio after 10 cm may be due to 
detector geometry, i.e. the source-detector distance is 
constant, however increasing the water depth, effectively 
increases the proximity of the ’scatter’ to the detector, 
hence increasing the scatter-to-peak ratio. This effect 
is not noticed in curve (a) due to the lower penetration of 
the 511 keV y-ray.
(ii)' Cd Foil and Paraffin Wax y-ray Attenuator
The results are shown in Fig. 6.12 (a) and (b). Curve (a), 
using the intense 559 keV y-ray, indicates an almost linear 
variation of ratio to a depth of 20 cm. Deviations from 
linearity may be due to inhomogeneities in paraffin wax 
blocks. The error in depth measurement was approximately 
±0.7 cm at 5 cm.
Curve (b), using the 1209 keV Cd y-ray, shows large experi- 
mental deviations. These may be due to errors in the 
subtraction of higher energy background continuum.
(iii) Cd Foil Irradiated in Water Phantom
The resulting ratio, for the 559 keV peak only, is shown in 
Fig. 6.13. An approximately linear variation is observed 
up to 10 cm. The variation of the data points above 10 cm 
are probably due to experimental error. A depth measurement 
error of ±0.6 cm was obtained at 5 cm.
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The ratio of true scatter to high energy background was 
approximately 0.65, in the case of experiment (ii) , this 
was approximately 0.2.
High energy peaks were not analysed in this experiment as 
their measurement errors were greater than 20%.
The Use of Hydrogen Capture and Annihilation y-ray Ratio for Depth 
Measurement
Preliminary results utilising a high energy peak/annihilation peak 
ratio variation with depth in water phantom are shown in Fig. 6.14. It 
is assumed that the majority of the annihilation y-rays are due to the 
absorption, by pair production, of an intense high energy (>1.5 MeV) 
y-ray source, in this case, neutron capture by hydrogen nuclei. This 
method may provide a complement to the double y-ray and scatter-to-peak 
techniques already described, in that the latter are limited to lower 
y-ray energies (<1 MeV). An immediate application of this method may be
to the measurement of whole-body hydrogen, as performed by Carlmark and'
Reizenstem using prompt y-ray analysis, where a depth correction
factor may be used to relate patient scan data to that of a standard 
phantom.
The experiment used the water phantom already described, measurements 
were made with the Ge (Li) detector with counting times of 2000 s
The experiment was orientated as shown in Fig. 5.4. Depth of water
between the irradiated volume and detector was varied by moving the 
phantom in the direction of the detector.
Fig. 6.14 shows an approximately linear variation of ratio with 
depth, with a depth deviation of ±0.5 cm. The counting rates varied 
from 5400 to 50,700. However, a certain fraction of the 511 keV peak 
counts may be due to interference from high energy y-rays, emanating 
from the neutron beam collimator, being absorbed in the water phantom.
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Fig.6.14 Hy d r o gen Prompt ^ - r a y  and Annih i la t ion Tf-ray 
Ratio with depth , du r ing Neutron i r r a d ia t io n
of W ate r  Phan tom .
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CHAPTER 7 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
7.1 (a) Results of Prompt y-ray Analysis : NalQTA) and Ge(Li) Detectors
Comparisons of the results obtained using the 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm
3Nal(TA) and 28 cm Ge(Li) detectors are shown in Tables 6.1, 6.3 and 
6.4, for elements mainly in compound form, irradiated in air.
It is remarked that for most of the elements compared i.e., Cd,
Cu and AA, the counting rates obtained with the Nal(TA) are often an 
order of magnitude higher than that obtained with the Ge(Li) detector; 
this was expected, due to the greater y-ray efficiency of the Nal(TA) 
detector. However, the minimum detection limits obtained with both 
detectors were very similar. This was due to:-
(i) the greater sensitivity of Nal(TA) detector to background 
radiation,
(ii) the peak widths obtained with the Ge(Li) detector are a 
factor of ten narrower than those measured with the 
Nal(TA) detector, consequently, the background continuum 
measured under the y-ray peak is significantly reduced.
Although the Nal(TA) detector has obtained minimum detection 
limits similar to the Ge(Li) detector, its y-rays resolution (30-45 keV) 
will only permit the unhindered measurement of simple y-ray spectra, 
and not the complex Y-ray spectra obtained from:-
(i) elements emitting prompt Y-rays,
(ii) elements, in irradiated biological compounds emitting 
either decay or prompt y-rays.
e.g. the intense 559 keV Cd prompt y-ray quoted in Tables 6.1 and 
6.2, was measured only when the 511 keV annihilation peak was separated 
by computer spectrum analysis. Also, the detection of weak low-energy
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in NaI(T£) detector spectrum, was rendered difficult due to the large
peak-width becoming ‘indistinguishable* from the high, variable low-energy
background continuum.
Nevertheless, the high sensitivity of a NaI(T£) detector has been
employed in the measurement 'in vivo' of the prominent hydrogen and
nitrogen capture y-rays, as well as decay y-rays of Ca, C£, A£ and N.
Also, NaI(T£) detectors have the advantage of being a factor of ten less
expensive than current solid state detectors, and being easier to maintain.
(b) Results of Prompt y-ray Analysis with-Ge(Li) Detector:
Selection of y-ray Energy
The results of the prompt y-ray analysis of some biologically
interesting elements are presented in Tables 6r3 and 6.4., and represent
4 -2 “1the absolute sensitivities that have been obtained with a 3 x 10 n.cm . s 
neutron beam and the Ge(Li) detection system previously described.
The measured sensitivities, using prominent low and high energy 
y-rays, of the elements are compared in the tables. The disadvantages 
of using high energy prompt y-rays are considered to be:-
(i) decreased detector counting efficiency,
(ii). lower y-ray emission intensity, generally, as can be 
gleaned in published tables [67].
These are balanced against
(iii) the significantly small background continuum at high 
energies, facilitating peak detection,
(iv) the high low-energy continuum due to Compton scattering 
of high energy photons emitted from the sample.
Sample self-absorption of low-energy prompt y-rays is not considered 
as this has been corrected for in these results, but low-energy photon 
absorption is a serious disadvantage during neutron activation analysis 
of samples in a water phantom.
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Comparison of Tables 6.3 and 6.4 shows that only Cd and Hg have 
significantly smaller minimum detection limits (m.d.l.) in the lower 
energy region, due mainly to their high peak intensities. Other elements, 
CJl, Cu, K, Mn, Na, S and Zn, show similar m.d.l.’s at both low and high 
photon energies. It is noted that high energy peak counting rates are 
significantly smaller than those at lower energies, and in the case of 
Cu and Mn, by a factor of ten.
In the case of CJl and Hg, high energy peak counting was improved by 
the over-lapping of full, single and double-escape peaks. Certain 
elements, AJl, Ca, Mg, P and Zn were either not detected or detected with 
weak counts. The detection of Zn was made possible due to the large 
sample mass used, and a significant amount of the AJl peak counts were 
due to scattered neutron activation of the detector can. The sensitivities 
of these elements would be improved by an increase of neutron flux, 
consistent with the maximum permissable dose when considering ’in vivo’ 
activation. The samples masses used in these studies do not correspond 
necessarily with those encountered in typical partial in vivo neutron 
activation analysis (PBIVNAA) e.g. approximately 30 g of Ca are 
estimated to be in the forearm of a normal healthy patient [28], 
compared with the 2 g Ca sample used in the experiment.
Standard element concentration values are given in various texts 
[128, 129, 130], e.g. Na, CJl and K concentrations in 70 kg-man are 
105, 105, 140 g respectively, therefore although only discrete body 
sections would be irradiated in PBIVNAA, the target masses would be the 
same order of magnitude of the sample masses used in the experiments.
However, the trace element masses irradiated experimentally, eg.,
Cd, Hg, Zn, Mn and Cu exceed by several orders of magnitude those 
expected in normal subjects [60, 130], Average values of Cd, Hg and Zn 
concentrations in the renal cortex have been quoted at 104, 9.4 and 218 Ug/g.
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in adults [38j. These values are much diminished compared to the m.d.l 
values calculated from the results.
Conclusions
The minimum detection limits of elements, irradiated with a 
4 - 2 - 13 x 10 n.cm . s neutron beam, are approximately categorised in the 
following tables:-
Low-Energy Region : 100 - 2500 keV
1 mg - 100 mg Cd, Hg, CA
100 mg - 500 mg Cu, K, Mn, Mg, Na, AA
> 500 mg Ca, P, s, Zn
High-Energy Region : 2500 - 8500 keV
1 mg - 100 mg Cd, CA
100 mg 500 mg Cu, Hg, Mn, Na
> 500 mg AA, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, P, S, Zn
The bottom category includes elements which were not detected or 
weakly detected during spectrum analysis. The neutron flux is 
insufficient for PBIVNAA of trace element quantities of Cd, Hg, Zn etc. 
in spite of the large capture cross-section of the Cd and Hg (2400b and 
372b respectively). However, the PBIVNAA or TBIVNAA (by scanning with 
neutron source) of certain bulk elements, H, CA and Na is possible in 
that the experimental m.d.l. values are significantly smaller than the 
element mass expected in a particular irradiation volume. Carlmark and
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Reizenstein have used a similar neutron flux, in bilateral irradiation 
mode, for the measurement of total body hydrogen J16J. Little work has 
been reported, at present, for the IVNAA of Na and C£ by measurement of 
the prompt y-rays [35], this would require the use of high resolution 
Ge(Li) detectors to resolve the prompt y-rays of interest from the y-rays 
of other body elements.
High energy C£ prompt y-rays have been measured to 800 p.p.m. at
5% error, in 5 g wheat samples, using a relatively weak neutron flux of
1n5 -2 -13 x 10 n.cm ,s
Other Elements
The list of elements studied would be completed by the addition of 
three elements of biological interest, which had been overloolcedinT these 
studies.
Boron, (a = 752b) this is of interest in plant biology and 
provides an indication of plant nutrient deficiency.
Nitrogen, (ac = .075b) whole body nitrogen has been measured by
several workers, either by use of decay [3] or prompt y-rays [12],
Iodine, (a = 6.6b), this element has usually been measured by use 
of the 441 keV decay y-ray [45]. It would be of interest to measure 
the iodine m.d.l. using either the 337 keV or 291 keV prompt y-ray 
peaks. However, the present neutron flux and counting system is 
unlikely to produce an iodine m.d.l. as low as 30 mg, the average 
amount of the element in the thyroid of a normal adult subject. 
Lombard et al have used the 136 keV prompt y-ray to measure 
I 'in vitro', with a nv.d.l. of 320 p.p.m. [10]].
Comments on Experimental Procedure (Appendix D)
It was not possible to quantitate the errors of positioning the 
sample pill or foil in the neutron beam. In all cases, it was assumed 
that the sample was positioned at the centre of the neutron .flux. This
could be resolved by the use of neutron flux monitor foils, placed
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either before or after the sample, which would record the integrated 
neutron flux. Greenwood et al I118J have used boron pills as flux 
monitors.
Prompt Y-ray Peak Selection
The selection of a particular prompt y-ray is dependent on 
experimental conditions such as neutron flux, detector volume, detector 
shielding and source-detector distance. These factors contribute to the 
level of the background continuum and interfering y-ray peaks.
Three simple criteria may be used as a guide prompt y-ray energy 
selection
(i) lack of interfering y-ray peaks,
(ii) the intensity and deviation of the peak counts,
(iii) the level of the background radiation continuum.
(c) Results of Prompt y-ray Analysis of Elemental Samples Irradiated 
in Water Phantom.
This experimental arrangement was a simple simulation of the 
clinical irradiation of an organ in the human body. The elements were 
in solution and encapsulated in irradiation tubes. The results were 
interesting in so far as, only the Cd sample had a lower m.d.l. in the 
low energy region than in the high energy region. Although the peak 
counts were reduced, the signal to background ratio had diminished 
significantly at low energies but not at the higher energies. This 
phenomenon may be summarised as follows
(i) prompt y-ray peak intensity was reduced due to neutron beam 
attenuation in water, and low-energy y-rays are relatively 
more attenuated in water than high energy y-rays,
(ii) high-energy background continuum is reduced due to (i) 
and high-energy y-ray attenuation in water.
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tiii) the reduced m.d.l. in the low-energy y-ray region due to
(J.) and high background continuum from the 2223 keV
hydrogen capture peak.
Comments on the 2223 keV hydrogen y-ray
The utilisation of the hydrogen y-ray counting rate as a neutron
flux depression monitor has been demonstrated in the case of various Cd
samples in solution. This may have applications in prompt y-ray analysis
of ’in vitro’ sample solutions, containing elements of high Also,
by means of suitable calculations, the measured hydrogen counts may be
used as an indicator of absorbed radiation dose, when irradiating ’in vivo'
with thermal neutrons. However, a significant portion of the 'in vivo'«
14 14radiation dose is provided by the nitrogen, reaction, N (n,p) C, 
producing a 627 keV proton [93].
7.2 Background Radiation Suppression for Prompt y-ray Analysis
The measurement of considerable background radiation is inherent 
in prompt y-ray measurement, due to activation of materials other than 
the sample.
Two main methods of background reduction are in use:-
(a) Shielding of the y-ray Detector
This consists of attenuation of background y-rays by means of
thick lead shielding around the detector. Neutron interaction in
the detector is avoided by placing LiF in front of the detector.
Cd and B may also be used for the reduction of scattered neutrons,
but unlike Li, these two elements emit capture y-rays, which are
highly penetrating in the case of Cd, therefore this type of
6shielding is placed outside the Pb shielding. Li is a much more 
effective neutron absorbing material but its high cost limits its 
use.
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Also, paraffin wax shielding may be placed around the outside 
of the neutron shielding, in cases where the neutron beam has a 
significant fast neutron component. The wax moderates the energetic 
neutrons,which are then subsequently absorbed in the Cd or B shielding.
The use of well designed beam-stops and y-ray beam filters 
considerably reduces background y-ray radiation.
(b) Background Suppression by use of the Time-of-Flight Technique 
This technique has been employed for some time in the field of 
nuclear spectroscopy of capture y-ray energies, e.g. [114], and 
by others in elemental analysis by prompt y-ray measurement [104].
This method is of particular use where the majority of the y-ray 
background is due to the y-ray component of the neutron beam.
The neutron beam is reduced to a series of neutron ’bursts’ • 
by means of a rotating neutron ’chopper1, the frequency of the 
neutron ’bursts' is proportional to the speed of ’chopper' 
rotation. The finite velocity of thermal neutrons, and a 
suitably long neutron flight length, permits a neutron bunch to 
arrive at the sample at a moment when the beam has been closed by 
the chopper. Therefore, the detector-analyser system is synchronized 
(with the chopper) to count only during the time intervals when 
the beam is impeded by the chopper. Details of the time-of-flight 
apparatus used with the 135° face beam is discussed in the Appendix 
The signal-to-background may be improved by a fractional reduction 
of the detector counting period compared with the time period between two 
neutron ’bursts'. Consider therefore one such cycle
(i) time period from close of beam by chopper to the neutron burst 
approaching vicinity of sample. Detector off, thus reducing 
ambient background radiation,
(ii) time period taken for neutron burst to traverse vicinity 
of sample.
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(iii) time period from end of sample irradiation to emission of 
next neutron burst.
Detector off, thus reducing background radiation produced by- 
scattered neutrons being absorbed in the detector, activation 
in beam-stop and surroundings. Also is included the y-ray 
radiation emanating from neutron beam collimator during the 
opening of the chopper.
The y-ray component of the,135° face neutron' beam is considered to 
be high, as the neutron beam originates directly from the reactor core 
and has a steel collimator. It is possible to adopt the present counting 
system to a time-of-flight background suppression mode, by means of the 
present time-of-flight apparatus and suitable time-delay electronic 
apparatus.
A finer form of time-of-flight background suppression (T.F.B.G.S.) 
is envisaged for prompt y-ray analysis 'in vivo1 or tissue-like phantoms.
It has been shown that most low-energy background radiation is due to the 
hydrogen capture y-ray (2223keV). The majority of the hydrogen prompt 
activity occurs in the initial 3 to 4 cm of water/tissue. If the object 
was to irradiate a localised body organ, at 4 to 5 cm depth, the hydrogen 
capture background would be negligible by the time the neutron burst 
activates the organ. It is proposed that the detector could be synchronised, 
by means of the intital intensity of the hydrogen peak, to commence counting 
after a time interval of approximately 20 pS (i.e. the time for thermal 
neutrons to traverse approximately 5 cm of water) . This method may be of 
use when no high energy prompt y-ray peaks are suitable for measurement.
Also, the time-of-flight technique may be adopted to monitor the 
variation of a particular element in the human body by adjusting the 
apparatus to measure a single photopeak as a function of the neutron 
burst traversal distance. This proposal would require the correction for 
thermal neutron flux non-uniformity and would suffer from low activation
sensitivity.
7.3 Depth Measurement of Irradiated Object
7.3.1 Results of Depth Measurement using Two Techniques
Results indicate that the scatter-to-peak ratio technique 
easily provided a much better depth measurement precision than the 
double y-ray technique. The simulation of a localised organ was 
performed by using a Cd foil, positioned in a water phantom.
The double y-ray method requires that both peaks be counted 
intensely so as to yield the minimum peak counting deviation. The 
counting deviation of the least intense peak governs the minimum 
depth measurement error. This was illustrated in Fig. 6.9 where 
counts of <100-200 were obtained for the 1364 and 2455 keV Cd prompt 
y-ray peaks on a high background continuum, and this led to a wide 
variation of data points.
The scatter-to-peak method requires only that the photopeak 
be counted intensely. The scatter counts, below the photopeak, 
are proportional in intensity to the photopeak, particularly at low 
y-ray energies. Large count rates were obtained in the scatter 
and peak areas of the intense 559 keV Cd prompt y-ray, . yielding a 
depth error of approximately ± 0.6 cm at 5 cm depth.
The scatter energy window is selected from the part of the 
spectrum enclosed by the photopeak area and the Compton edge. 
Selection, at energies lower than the Compton edge is excluded to 
avoid the contribution due to y-ray backscattering in the detector 
volume. Also, the relatively good results tend to confirm the 
method of subtracting the y-ray background continuum from the 
scatter energy window, where importance was placed on the stability, 
rather than the accuracy of the y-ray background measurement.
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Limitations
There are three inter-related factors which limit the 
sensitivity of the double y-ray and scatter-to-peak ratio depth 
measurement techniques.
(i) The Maximum Measured Depth
It is seen in equation 6.1 that the double y-ray ratio varies 
exponentially with source depth, as can be seen in Fig. 6.7 (b) . 
Therefore, the double y-ray ratio variation decreases with 
source depth, and this indicates a maximum depth where, 
dependent on factors (ii) and (iii), no ratio variation is 
measured.
The scatter-to-peak ratio variation with depth has been 
shown to be linear by the simple formula in 6.4 and in the 
results shown in Figs. 6.11 (a), 6.12 (a) and 6.13.
However, this method may also be affected by a decrease in 
ratio variation with depth, as is shown in more detailed 
analysis in the following chapter and other experimental 
works [112, 109], When measurement is performed by an 
uncollimated detector system using a high energy source, the 
scatter-to-peak ratio tends to increase rapidly at large 
depths. This is due to the origin of the' scatter being 
closer to the detector than the source of unscattered 
photons, and to the greater penetrating power of the high 
energy y-rays.
(ii) Linear Absorption Coefficient and y-ray Energy
The simple calculations quoted in Chapter 6 describe the 
importance of the linear absorption coefficient on the 
sensitivity of the double y-ray and scatter-to-peak ratio 
depth measurement techniques.
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The double y-ray technique sensitivity is dependent on the 
absorption coefficient difference of the two yrays 
measured; the larger the difference of absorption coefficients 
the greater the variation of the ratio with depth. However, 
there are several limitations:-
The selection of the lower energy y-ray from < 50 keV,
125as in the case of I (35 keV), with the higher energy 
y-ray at > 300 keV, will yield a large absorption coefficient 
difference. But the selection of such a low energy y-ray 
limits depth measurement to superficial organs, such as the 
thyroid (at depth of 1-3 cm).
Peak measurement at energies < 100 keV during prompt y-ray 
analysis is very difficult, using a Ge(Li) detector, because 
of the elevated background continuum.
Thus, in the experiments described in Chapter 6, the 
relatively high energy y-rays employed (500 keV-1200 keV) 
yield a much smaller absorption coefficient difference, 
but also, their much less severe attenuation in water 
permits depth measurement to 20 cm, see fig.6.8 .
The sensitivity of the scatter-to-peak ratio technique 
is mainly dependent on the Compton scattering attenuation 
coefficient (yc, cm *), as shown in equation 6.4.The 
Compton scattering attenuation coefficient varies with 
incident y-ray energy, where it shows a decrease with 
increasing energy; and the angle of scatter, where it is 
maximum for a specified incident y-ray energy [131].
The selection of the optimum scatter energy window, at 
energies > 600 keV, was hindered by the Compton edge, 
allowing scattering angles only up to approximately 20° 
to be measured. At lower energies, scatter energy window
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selection may be limited by interfering peaks, e.g., 
in the scatter-to-peak, ratio of the 559 keV Cd peak, 
the 511 keV peak limited the scatter energy window to 20°-10° 
of scatter, whilst the optimum scatter angle is 'v 30° at 
this energy [131] .
(iii) Deviation of Counting Rate
The measured counting rate deviations, both of the signal 
and background, will affect the accuracy of any depth 
measurement. Any practical application of these techniques 
can be considered only if sufficient counts are measured to 
yield an acceptable error in depth measurement.
7.3.2 Future Development
The measurement of the depth of a radioactive volume may be 
performed by the utilization of data obtained during in vivo neutron 
activation analysis. It is not proposed that the depth measurement 
techniques can replace the use of phantom in obtaining quantitative 
measurements during IVNAA, nevertheless, the following points 
indicate where these techniques may be used and their limitations.
(i) Serial Measurements (Comparative)
Serial measurements are performed on a patient at intervals, 
to monitor the progress of a disease or the patient's response 
to therapy, e.g. bone calcium in treatment of osteoporosis. 
However, this type of measurement makes patient intercomparisons 
difficult without the use of a phantom; also the patient may 
undergo physiological change during a period of time, e.g., 
change of body weight, thereby causing a misleading measurement 
and diagnosis. Depth measurement methods may provide a 
suitable normalisation factor.
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(ii) Correction of Phantom Measurement
Quantitative total and partial-body IVNAA involves the use 
of an equivalent phantom. To take into account the effect 
of different patient body sizes, various means have been 
adopted, such as the use of phantoms of different sizes or 
empirical corrections involving the height, weight and age 
of the patient.
Depth correction factor could be employed, in these cases, 
to relate the patient data to that obtained from a single 
standard phantom. This would correct for y-ray attenuation 
but assumes that the neutron flux distribution remains fairly 
uniform for different patients. This latter condition is 
fulfilled either approximately by fast (^14 MeV) neutron 
irradiation, or over small volumes of the body. The use of 
depth correction factors may also be limited by:-
Whole body counters, whose array of detectors have been 
arranged to be independent of body thickness.
Large volume NaI(T£) detectors, whose poor resolution of the 
typical Ca, CH, Na, N and AH photopeaks would make the analysis, 
of double y-ray peaks and scatter energy windows, very difficult.
(iii) Measurement of Localised Organs
The partial body in vivo activation analysis of specific 
body organs offers the best possibility for the use of depth 
measurement techniques. The element to be measured is 
usually peculiar to the organ, e.g. I in the thyroid, cd in 
the liver, therefore reducing m i s l e a d i n g  background counts.
Also, if the organs to be studied are relatively superficial, 
e.g. liver at 2-3 cm, kidneys 4-6 cm, the neutron flux may
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be adjusted to yield a uniform irradiation within a small 
volume, by selection of neutron energy and pre-moderation. 
Therefore, if sufficient counts are forthcoming, the depth 
measurement techniques may be used either to directly correct 
the patient data, or relate the patient data to that of a 
standard phantom.
However, even with these optimum conditions, the depth 
measurement techniques may not quite compare with the use of 
'internal standards', described in Chapter 1, which would 
not only correct for y-ray attenuation with organ depth, but 
also for the non-uniformity and volume of organ irradiation. 
The main requirement is that the element used as the internal 
standard has the same physiological distribution as the 
element to be measured.
The three main examples of the use of internal standards 
include two, which involve total and partial body activation 
analysis.
(i) £n ^ 1 3 0 m ^  for -f-^e ivnAA of sheep's thyroid by
thermal neutrons [45, 24].
(ii) Na prompt and decay y-rays, for the measurement of the 
Ca/P ratio by PBIVNAA of a human leg [34, 35].
(iii) H prompt y-rays, for the total body in vivo measurement 
of nitrogen [12].
Depth Measurement Ratio Utilising Absorption by Pair Production
It is seen that the optimum performance of the double y-ray and
scatter-to-peak ratio depth measurement techniques occur at < 1 MeV. 
However, the measurement of the intense hydrogen capture y-ray in TBIVNAA 
[16] has suggested the use of the double y-ray ratio of the 2223 keV 
and 511 keV annihilation peaks. Although some annihilation peak counts 
may be due to background sources it is considered that the absorption,
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by pair production of the intense 2223 keV hydrogen y-rays is the 
principal origin of the measured Sll keV peak counts. Preliminary
results obtained by the irradiation of the water phantom are sufficiently
encouraging for more detailed study.
7.4 A Summary of Elemental Analysis In Vivo by Neutron Activation
The following summary of elemental analysis in vivo by mainly 
neutron activation, is subdivided by consideration of the element 
concentration in the adult human body [133, 60],
(a) Bulk Elements. Those elements having a concentration of
approximately > 1 kg per 70 kg-man, i.e., H, C, N and 0.
(b) Minor Bulk Elements. Elements having concentrations 
approximately from 1 kg to 1 g per 70 kg- man, this includes 
Ca, P, S, K, Na, CA, Mg and Fe
(c) Trace Elements. Elements having a concentration of < 1 g
per 70 kg-man, these include essential elements such as
Zn, Cu, I, Mn, and non-essential toxic elements such as
Cd, Hg and Pb.
These concentration values do not take into account that certain 
elements are localised in specific organs or parts of the body, e.g.
Ca and P are chiefly located in the skeleton, I in the thyroid and Zn in 
the kidneys.
Limitations of various activation methods are discussed, as is the
4 -2 -1relevance of a weak neutron beam (3 x 10 n.cm . s ) such as used m  
this work, to prompt and decay y-ray analysis in 'in vivo' activation.
7.4.1 Elemental Measurement In Vivo Bulk ; Element Measurement
H and N have been measured 'in vivo' by prompt y-ray analysis,
4 -1using cyclotron neutrons [12] and Am-Be source neutrons (2.5 x 10 n.s , 
bilateral irradiation) [16]. This suggests that the irradiation system
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used in these studies may be for the bulk quantities of H, andPossibly 
N.
0 and C have very low activation cross-sections at thermal neutron 
energies and are unlikely to be measured by their prompt y-rays. However, 
two reactions have been investigated for the measurement of 0 and C:-
(i) (n, 2n), using fast neutrons (> 25 MeV) from a cyclotron, 
sufficient to overcome the reaction thresholds of 16.7 and
20.2 MeV for oxygen and carbon, respectively [116, 9].
(ii) (y, ,n), using high energy photons (30 - 45 MeV) from a betatron.
Both these reactions involve the measurement of 511 keV annihilation
y-rays, with half-lives of 2.1 and 20.3 min respectively. The utilisation 
of radioactivity induced during radiotherapy by fast neutrons and high 
energy photons has been discussed in section 1.8; it is suggested that 
the induced 511 keV y-rays, from C, N and 0, may be imaged with a 
gamma-camera, the elements may be resolved by means of functional 
imaging [135]. This has been employed in nuclear medicine and involves 
the imaging of a parameter related to activity change, i.e., the uptake 
rate of a radioisotope in a particular body organ, e.g., the uptake of 
“C-labelled molecules in the brain has been studied by this procedure [134]. 
In the case of the measurement of induced C, N and 0 activity, the 
selection of a parameter related to the radioisotope half-life may be 
used to emphasise the presence of an element, particularly as the half- 
lives of C, N and 0 are well separated, being 20.3, 10.0, 2.1 min 
respectively. One of the main limitations of this method is the low 
count-rate induced per unit area and the low sensitivity of a, thin 
crystal, lead collimated gamma-camera.
Minor Bulk Element Measurement
Ca, P, K, Na and CJl have been measured by TBIVNAA using fast 
neutrons and whole-body counters, to obtain an approximately uniform 
irradiation and counting response [3].
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Ca, P, Na and CA have been measured by PBIVNAA, using neutrons 
either from reactors or (a, n) neutron sources. An element is 
irradiated in a certain part of the human body considered to represent 
the element metabolism in the body as a whole. Some advantages are 
that:-
(i) whole-body dose is low compared with whole body irradiation 
dose,
(ii) the body extremities, e.g., hand, ankle, are permitted to 
receive a much higher radiation dose than the whole body.
(iii) the irradiation of a small portion of the body permits 
better neutron irradiation uniformity.
(iv) the target element mass/irradiation mass ratio is often
much higher at the body extremities than in the body as
a whole.
(v) the use of small (a, n) irradiation units is relatively
inexpensive and does not require specialised operating 
staff.
Bone Ca has been measured in the hand [27], the spine [26], tibia
[34] and trunk [137]. Bone P, in the hand [35], [31], also Na in the
hand [136].
In most cases, measurement of the activated body or part of body 
takes place in well shielded, Nal (TA) counting systems, following 
irradiation. A principal problem is the poor resolution of the 
Nal (TA) detectors, which hinders the accurate measurement of the Na,
CA and Ca decay y-ray peaks.
Few results have appeared concerning the IVNAA of S, K, Mg and
Fe. K and Mg activations rin vivo* are discussed as interferences to
13 24 39 38the measurement of N and Na respectively, by K (n, 2n) K and
24Mg (n, p)24Na respectively [3, 36],
Prompt y-ray analysis of minor bulk elements has been limited to
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the measurement of Ca, Na and C£ ratios in the tibia [34, 35].
However, Table 1.4 indicates that S, K and Mg are several orders of
magnitude more sensitive to prompt y-ray analysis than to decay y-ray
measurement. Fe emits negligible decay y-rays, and Table 1.3 shows
that Fe prompt y-rays are more sensitive to analysis than the Mn y-rays
following the n,p reaction on Fe. It is also remarked that the minimum
4 - 2 - 1detection limits obtained with the 3 x 10 n.cm ,s neutron beam are 
significantly less than the body concentrations of S, K, Mg and Fe [133], 
suggesting that experimentation with these elements, as well as Ca, C£ 
and Na, should be continued for IVNAA purposes, despite the relatively 
low neutron beam flux.
Trace Element Measurement
Although the body concentration of trace elements is necessarily 
very low, dependent on the trace Element and whether thebody is in 
health or disease, there are some advantages:-
(i) Trace elements are usually localised in particular body 
organs, permitting PBIVNAA and increasing the local trace 
element concentration.
(ii) Certain trace elements, e.g., Cd, Hg, have high neutron 
capture cross-sections.
Cd in the liver has been measured to a concentration of 0.5 ppm 
[43] by prompt y-ray analysis, and the measurement of Mn, and the Mg 
interfering reaction has been discussed [3]. The measurement of 
thyroidal iodine, by decay and prompt y-ray analysis has been well 
discussed in Chapter 1 and [36].
4Nevertheless, the m.d.l.'s of Cd and Hg obtained with the 3 x 10 n. 
- 2 - 1cm . s neutron beam are several orders higher than the concentrations 
expected in healthy or pathological organs. The use of the present 
irradiation and counting system may be limited to the analysis of 
heavily contaminated biological in vitro or industrial samples. To
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obtain a m.d.l. for Cd comparable to the normal concentration, the beam 
flux would have to be increased by at least 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, 
accompanied by improved y-ray and neutron shielding of the detector.
It has been shown that the trace element distribution in organs is 
not necessarily uniform [61], this may cause errors where the neutron 
beam area is smaller than the organ irradiated.
Two possible solutions are:-
(i) Utilization of a beam area larger than the organ to be 
irradiated, but this increases the background level and 
does not provide information concerning the trace element
■ distribution.
(ii) The scanning of an organ with an irradiation source, with 
the measurement of prompt emissions. Or, the irradiation 
of a series of localised sites in an organ, e.g., the 
cortex and medulla of a kidney, followed by measurement 
of prompt or decay emissions.
The localised irradiation and scanning of an organ may be performed 
by two methods:-
2a) Irradiation by a manoeuvrable, small area, ('v.l cm ) neutron 
beam with suitable penetration characteristics. This poses 
serious technical difficulties.
b) X-fay Fluorescence Scanning
This is based on the measurement of the characteristic 
X-rays emitted from an atom following excitation by an 
external source. The exciting source, whether particles 
or photons, usually causes the ejection of the electron 
in the inner-most orbit, the K-shell. The refilling of 
K-shell by an electron from a higher orbit causes the 
emission of a K<* X-ray, which characteristic of a particular 
element and is measured by a high resolution solid state
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detector. The relative simplicity and accuracy of this 
procedure suggests its use for in vivo trace element 
measurement as an alternative to IVNAA.
7.4.2 Fluorescence Scanning
The utilisation of X-ray fluorescence scanning in medical research 
has been made possible by the introduction of high resolution solid 
state detectors, and has been reviewed by Hoffer [119] and Brill [120]. 
Photons are used as the excitation source as they have a greater 
penetration and produce a lower background than charged particles or 
neutrons. The excitation energy is governed by:-
(i) Depth of penetration required. This is also limited by 
the attenuation of the emitted fluorescence X-ray.
(ii) Element to be measured. The excitation source energy has 
only to be slightly higher than the K<* X-ray to be measured. 
The use of a high excitation energy introduces a higher 
background continuum and interfering peaks.
The 'in vitro’ sensitivities of some biological elements, using
both photon and charged particle excitation, have been measured by
Cooper, 1973 [138],
Thyroidal iodine was scanned 'in vivo* by Hoffer [121, 124].
241The 60 keV Y-rays of a 10 Ci Am source were used as the excitation
source, the 28.5 keV iodine K« X-rays were measured by a Si (Li)
detector. Other workers have discussed the differences between I X-ray
fluorescence and radioisotope scans [132, 120], However, scanning times
are at present relatively long, 0.5 to 1 hour, but the radiation dose
received is approximately 20 - 50 mR and the gonadal dose is negligible.
Other investigations, involving in vivo X-ray fluorescence,
include the measurement of stable bismuth, which has a strong affinity
153for certain brain tumours [125]. The Bi X-rays were excited by a Gd 
source 97 and 103 keV y-rays [120]. Also, Terr-Pogossian and Phelps
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have studied the use of X-ray fluorescence in cerebral blood flow 
studies [123, 122].
Si (Li) detectors have been used to measure photon energies up 
to approximately 30 keV, with a resolution of 200 eV [119], whilst 
planar Ge (Li) detectors were suitable to photon energies of approxi­
mately 100 keV with a resolution of 700 eV [120].
Quantitative 'in vivo' measurement by X-ray fluorescence has been 
rendered very difficult, due to the severe attenuation of the excitation 
photon beam and the characteristic X-rays. Qualitative fluorescence 
scanning is limited to relatively superficial organs such as the 
thyroid, and may be extended to the kidney and liver, although it is 
not certain which element is most representative of the organ function. 
Some degree of quantitation may be achieved by the use of a depth 
correction. The double y-ray technique may be the easier to apply, by 
the use of the ratio of:-
(i) Characteristic X-rays emitted from two elements having 
approximately the same physiological distribution.
(ii) The K and L characteristic X-rays, in the case of very 
high Z elements, where the L X-ray is > 15 keV.
The quantitative in vivo measurement of trace elements in super-
*kficial organs by X-ray fluorescence has yet to be reported, but phantom 
studies using I, Hg and Au are in progress [139]. In vitro studies 
indicate detection limits of ^ 1 ppm for many trace elements [138], and 
it is considered that X-ray fluorescence may compete with IVNAA as an 
eventual technique for in vivo trace element determination.
Pb' in childfents teeth, has been measured by^  Bloch et al (19771 [155] .
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Chapter 8
Organ Depth Measurement in Quantitative 
Scintigraphy: Introduction and Method.
8.1. Introduction
This chapter describes in vivo organ depth measurement studies 
in the field of nuclear medicine, using injected radioisotope solutions. 
These studies chronologically preceded the application of radioactive 
depth measurement techniques to in vivo neutron activation analysis 
(IVNAA), described in the previous chapters.
As in IVNAA, the attenuation of Y-rays in tissue is a major concern 
in quantitative medical radioisotope scintigraphy. There are two means of 
resolving this problem:-
(i) The measurement of organ radioactivity by a technique which 
-*-s ^dependent of organ depth in tissue,
(ii) The measurement of organ attenuation distance to correct the
quantitative measurements. Or, the determination of empirical 
depth attenuation correction factors.
Also, some methods of depth correction employ a combination of 
factors (i) and (ii).
At this stage, it is important to describe a trend which has occurred 
in the last decade and has relevance to organ depth measurement.
This trend is described in the following flow diagram:-
The increase in sophistication of measurement apparatus, 
particularly in diagnostic medicine
I
The increase in measured information available for 
interpretation.
The need to be able to understand and profitably employ 
this quantity of information.
E.gi. the last section may refer to the ability to interpret computer 
’visualisation’ of radio-active organs [142] ultrasonic organ scans [141] 
or images produced by computerised tomographic scanners [143]. This 
problem has been the subject of much work by other workers. The present 
work refers to the utilisation of scintigraphic scan data to provide 
information concerning organ depth; this will be described in later sections.
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8.1.1. Brief Survey of In Vivo Y-ray Measurement Techniques with 
respect to Tissue Attenuation.
Three fields are defined, in diagnostic medicine, where the 
application of radioisotope techniques is hindered by attenuation in 
human tissue:-
(i) Whole or Partial Body Counting.
This includes the measurement of body elements following 
IVNAA, and the measurement of body pools, by injection of 
radioactive isotopes, physiologically similar to the element 
to be measured.
(ii) Nuclear Medicine.
This includes the quantitative measurement of radioactive organs by 
use of Nal (Tl) counters, rectilinear scanners and gamma-cameras. 
The latter two devices are used to produce two-dimensional 
representations of radioactive distributions, in this case, the 
image contrast is degraded by Y-ray scattering in the surrounding 
tissue.
(iii) Health Physics.
This involves the measurement of radio-elements, accidentally 
absorbed by personnel during the course of their work. Much
research has been performed on the in vivo localization of
239 241heavy, toxic elements such as Pu and Am.
A detailed account of in vivo Y-ray measurement techniques is given
by Hine and Sorenson (1974) [144]; also a summary of measurement techniques
has been published in an IAEA panel report (1971) [145], however it has
only limited discussion on scanning techniques and little on the use of
data processing.
As has been described in chapter 1, whole body patient counts are
compared with a physically equivalent phantom, either to obtain absolute
element mass values or to make patient intercomparisons. The phantom
simulates the expected radioactivity distribution in the body pools,
e.g. Ca in the skeleton. However, in the case of serial measurements 
131of I, the radioactive distribution changes rapidly with time.
Gibb et al [146] have avoided the problem of differing attenuation, by
measurement of a broad scatter window, which showed patient variations
of approximately 5%, whilst variations of up to 30% were obtained by
photopeak counting. Similar work has been performed by Palmer et al 
59in whole body Fe studies [20]. Dudley et al have used broad scatter
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window counting to count several radionuclides 'in vivo' [147].
Depth independence has been obtained, in profile scanning, by- 
calculating the geometrical mean of results from anterior and 
posterior detectors [18],
The measurement of radioactive organ depth in quantitative 
scintigraphy is described in detail in a later section. Radionuclide 
imaging may be made 'depth-selective' by use of 'focussed' collimators 
on simple detectors, to sophisticated techniques such as the imaging 
of positron-emitting isotopes by use of time-of-flight techniques with 
two parallel detectors [150]. Todd et al (1974) have proposed a gamma- 
camera design utilising single-scattered compton Y-rays. The camera 
has two parallel-plane' detectors, which detect the energy change of a 
photon scattered in the first detector, the energy difference is 
converted to a scattering angle 'cone'. Subsequent computer manipulation 
of this data permits image formation, with the possibility of a 'tomographic' 
effect [151]. This type of gamma-camera has the immense advantage of not 
requiring collimation, hence a much greater sensitivity than conventional, 
single crystal gamma-cameras. This novel gamma-camera is now on the way 
to commercial development.
The localisation of radioactive contamination in the human body
was studied by McNeill et al (1964) [109], who measured the change of the
scatter to peak ratio and change in photopeak resolution with source depth,
using Y-ray energies from 320 keV to 1520 keV. It was found that the
scatter-to-peak ratio was more sensitive to change than the photopeak
resolution, and low energy Y-rays more so than high energy Y-rays. More
recently, Toohey et al (1975) have used a scatter-to-peak ratio to
241estimate the depth of Am contamination deposited in the chest, using 
741the Am 60 keV photopeak [152].
8.1.2. Tissue Attenuation Correction in Quantitative Radioisotope 
Scintigraphy.
It is important to obtain an organ depth measurement method which 
is rapid and reliable. A depth measurement technique, utilising a 
gamma camera/computer processing system, is described later, which will 
fulfill these criteria. The advantages of such an apparatus, which 
permits manipulation of the whole recorded Y-ray spectrum, are outlined 
below:-
(i) The use of the original scan data to obtain organ depth 
correction factor.
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(ii) Total patient scan time is therefore limited to one 
scan, reducing any patient discomfort and possibly 
permitting the examination of a greater number of patients.
(iii) The patient position is the same for the uptake measurement 
and the organ depth measurement. The organ may not lie at 
the same depth if a second scan is performed, e.g. profile 
depth scan.
(iv) No injection of any additional radioisotope is required for 
depth information (unlike the use of doubly labelled
iTc 1331/ I solution [107]); the spectrum of the radioisotope, 
measured in the uptake study, provides data for the depth 
measurement.
Many methods have been proposed in quantitative in vivo counting 
and scintigraphy for correction of Y-ray attenuation in intervening 
tissue. Some are listed below and briefly described. Comparisons may 
be made with criteria (i) to (iv).
Double Y-ray Ratio Technique
This method was proposed by Dolan and Tauxe (1967), in kidney depth 
measurement using solutions labelled with 1(35 keV) and 1(364 keV) 
[107]. The experiments were performed with simple collimated counters; 
subsequently, a rectilinear scanner was used to image the double isotope
\jratio in a water phantom [108] $( The utilisation of the 364 keV and 638 keV 
131Y-rays of I is unlikely to be useful, as the difference in linear 
attenuation coefficients is quite small. Ostrowski and Tothill have 
applied this technique to renography, in order to measure differences in
9. kidney depth [153]. Differences of no more than 1 cm were observed using 
125 1311/ I labelled Hippuran. No work has been reported using this 
technique with a gamma-camera.
Uncollimated Detector
Measurements take place with an- uncollimated counter at different 
distances from the body surface. The measured data is then analysed in 
terms of the inverse square law. This method has been used for thyroid 
depth estimation [154],
Broad Compton Scatter Window Counting
Although used successfully in whole body counting and profile 
scanning, this type of measurement is not suitable for nuclear medicine 
counting and scintigraphy. The compton scattered Y-ray distribution does 
not correctly represent the radioactive spatial distribution, since the 
point of measurement does not correspond with the point of origin of the 1 
Y-ray; this is shown pictorially in the results section.
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Geometrical Mean of Measurement in Opposite Directions.
The use of the geometrical and arithmetical mean of data from 
opposing counters has been studied by Sharma [148], for a variety of 
radionuclides, and also by Arimzu et al [19]. Simple calculation shows 
that the geometrical mean of data from opposing counters is independent 
of source depth. Quantitative measurements are made by comparing patient 
results with a calibration curve obtained with a body phantom of equal 
width as the patient. Tothill has pointed out that when considering 
volume sources, at Y-ray energies >140 keV, the geometrical mean gives a 
similar result to that obtained by use of the arithmetical mean, since 
the requirement of a point source is no longer valid [149],
Empirical Formulas
Raynaud et al have routinely used an empirical formula relating 
patient kidney depth, in the prone position, to patient age, height and 
weight data [156, 157]. The formula parameters were obtained by studying 
97 subjects and correlating their age, height and weight data with kidney 
depth, measured by lateral profile scintigraphy. Limitations to the use 
of this empirical formula occur' for patients who are obese or particularly 
thin, and for patients with small kidneys.
Tauxe et al have studied the correlation between body surface area 
and kidney depth (obtained by biopsy) [157], this proved unsuccessful and 
best correlation was found with patient height and weight.
In whole body counting, an effective body thickness factor is found 
from patient weight to mass ratio, where radial thickness is proportional 
to Vw/H [158, 144], Errors can result if method is used for obese 
patients and children. Also, this method is not applicable to radioisotopes 
having a variable distribution, and to patients having different physiques, 
e.g. obese and muscular patients.
Lateral Profile Scans
The estimation of organ depth is performed by measurement of the 
distance between two radioactive sources, the radioactive organ'and a 
radioactive marker source placed on the body surface above the organ to be 
measured.
The Y-ray energy of the marker source is usually similar to that of 
the radionuclide in the organ. Measurements are performed with either 
P.M. counters, rectilinear scanners or Y-cameras. The use of the former 
two devices is considered tedious and is subject to error due to possible 
patient movement during scanning. The use of a Y-camera, with a parallel 
hole collimator, permits data accumulation until an acceptable error
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deviation is attained and error due to patient movement is easier 
to estimate. Generally the precision of depth measurement is dependent 
on the overall spatial resolution of the Y-camera collimator system 
(approx. 0.8-1.1 cm, GCA 202 Toshiba) and the distance of the radio­
active sources from the collimator.
Raynaud et al [156] have used the lateral profile scan to measure
197kidney depth, during renal uptake studies of HgC^ (^70 keV), and
use 2®4T1 as the marker source. However, an error may be introduced by
the difference in the apparent centre of organ radioactivity when
measurement is performed in both vertical and horizontal directions.
Scatter-to-Peak Ratio Depth Measurement
The use of a scatter-to-peak ratio (SPR) was discussed by Johnston
and Brill [159], as an organ depth attenuation correction factor, in
quantitative radioisotope scanning. Phantom experiments, using a
131collimated Nal (Tl) detector and a I source, showed that a PSR varied 
with source depth, although geometrical factors required that the source 
area be smaller than detector field of view.
Wellman et al, have used a PSR as a correction for thyroid depth 
during comparison of patient results with a standard phantom, using a 
dual-crystal detection system [111].
> At the time of the present experimental work, very little has appeared
* on the use of the SPR in quantitative radioisotope scintigraphy. The 
following sections describe the utilisation of a SPR technique, for 
kidney depth measurement, by means of a large field, parallel-collimated 
Y-camera and computer processing system, which possessed the capability 
of coding the X, Y image position coordinates with incident Y-ray energy 
information.. The combination of this depth measurement technique and 
apparatus satisfies the previously mentioned criteria (i) to (iv). These 
may be summarised as, the utilisation of the original radioisotope scan 
data to estimate the depth correction factor, which permits a decrease 
in total patient scanning time and an increase in measurement precision.
The use of a parallel collimated area detector permits the localisation 
of particular organs and avoids geometrical effects. The energy coding 
of position coordinates permits the selection of any scatter or photopeak 
energy window.
Comments
The use of ultrasonic A-scans provide a convenient non-radiation
and non-intrusive method of organ depth measurement. It's use in kidney
197depth correction in uptake studies has been described in a
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colloquy proceedings [156]. However, it is recognised that there are 
several inherent problems,
(i) the physical centre of the organ does not correspond with 
the centre of organ radioactivity,
(ii) in pathological cases, the radioactivity distribution
within an organ may be non-uniform, and therefore, the centre 
of radioactivity does not correspond with the physical organ 
centre.
There are also considerations of data interpretation, and the cost of an
additional piece of apparatus.
Compton Scatter Information
The in vivo measurement of Compton -scattered Y-rays has been
performed in several other medical fields
(i) Anatomical Cross-sections
Farmer et al [127] have proposed a method involving the
measurement of scattered Y-rays from the human body during
137lateral irradiation by a Cs source. The unique 
relationship between scatter energy and scatter position 
in the body permits a body density/body distance relationship 
to be realised, this information would be used in radiotherapy 
treatment planning.
(ii) Body Density Measurements
Clarke and Van Dyke studied theoretically the use of Compton 
scattered tf-rays in diagnostic radiography[162], during 
irradiation by a well collimated beam. The intensity of 
scattered radiation is proportional to the electron density 
of the irradiated volume.
Kaufman et al [126] have proposed scatter Y-ray scanning to
measure absolute lung density, in cases of pulmonary edema,
153by irradiation with Gd Y-rays (41, 97 and 103 keV).
Garrett et al have applied a similar technique for the 
measurement of absolute bone density in vivo [161].
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8.2. Methods of In Vivo Depth Measurement by the Scatter-to-Peak 
Ratio Technique.
Methods of scattered Y-ray measurement are dependent on the 
source dimensions and detector arrangement. Several methods are 
illustrated in fig.8.1., and in all cases only single-scattered Y-rays 
are considered.
Fig. 8.1(a) illustrates the measurement of a radioactive point 
source by a large field, parallel collimated Y-camera. Parallel 
collimation permits the calculation of the scatter angle, by measurement 
of scattered Y-ray energy and use of the classic Compton scattering 
formula. In case (a), the method involves the measurement of all 
scattered Y-rays normal to the collimator, emanating from a hollow cone 
of half-angle 0, subtended from the point source. However, this method 
may be applied to the realistic case of finite area sources, by ensuring 
measurement over the total area of scatter Y-ray emanation.
Measurement of the photopeak and scatter ’area* may be performed 
either by a Y-camera, of sufficient field, or a rectilinear scanner.
The stored image data may be analysed by selection of 'regions of 
interest', which also limit the background counts. This is the type of 
analysis employed in this work.
Fig 8.1(b) depicts the measurement of a small area of scatter counts 
within a large area source, by means of a small area, collimated detector. 
It is essential that the zone of measurement be much smaller than the 
source area, in order that an equilibrium of scatter Y-rays exist, 
i.e. the amount scattered photons leaving the measurement zone is equal 
to the scattered photons entering the zone. It is noted that whilst the 
origin of full energy counts is in the zone, the origin of the scatter 
counts is mainly from outside. Nevertheless, this form of SPR depth 
measurement is relatively localised and avoids the uncertainty of 
ensuring a sufficiently large zone to measure the total scatter emanation, 
as in cas e (a) .
This measurement may be performed with either a small area, collimated 
detector, or, by use of a small measurement zone on. Y-camera or scanner 
photopeak and scatter images. The localised effect of this method has 
the important advantage of permitting depth measurement in organs which 
are overlapped by other radioactive organs, e.g. liver overlap on the 
kidney. A similar method has subsequently followed this present work, 
with promising results [113].
Fig 8.1(c) illustrates the measurement of scatter and full-energy 
Y-rays by a non-collimated or partially collimated detector, as described 
in chapter 6 and by other workers [21, 109, 110, 111, 163]. Although
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simple, this method is subject to geometric factors, especially if 
the surface-detector distance remains constant. It has been shown 
that with a fixed source-detector distance there is a rapid increase 
in scatter counts with attenuation depth. Also, it has been shown 
that this method requires that the source area be smallsthan the 
detector field of view. [110],
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8.3. Analysis of Scatter-to-Peak Ratio Depth 
Measurement Techniques 
Two types of formula are discussed, one foruse by a high
resolution Ge(Li) detector, and the other for use with a parallel
collimated, Nal (Tl) crystal Y-camera, with which the bulk of this 
work is concerned.
8.3.1, Depth Measurement: Uncollimated Ge(Li) Detector
A simple expression has been presented by Walford [163], using 
small angle scattering. This was possible due to the high resolution 
of the Ge(Li) detector. Also, it was assumed that the solid angle 
subtended by the scatter energy window is small, and comparable with 
that of the full energy window.
A simple point source formula for a scatter-to-peak (SPR) is 
obtained by considering fig.8.2(a), where an amount of scattering dS
is produced in a thickness dx, such that:
ds = I.p c.dx 8.1.
and I = IQ. exp(-yT.x) 8.2.
where I » source intensity at dx, jpc = Compton scattering attenuation
-1 -Icoefficient (cm ), p,p = total absorption coefficient (cm ).
The amount of scatter attaining the tissue surface is,
dS.exp(- yT (d-x)) = IQ.exp(- pT*d). pc.dx
The total amount of scattered photons, at a source distance of d,
may be approximated by integration along in the x-direction, so that
ST = Q/d IQ. exp(- yT.d). pc. dx = IQ.exp(- pT-d). pc.d 8.3.
The scatter recorded by the detector is,
S = 0 .S™ , where 0 is the solid angle subtended by the scatters i  s
window.
Full energy counts are given by:-
P 88 0p-Io-e*PC’-FT.<i)
where 0 is solid angle subtended by detector full energy window.P
The SPR may now be expressed as:-
s - In.exp(-pT.d) .d.Pc0. 8*4.
V  -  I oexp ( ip T.d ) .e p
p,p is assumed to be the same as the full and scattered energies are
similar. Background counts are assumed negligible. Therefore, if
0 « 0 , the SPR for a point source varies linearly with source depth,p s
| - v d 8-5
This linear relationship remains true for thin, area sources with 
some modification of 0 .
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8.3.2. Depth Measurement: Parallel Collimated, (Nal (Tl)
Crystal Gamma-Camera.
A more rigo rous analysis has been developed in this work, to take 
into account two characteristics associated with the use of a parallel 
collimated Y-camera: large angle scatter and v-ray scattering in the
Nal(Tl) crystal.
(i) Large Angle Y-ray Scattering
The simple expression obtained for the Ge(Li) detector was 
possible because the fine energy resolution of the Ge(Li) 
detector permitted the measurement of small angle scattering, 
e.g. a detector of 3 keV resolution at 412 keV would permit 
scatter angle measurement1- of <6°.
However, it is necessary to define an expression which takes
into account large angle scattering (>30°), because of the
poor energy resolution of the Y-camera detection apparatus.
Beginning with a principle similar to 8.1, the quantity of
scattered photons is proportional to incident photon intensity
and the elementary volume traversed. In fig.8.2(b), the full
energy photons arriving, from source S, at the elementary
volume dV at F, are Compton scattered. dS is the number of
photons scattered into a solid angle dw’ at an angle 0 and,
dS = I.yc.dV.dw! 8.6
Definitions are as for 8.1, except that I is the primary photon
intensity incident on the normal area, dA, of the volume
dV (dV = dA.dr). If I is defined as the point source intensity
8.6. becomes:-
dS « (dw.Io.exp(-pT.r)).yc.dr 8.7
where prp is the total attenuation coefficient, and dw is the
solid angle viewed by source S on surface dA. Consider
distance x, normal to the tissue surface, such that r = x/cos0,
.*. dS a I .exp l~~yc- • dx.dw.dw* 8.8o r Lcos 0J cos 0
and the quantity of scattered photons, from scattering volume dV, 
reaching the tissue surface at G, is given by
dS.exp(-uT Cd-x)) = IQ. + 3  e' exp(-yTd). [expC-tij-.x. -1))]
dx.dw.dw1
8.9
Finally, the amount of scattering from all the elementary volumes
along SL, reaching the tissue surface is,
0 fd dS ,S a / _  . dxo dx
such that,
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S = I0Pc-exp(-uTd) 
yT.(l-cos0)
r  r  1 -  i l l  
1 • 6xP L 3 3 i 0 -L ^ i 0  J J
. dw.dw1 
8.10
The total amount of scattered photons seen by the collimator 
is obtained by integration of the conic volume defined by 
angle 0, around axis SM. In practice, the integration of 
equation 8.10 w.r.t. to angle 0, depends on the selection of 
scatter energy windows which corresponds to scatter angles 
by the classic Compton scattering formula. To take into account 
the finite limits of the energy windows and the integration of 
the cone volume, 0 is replaced by 0 , and dw by Aw.
The amount of unscattered photons arriving at the tissue surface 
along SM, normal to the collimator is
P = I0.exp(“p.pd) .dwQ 8.11
wheredwQ is the solid angle subtended by source S to the 
collimator.
An expression forthe SPR, assuming tissue scattering only, is 
obtained by dividing equations 8.10 and 8.11, i.e. the expressions 
for scattered and primary photons respectively, so that,
S __ Aw.dw1 .y.
P dwQ.(1-cos 0).yT I 1 - exe [ " & £ [  5 E 3 5 -1! ] ]  8- 12
This expression is simplified by replacing the terms outside the 
brackets by a factor k^, which consists of experimental parameters 
including the relative detection efficiency of. scattered and 
primary photons, so
-  e x p f l V  r 1 , 1 1
'8.13
1 - f-M r i  i iLcost? L COS(J
(l-cos8)
for a scatter energy window i, at angle 0.
(ii)Scattering in Nal(Tl) Camera Crystal
There is significant Compton scattering in the Y-camera crystal,
due mainly to the escape of scattered photons from the thin
Nal(Tl) crystal (0.5"). This suggests there is a residual SPR
when no scattering medium is present. The measured quantity of
scatter S*, produced in the crystal, is proportional to the
quantity of primary photons reaching the crystal, so that:-
S* = P. ^o 8.14
P
where SQ/VQ is the SPR measured in the absence of scattering 
medium. The scattering in the crystal of photons, already 
scattered in the medium, is considered negligible.
Finally, a general expression for the variation of SPR with 
source depth is obtained by division of expression 8.14 by 8.11,
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the photopeak counts, and adding the result to expression 
8.13. Therefore, in the case of a point source measured 
by a parallel collimated Y-camera:
' s'
P_ . = ^i F^ T ,d^i + [Sol
i P°_
This relationship is also valid for area source since the 
point source can approximated by a small surface element. As 
before, the total scatter count is obtained by integration of 
scatter emanating from the plane source; the photopeak counts 
are obtained by integration of the source area. Fig.8.3 
illustrates the variation of the SPR formula with several 
scatter angles, which were the average of a ten degree interval. 
The intercept S0/PQ was set to zero, and the slope kj was 
unity. The linear absorption coefficient was made equal to
0.17 cm~\ which is equivalent to the attenuation of 70keV 
Y-rays in tissue. The graph demonstrates the increasing 
linearity of the formula, with decreasing scatter angle, 
this indicates agreement with the linear SPR variation 
described in the Ge(Li) case.
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8.4. Experimental Apparatus and Techniques.
8.4.1* Toshiba GCA-2Q2 Gamma-Camera
All experiments and patient studies were performed using a large
field, 'Jumbo' Toshiba GCA-202 Y-camera. The Toshiba had a 38 cm
diameter Nal(Tl) crystal, viewed by 30 photomultipliers which yields
an effective field diameter of 34 cm. The parallel hole collimator had
1500 holes of 0.5 cm. diameter and a septum thickness of 0.2 cm.;- it
was made of lead and had an effective thickness of 8 cm.
Tanaka et al (1972) have discussed the Y-camera, which is based
on the delay-line principle [164]. The position information is based
on time conversion calculation, signals from the photomultipliers are
fed into the two delay lines for the X and Y axes, scintillation position
information is converted into signal time delay. The signals appearing
at the end of each delay-line are formed into bi-polar pulses, and the
difference in zero crossing time of these pulses is converted into the
position signal. By this method, it is considered that only photomultipliers
near the scintillation contribute to the position signal, hence providing
high radiation. An intrinsic spatial resolution of 0.82 cm (FWHM) for 
57Co is quoted by Tanaka [164].
An important advantage of the delay-line gamma-camera is that 
position information is inherently independent of the pulse-height (Le.
Y-ray energy) signal. The camera therefore may be operated with a very 
wide energy window setting >80%, permitting the measurement of multi-Y-ray 
radioisotopes, e.g. ^Ga, 4^9Y, assuming relatively small scattering.
The Orsay group have exploited this characteristic so that position 
coordinates in the Y-ray energy range of 50 keV-500 keV are output to a 
minicomputer system, where X, Y and Z (energy) coordinates are digitised 
and stored [160].
8.4.2. Data Processing System
An Informatek Simis 2 minicomputer system was used to analyse data 
from the Toshiba Y-camera. It was based on a 16K, 16 bit word Varian mini­
computer with two disk units (for programs and data storage respectively), 
data buffers, magnetic tape storage, V.D.U. and other standard output 
devices [165].
The X, Y position coordinates, as well as their associated Y-ray 
energy pulse are digitised at the computer interface.
The position coordinates occupy 8 bits each in one word, whilst 
energy data occupies 10 bits (256 channels) in the second word, the 
remaining 6 bits are destined for physiological data. The X-Y position/
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energy data was stored on magnetic disk, which had a capacity of
1.2 million counts. At any time following data acquisition, the data 
may be formed into 64x64 element images corresponding to selected 
energy windows. The energy windows are defined, in any combination, 
by the computer software, using the 256-channel energy spectrum. The 
SPR numerical data is obtained by selection and numerical integration 
of ’regions of interest’, in scatter and photopeak images, by means of 
the appropriate software.
198 197Fig.8.4 shows two typical spectra, Aw and Hg, measured incurand 
liquid solution, with 1500 parallel-hole collimator. The central peak 
in the Au spectrum is due to 180° backscatter, and the low energy peak 
is probably due to Pb fluorescence X-rays or the Hg conversion X-ray (70 keV) 
The small peak on the low energy side of the Hg spectrum is probably due 
to the escape of the iodine K X-ray from the Nal (Tl) crystal.
8.4.3. Measurement Parameters of the Toshiba/Informatek System
Fig.8.5 shows the linear energy calibration obtained with the gamma- - 
camera computer system. The quoted formula was obtained from a least 
squares fit of the calibration data.
Fig.8.6 demonstrates the FWHM resolution of the Toshiba GCA-202
Y-camera, which increases with Y-ray energy. These figures are similar to
those that may be obtained with a large volume Nal(Tl) detector crystal.
The resolution, expressed in percent, becomes asymtopic with increasing
197Y-ray, from 29% for Hg to approximately 11% for energies >300 keV.
The relatively large peak widths obtained with the Y-camera cause 
a significant portion of small angle scatter to be included in the peak, 
hence for practical quantitative scanning, only the high energy half of 
the FWHM (+ g FWHM) was consistently used to form photopeak images to 
minimise image degradation due to the scatter counts. Also, the 
+ £ FWHM proved a convenient and reproducible convention for photopeak 
window determination.
Efficiency
The Y-ray efficiency of the Y-camera/computer system, using the
described method of photopeak selection, was as follows,
197x 'Hg (70 keV) = 92 c/min/yCi ,
1 9 8 A u  (412 keV) = 42 c/min/yCi .
Field Uniformity
Generally, the field uniformity characteristic was obtained by 
means of a ’flood* source of the radioisotope to be measured. The 
consisted of large diameter basiry filled with 2-3 cm. of water, into 
which was thoroughly dissolved a sufficient quantity of the radioisotope 
concerned. Also, solid-disc flood sources were introduced (R.C.C.;
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57 133Co for low-energies and Ba for higher energy radioisotope
studies). Manufacturers specify field uniformity at ±10%. The
use of analogue energy windows produced very similar flood fields
using window widths of 20%, 15% and 15% for 497Hg, 37Co and
respectively; this produced a uniformity of approximately ±15%.
The use of energy windows, defined by the computer software produced
quite different flood fields, with uniformities of approximately
20-25% [166], The’software' windows are selected from only a narrow
portion of the photopeak, corresponding to approximately 5-10%. The
discrepancy in field uniformity is considered to be due to the
difference in the selected energy window widths. Therefore, although good
uniformity characteristics may be quoted for a Y-camera, it may have been
obtained by use of a wide energy window, a practice which will degrade
image quality. Also, it is concluded that flood fields to be used for
inhomogensity correction must be measured under the same experimental
conditions as the radioisotope study, i.e. identical energy window
setting and collimator.
Field uniformity correction was not performed in SPR studies* for
the reason that source position remained ’constant’ in the case of
phantom studies, and also because of the uncertainty in normalising
images of scattered Y-rays. Y-camera inhomogeneity correction has been
discussed in the case of quantitative renal uptake studies [167]©
1988.4.4. Au Source Phantom Experiments
The scatter-to-peak ratio (SPR) formula, equation 8.1S was experimentally
198tested using a small, plane source of Au(412 keV), this radioisotope
permitted the study of a wide Compton scatter spectrum, fig 8.4.
Fig.8.7 shows the arrangement of the phantom which consisted of a glass
basin filled with water. The source consisted of a blotting paper disc,
198onto which 2.3 mL of Au colloid was deposited. The source disc was 
encapsulated with water-proof adhesive tape. The source to collimator 
distance was fixed at 25 cm, and source depth was increased by adding more 
water into the basin. Source depths of up to 10 cm. were used, with data 
acquisition times of 200 s. for source activities of 150yCi. The 
source position in the Y-camera field was constant throughout the 
experiment. The data recorded at each depth was immediately analysed from 
the magnetic disk, or stored on magnetic tape, for later analysis. The 
size of the integration region was determined experimentally, by increasing 
the size until a negligible increase in counts was obtained [166].
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8.4.5. Patient Studies: Hg^l2 Renad Uptake.
Clinical trials of the SPR depth measurement technique were
197performed in the case of subjects who had received ^2^2 ^or
197
quantitative measurement of renal function. This form of renal function
measurement has been described by Raynaud [168, 156] and has been
favourably compared with other conventional tests.
Quantitative Hg Renal Uptake Measurement
To summarise this technique; following intravenous injection 
197of 150pCi of HgCl2, the Hg activity is taken up in both kidneys, and
also to a lesser extent in the liver and spleen. After 24 hours, the
renal activity reaches a 'plateau1 corresponding to approximately 20%
198(Ln normal adults) of injected dose. At 48 hours, Au colloid 
(50-100viCi) is injected. The patient is measured in the prone position. 
Two images are recorded, both kidneys, liver and spleen in Hg window, and 
the liver in the Au window. The image of Hg renal uptake is obtained 
by subtraction of the two images, following multiplication of Au image 
by suitable ratio. The % renal uptake is obtained by relating patient 
results with a measured standard, depth correction is usually obtained 
by an empirical weight, height, age formula. The use of the Toshiba 
Y-camera/Informatek minicomputer system has decreased patient scanning 
time to 900 s [160].
Protocol for SPR measurement in Hg renal uptake
The SPR, in clinical cases, was calculated by a simplified method,
using two images corresponding to the photopeak window and a wide scatter
197Y-ray window. The low energy Y-ray spectrum of Hg (fig. 8.4) is too 
narrow to permit fine energy selection. The energy windows corresponding 
to the photoelectric and Compton effect were, therefore, chosen 
empirically, consistent with good counting statistics.
Fig. 8.8 illustrates the selection by a software option, of a large
region-of-interest (ROI) around the left kidney and a neighbouring 
region, for background subtraction. The kidney zone is 2 to 3 channels 
wider than the kidney image, the position of the background region was
empirically selected, having given consistent results.
Following numerical integration of the ROI's, the patient SPR is 
calculated as follows:-
= x a
PATIENT [pk - R‘PB-
where - counts in Kidney ROI (Scatter Image)
S| S„ - R.S
8.16
Pv = counts in Kidney ROI (Photopeak Image)
Sg = counts in Background ROI (Scatter Image)
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Gamma-Camera
7Collimator
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Fjg.8.7 Schematic Diagram of Phantom Experiments .
F ig.8.8 Dorsal View of Region 
Kidney and Background
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Pg = counts in Background ROI (Photopeak Image)
R = Area of kidney ROI/Area of background ROI .
The right kidney is not usually measured due to the overlapping
or close proximity of the liver. The kidney depth is finally calculated
by comparison of patient SPR with a calibrated phantom, which consists of
197a penicillin bottle (25ml) of 2.5 diameter, filled with a HgC^
solution and measured in a water basin or plexiglass discs.
197The Effect of Hg-source Thickness
A series of experiments were performed to study the effect of source
thickness, hence body organ thickness, on the SPR technique of depth
197measurement. The sources containing Hg, consisted of a disc source 
and cylindrical sources (25ml, 100 ml) of 2.5 cm. and 4.5 cm. diameter 
respectively. The protocol described in 8.4.4. is followed, with the 
cylindrical sources placed such that their axes were parallel with the 
collimator surface (fig. 8.7). The source depth was defined as the 
distance between the geometrical centre of the source and the water 
surface.
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CHAPTER 9 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
SCATTER-TO-PEAK ORGAN DEPTH MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
9.1. Experimental Images of Scattered Y-rays
Figs. 9.1 and 9.2 show typical images of photopeak and scattered 
Y-rays obtained, with the Jumbo Toshiba Y-camera and Informatek mini­
computer system, from a phantom source and a clinical case. These 
images provide a visual representation of the scatter y-ray information, 
not usually available since most scatter measurement has been performed 
with one-dimensional detectors.
197Fig.9.1 represents the images of a Hg(=70keV) bottle (25mL) source 
corresponding to six energy windows, five of them, mainly scatter Y-rays. 
The source was situated at a depth of 4 cm. in plexiglass, and the 
scatter energy windows were selected arbitarily in 3-channel intervals.
The maximum picture element count-rate is shown for each image. The 
scatter images all indicate a similar count distribution, except for the 
57-61 keV image, which demonstrates less dispersion, probably due to the 
inclusion of small-angle scatter and full-energy Y-rays.
The similarity of the scatter distribution prompted the use of an
arbitarily selected broad scatter energy window, in clinical measurements, 
where a high count rate is required. Backscattering is not considered to 
constitute a problem due to the short mean free path of low energy Y-rays.
Fig.9.2 shows photopeak and scatter Y-ray images of a clinical case, 
a 6 year old infant, undergoing renal uptake measurement. The weak right 
kidney is overlapped by the liver. Significant radioactivity is observed 
in the bladder and there is some interference of the left kidney by the
intestines. A hardware fault on the electrostatic printer has caused a
'band' effect on the left kidney. These images represent an untypically 
difficult clinical measurement, but do illustrate the various radioactivity 
interferences. The scatter images indicate the importance of selecting a 
sufficiently large measurement region around the left kidney.
73-85  keV 
( Photopeak )
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50-56  keV UU-k9 keV
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9.2 Results Obtained with Au Plane Source
The curves shown in fig.9.3 show the variation of SPR with source
depth, for scatter angle intervals of 10°, between 30° to 70°, selected
198from appropriate energy windows in the Au spectrum.
Good agreement was obtained between the data points and the least 
squares fit of the SPR formula (8.15). The fitting error, at a fixed 
depth, is approximately the same as the standard deviation of the 
experimental data. Deviation between the data and the SPR formula fit 
becomes greater as the scatter energy decreases to the Compton edge, 
and multiple scattering becomes significant. Also, it is understood 
that the poor energy resolution of the Nal(Tl) crystal will cause the 
inclusion of Y-rays from adjacent energy windows [169]. This has the 
effect of diminishing the differences between the scatter energy windows, 
a 10° scatter interval was selected in order to obtain sufficient good 
counting statistics; the scatter-to-pealc ratio (SPR) error deviation was
a first order approximation, where,
CDD , . .. ■ S /6P 2 7 5S 2SPR deviation ± p-y' -p- + -g-
Fig.9.4 illustrates the variation of the experimental k^ factor with 
scattering angle. A scatter angle interval of 5° was selected, and k^, 
the slope of the SPR formula, was obtained by least squares fitting. The 
error bars indicate the fitting error of each curve. The curve 
indicates that the SPR is most sensitive when scatter is measured in the 
40°-45° interval. This variation may be interpreted as a combination of 
several factors; in particular the differential Compton scattering cross- 
section is greatest at approximately 35° [131], also the Y-ray efficiency 
has the effect of increasing the k^-value at lower scatter energies.
9.3 The Effect of Source Thickness
Fig.9.5 shows the variation of SPR with source depth using two 
cylindrical sources of 2.5 cm. and 4.5 cm. diameters, and a small plane 
source of "zero" thickness.
The depth deviation of the two volume sources is relatively small at 
shallow depths, but increases proportionally with source depth, so that 
at 7 cm. depth (SPR = 0.21) there is a depth deviation of approximately 
1 cm, between the two volume sources. This indicates that there will be 
a significant error, at large depths, when applying this technique to 
the measurement of very large or small kidneys. However, it is remarked 
that the curves in fig.9.5 are superposable on the application of a 
suitable correction factor.
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Self-absorption in the glass penicillin bottles was considered
negligible as the glass was of 2 mm thickness. Also, in clinical 
197HgCl2 uptake measurements, the radioactivity is mainly localized 
in the renal cortex, and is not uniformly distributed as in the 
phantom trials. This effect remains to be investigated.
It has been considered that investigation of the scattered Y-ray 
profile may provide organ thickness information, although this 
phenonomen merits further research, it may not be possible to 
distinguish the scatter Y-ray configuration due to a depth distribution and 
that due to adjacent source distributions. Also, the possibility exists 
of developing an empirical organ thickness correction factor based on the 
correlation of kidney thickness with kidney width.
1979.4 Patient Results: HgCl^Renal Uptake Studies
Table 9.1 shows the preliminary results obtained with 13 patients, 
in May 1975, and the SPR depth measurement method compares well with the 
measurements obtained by the routine formula and lateral profile scan 
methods. Fig 9.6 shows the result of a linear regression analysis 
between the SPR and formula depth methods, and the value of the correlation 
coefficient indicates a very good accord between the two methods. Although, 
the number of measured subjects was relatively small, the present results 
are encouraging.
The patient depth measurement results may be criticised on several 
points. The SPR results were compared with an empirical formula method 
which is usually used for 'normal' subjects. In this series of clinical 
measurement, only normal morthotypes were studied, and six patients were 
measured by the lateral profile method, which confirmed the SPR technique. 
Also, the selection of the background region may be criticised as it may be 
subject to intestinal interference. However, the selected zone under the 
left kidney, gave relatively accurate and reproducible results. By 
contrast, background zones chosen above the left kidney may be subject to 
spleen interference and for zones chosen between the two kidneys may be 
interfered by scattered radiation from the right kidney and possibly the 
liver.
The use of a large integration region for the kidney permits a good 
counting statistics to be obtained, and even in the case of patients with 
poor renal uptake, the counting rate is sufficient for depth measurement 
with a standard deviation of less than0.5 cm. However, this type of SPR 
technique cannot be used for the right kidney because of liver interference, 
and this has prompted the use of the 'small zone' SPR technique [113].
The present SPR technique does not employ Y-camera field non-uniformity
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TABLE 9.1 SUMMARY OF CLINICAL DEPTH MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Patient No. Age Sex Method (cm) % Uptake
Formula Profile SPR
1 45 F 5.0 4.75 4.8 16.6
2 10 F 4. 5 4.75 3.9 18.3
3 2 M 3.0 — 3.2 8.6
4 7 F 3.5 3.25 2.8 30.7
5 42 F 5.5 — 5.7 6.4
6 9 F 4.25 4.3 4.4 32.2
7 19 F 5.25 5.25 4.8 27.9
8 28 M 5.25 — 5.0 24.0
9 13 M 5.0 — 5.2 24.8
10 3 M 3.5 — 3.1 34.3
11 8 M 3.5 — 3.9 10.9
12 16 M 4.5 5.0 4.6 24.6
13 1 M 3.0 — 2.8 4.6
Formula = Empirical formula method of depth measurement. 
Profile = Depth by lateral profile scan with gamma-camera. 
SPR = Depth by scatter-to-peak ratio method.
Formulg-Depth Method (cm)
Fig.9.6 C o r re la t io n  between Formula and SPR Depth
Measurement Techniques. using Clinical R e su lts .
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correction for the photopeak or scatter Y-ray images; this does
not appear to have affected the quality of the results. Inconvenience
was experienced in the necessity of recalibration of the apparatus
with ambient temperature drift. This may be resolved by suitable software,
which would interpret spectrum ’shape1 rather than specific channel
numbers.
9.5. Conclusions
A theoretical model has been developed, for a radioactive point
source, measured by a gamma-camera with parallel-collimation, which
describes the variation of the scatter-to-peak ratio as a function of
depth in a scattering medium. The use of the particular scanning system,
a Jumbo Toshiba Y-camera coupled to an Informatek minicomputer, made
possible the use of data which is normally rejected in the case of
quantitative renal scintigraphy. This prompted the development of
measured organ depth correction technique which does not require
a second patient scan, hence reducing total patient examination time.
198The developed formula was tested experimentally using a Au plane
source in a water phantom, where good agreement was found between
experimental and theoretical data. Clinical trials of the SPR depth
197measurement technique were performed with patients undergoing HgCl2
renal uptake measurements. A good correlation was found, for 13 patients,
between the SPR method and the routine, formula method, based on patient
height, weight and age data.
Useful clinical information has been measured despite neglecting
the use of camera field non-uniformity correction for the photopeak and
scatter Y-ray images. To complement the clinical measurements, the
effect of kidney thickness was studied using cylindrical sources of 
197Hg. It is considered unlikely, at present, that the use of the SPR 
will yield clinically useful source depth-distribution data.
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Appendix A 
Time-of-Flight Neutron Spectrum
The external neutron beam of the 135° reactor face is often used 
for a teaching experiment, which demonstrates the determination of 
neutron spectrum by a simple time-of-flight technique (U.L.R.C.,S.E.103 
1969).
This was employed to study the neutron spectrum at the sample irradiatio 
position, 177 cm. from the beam port.
The Cd/Al revolving chopper is synchronised with an Econ Series II 
multi-channel analyzer (250 channels). The analyzer dwell-time was 
set at lOys with a sweep or frame time of approximately 5.2 ms 
A synchronisation error (between chopper and m.c.a. start) of 80ys 
was found, at the sample position, by performing measurements at four path 
distances. The neutron bursts were monitored by a counter, consisting 
of two large BF^ tubes.
Fig A. 1 shows the Maxwellian-Boltzman type of velocity distribution 
of a thermal neutron source, expressed in energy units, measured at 
177 cm . The peak or ’most probable' neutron energy was 0.029eV, with 
an equivalent peak velocity and temperature of 2780 m.s"1 and 
60°C ± 15°C. The temperature above the reactor core was approximately 
36°C.
This indicates that the beam is not entirely ’thermalised’, the 
addition of a Pb scattering shield does not alter this. The high and low 
energy ’tails’ of the unshielded spectrum and probably not due to 
significant epi-cadmium flux, but to analyser timing limitation and frame 
overlap. The latter is caused by slow neutrons of one ’burst’ arriving 
with the fast neutrons of the following ’burst’, this occurs when the 
analyzer frame time is slower than time in-between bursts’. Use of a 
20ys dwell time reduced the magnitude of the 'tails’ to that of the 
Cd-shielded spectrum.
The 'dip' in the unshielded spectrum, at approximately 0.013eV is 
considered to be due to a carbon resonance at that energy. Fig 3.1 
shows that the beam traverses a section of graphite shielding.
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Fig.A1 Time of Flight Spectrum of Neutron Beam
at 177cm from  Beam Port
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Appendix B 
Solution of Simple Diffusion Equation 
in an Infinite Medium 
If the region immediately surrounding the neutron source is 
excluded, the porblem reverts to the steady state neutron diffusion 
equation, which is written as:- 
V2<J> - K2 <j) = 0
0r ^XX * + *zz) = K * B.l.
assuming that
<f> = X^YZ, A = XYU Z , <f> = XYZ11,Yxx * Yyy * Tzz
and that K is the reciprocal of the diffusion length L.
Substituting into equation B.l, and dividing by XYZ,
X”  + ♦ Z”  - K2 b 2X + Y + Z "  K B ' 2
Using fig. 4.2, where the xy plane is normal to the neutron flux
in the z-direction, the boundary conditions are,
X(o, y) = 1 , Y (x, o)
X(a/2, y) - 0 , Y(x,b/2) Z(C) = °
where a and b are the extrapolation widths, and c is the z-axis 
distance where the flux becomes negligible.
Separating the variables,
X 11 2 Y 11 _  _ 2 T' 1 = y  2
X “ ' P * Y  q * Z B. 3
X and Y are considered to be linear combinations of sinpx, sinpy, cosqx
and cosqy respectively; the boundary conditions reject the use of sine
values and so p = m. I and q = n. ^ where m and n are integens.
Z(z) is represented by sinhy (C-Z) , but if C>Z, this becomes
exp(-Y Z) . r mn. J
The fundamental solution, where m = n = 1 is therefore,
(j = A.^ cos — 7. , Cos . exp (- Y-^.z) B.4
where K2= 1/L2 - (V 2q£) 2 - (£) 2) from B,3.
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Appendix C
Activation Analysis Theoretical Considerations
Simple analysis of activation equations are quoted in many
standard texts, e.g. Koch [140], Kruger [55], for the irradiation
of samples by neutrons and charged particles.
The technique of neutron activation analysis is based on the
formation of radio-isotopes, either of the same element or a
different element, due to neutron capture by the irradiated element.
The Rate of Formation of Activation Product
The rate of formation of activated nuclei, R, is proportional
to the neutron flux per sec, the number of target nuclei and the
activation cross-section, therefore,
R = <j).cr.n = <j>.cr. m N f C.l.
A°
where n = no. of target atoms
-2  -14> = neutron flux (n.cm. s )
2
0 = activation cross-section (cm per atom)
m = mass of target element
Nq= Avogadro’s no. (atoms per gram atom)
f = fractional isotopic abundance of target isotope
A = atomic weight of target element (gram per gram atom)
Equation C.l. also describes the intensity of prompt Y-rays emitted 
from an activated nuclei following thermal neutron capture.
The decay rate, D, of the disintegrating product nuclei is expressed
as,
D = X.N C.2.
where N = no. of target nuclei
-1X = decay constant of nuclide (s )
The rate of change of activated nuclei during activation is given
by>
dN = R - D = «J).a. m N f - AN C.3.
dt A
By integrating C.3, the disintegration rate of a radionuclide, in a
sample, after an irradiation time, t, is
D(t) = <f>.cr. m N f (l-exp(-At)) C.4.
A
The disintegration rate of the activated nuclei, at a time, t , 
after the end of irradiation is,
D"(t) - D(t).exp(-Atw) C.5.
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The actual counting rate C, monitored by a detector, is related
to the disintegration rate, D'(t) by the following expression,
rr(t) = C C.6.
e.g.s
where e = photopeak efficiency of detector
g = source-detector counting solid angle 
s = self-absorption of Y-rays in sample matrix.
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Neutron rad iographs of sample ir ra d ia t io n s  showing 
p o s i t io n in g  uncerta in ty. Exposure time was 15min using 
Kodak Industria l ‘G' film and Cd converter.
Neutron Flux = 3 *1 cfn.cnn* s'.
APPENDIX D
(a) Fe Pill Sample 
U.5q).
(b) Cd (0.13q) Solution 
in Ir ra d ia t io n  Tube
Note a ir  gap and 
holder in upper 
part of picture.
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